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Introduction
Scientists tend to mix reality, causality and existence all in one
material bundle. Newton brought gravity in to the real world and
skeptics said he invented "action at a distance". Two hundred years
later Einstein defined space and time further within a materialistic
defined reality by using the big clock in the sky to measure space and
the law of causality to place a limit speed. Skeptics again say he used
"action at a distance".1
Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti was once asked by a devotee on a field
walk2 about reality. Adapted for this context His answer could have
been a little like this; Do atoms exist? Ans, yes. Do you exist? Ans, yes.
I am therefore I exist. Does your mind exist? Ans, Yes. Then Ba’ba’
said: Then place it in my hands.
This is exactly the attitude that scientists place on physical
existence and reality. They feel that the relationship of objects must
have a defined platform in space (inertial frames of relativity) and that
all effects must come from a verifiable cause (causality).
This may have brought us physically from Copernicus to
Newton to Einstein, but it will not bring us into the future unless we
understand that the observing person is not only defined by us (and
mechanical extensions thereof) and our definition of time (metre) using
the big clock in the sky as our guide.
The platform of relativity is not space determined by inertial
relativity but determined by interial relativity of the person observing
the event. See Person in Mundane & Supramundane Relativity
This book is an attempt to introduce Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti’s
concept of person within the context of microvita and allow relativity to
be seen in the greater aspect of microvita within both the Macrocosmic
and the microcosmic realms.
First Electronic Edition

Raymond Bates,
Baguio, City of the Pines, Philippines

Email turiiya@gmail.com July 04, 2017

1
2

http://www.informationphilosopher.com/solutions/experiments/EPR/
Adapted from “My Baba” by N.Joshi
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Note: ALL QUOTES are from: Ánandamúrti, Shrii Shrii, Ananda Marga
Publications, 527, VIP Nagar, Tiljala, Calcutta, India. Electronic Edition 7.0, [ ] are
additions by this author. UNLESS otherwise noted. The format: This_and_That.html
is the html file within EE 7.0 that the quote is taken. Newer versions of Electronic
Editions are available from:
http://innersong.com/products/dharshan/ElectronicEdition.htm
Conversion errors - Using the included MS Word to PDF formatter some
Sanskrit words employing the ucis and nicis for example adasphota converts to
jaìasphoía.
Further note: This book is intended for the advanced student of Shrii Shrii
Ánandamúrti’s microvita philosophy. It is expected that the basic concepts behind
Saincara, Pratisaincara, Brahmacakra and the four parts of the atom have been
understood by the student from the previous books.

CHAPTER ONE
Forces & Energies of the Macrocosm
10

Forces and energies of the Universe
This is large subject and not easy to describe in short form, but
we have made many attempts to describe these is previous works. The
reason they are described herein in a more unified manner is that the
very forces of the universe are the same grouping of unified forces. It is
only the usage of these forces in relativity, which make them appear to
be different.
Intro to Force and energies of the universe
In describing the forces, waves and energies of Shri Shrii
Ánandamúrti’s cosmology first we must consider time and person. In
the early years of Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti dissertations (the early
1950’s) the first western books of atomic physics had not even been
written. His descriptions of causal waves, forces and energies creating
our universe were described in terms using Sanskrit words and
esoterical references. He described these forces, waves and energies
from the viewpoint of someone who could enter into these actual forces
and atoms, the persons hearing these lectures had little/no
understanding of what was being described nor did even the translators
have any scientific knowledge.
It was not that the overall picture was not there, it was simply
that the basic concepts were not understood within the framework of
modern scientific concepts.
What we ended up with was very unscientific (from a
consideration now of 60 years in the future) collection and misused
(translated) words, like citta, inferences and tanmátras, just to name a
few. To convert (and translate through other languages) the correct
syntax and meaning, after the fact, is nearly impossible. Now add to
this that these new physical, mental and spiritual descriptions
proceeded unabated to about 1987, until at which time He added on top
of this the whole new understanding of cosmology, physics and
metaphysics, using a completely different creative life-form (microvita),
to explain how all this could happen, with physical demonstrations.
To try and alleviate some of the confusion in the discussion of
forces, waves and energies, we can break the discussion up into some
more understandable categories.
11

First those forces, energies and waveforms that relate directly to
the causal conditions of our created universe; the creation of cosmic
forces, energies, waveforms and if I may use the term cosmic matter.
This is not because these are different from the relative quantum forces
or energies; this is because microvita is utilized differently in these
areas.
First allow me to endeavor to describe the cosmic forces, waves
and energies of our universe in the standard manner of Shrii Shrii
Ánandamúrti early years without using microvita. This can be best done
with a drawing.
Brief review of standard forces, energies and components of
creation
If we take the standard cycle of Brahmacakra:

12

Drawing Standard Brahmacakra Cycle of Creation
And expand only the portion that has to do with the point of
origin (Shambhúliunga) of Cosmic Mind within the Macrocosmic
differentiated universe (Savishes’a) and draw in the layers of Cosmic
mind we have this:
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Expanded Layers of Cosmic Mind
If we put it all together:
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Composite Drawing Brahmacakra with Microvita

Review Macrocosmic cycle of creation with microvita
The stages of transformation of Cosmic Consciousness prior to the
exhibition of Cosmic citta are not objective realities in the strict sense of the
term, Bhutatattva_Tanmatratattva_and_Indriyatattva.html

At this point we need a short description of the salient points of
the macrocosmic cycle of creation modified with microvita included. In
the drawing above the unmanifested Cosmic Matrix (Múlá Prakrti),
consisting of the balanced gun’atrikona of three cosmic gun’as, causes
cosmic energy as particle combined with waveform to break out of the
15

sentient vertex of the triangle at the theoretical point called
shambhu’liunga (point 1). The nearly straight particle/waveform slowly
degrades in a process known as sadrsha parin’a’ma (homomorphic
waveform evolution) through the Cosmic Mind’s causal and astral
areas of mahattattva and aham’tattva. These are subjective Cosmic
Mind areas of cosmic creativity, not relativistic mind areas.
Cosmic Citta (Cosmic ectoplasm, at point 2) is the area where
Cosmic Mind contains and creates matter using microvita, to create and
control the process (point 3) in this grand process of Cosmic Mind to
matter, known as Saincara. Here microvita (consisting of Macrocosmic
Mind stuff) itself is created by the Cosmic Nucleus and injected into
the process creating matter through the standard implosion theory of
matter creation.
The matter created consists of all five factorials in requisite
proportion and quantities of energy supplied by the point-like microvita.
Requisite proportion means that energy supplied to each of the five
factorial centers varies in quantity. Those factorials containing the
maximum amount of solid and liquid quanta of microvitic energy are
known as matter, upon which our material system is based. Where the
top three factorials contain the preponderance of energy these are nonmaterial in nature and known as psychic pabulum used in either the
Macrocosmic or microcosmic connotational meanings and usages.
Matter as microvita, energy and microvitic mind continues
through the standard stellar cycle until it reaches supernova point. This
is known as ad’asphot’a, where imploded matter recycles as energy,
cosmic gravity waves and particulate matter recombines in various
combnations.
In the Pratisaincara side of the Cosmic Cycle of creation (matter
to mind) matter now has become pulverized into the crudest
microcosmic mind stuff called microcosmic citta. Pratisaincara is the
process of crude evolved microcosmic mind stuff evolving back to the
Cosmic Mind. This is a spiritual evolutionary process of the unit mind
and the microvitic mind (as they are living entities also), completing
the Brahmacakra (Grand cycle) of Macrocosmic creation.
The origin of time, space and person (Shambhu’liunga, point 1)
would appear that this is the place to start the discussion. Although
Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti many times refers to this place as the start of
16

creation3 and relativity, it is only a theoretical point. There must exist
an actual functioning (person) unit mind and/or microvita and that in
turn must function in some manner within a space continuum.

Simple View Macrocosmic Cycle of Creation with Microvita
We see in this drawing above that there are two basic chambers
to Brahmacakra creation, The Unmanifested/ Non-attributional
(Nirvishes’a) chamber called Múlá Prakrti (Casual Matrix) consisting
of infinite Gun’atrikonas or triangles (and other possibilities of shapes)
of bound principles/energies and the Manifested/attributional
3

The three relative factors are born after the process of metamorphosis begins from Shambú
iu ga. Cognitive_Faculty_and_the_Supreme_Desideratum.html.
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(Savishes’a) universe of Sagun’a Brahma. Macrocosmic Mind has not
manifested any wave, energy, or time.
The Spiritual Force (Sporce) breaks out into the
Manifested/attributional (Savishes’a) universe of Sagun’a Brahma in
what’s known as homomorphic evolution (svarúpa parin’a’ma or
sequentially metamorphosed)4. From the strongest (sentient) point of
origin (shambhu’liunga) of a triangle (gun’atrikona) waveform and
sentient energy emerge5 in practically a straight line.6 These causal
portions of the Macrocosmic Mind are called Cosmic Mahat and Aham.
This is the theoretical point of emergence of relativity of time, place
and person. (Point 1 on Composite Drawing Brahmacakra with
Microvita )7 8
At this point in Sagun’a Brahma the contents of Sporce
(Spiritual Force) waveform9 are Cosmic Spiritual Prakrti (energy/force)
irrevocably intertwined10 with Cosmic Spiritual Consciousness
(Purus’a) and antahkaran’a (introversal psychic propensive
propulsion)11 12. Energy in all waveforms is not continuous and is
systaltic or pulsatory13 14. Cosmic Spiritual Consciousness (Purus’a) is
4

This process of mutual conversion is called homomorphic evolution (svarupa parin ma).
The_Macrocosm_and_the_Microcosm_2.html 1959
5
The vertical point from which the positive flow begins from the Supreme Triangle,
The_Macrocosm_and_the_Microcosm_2.html
6
Now you see, all these waves have their original source in the Nave of the universe. That is
the first stage. These vibrations are called the basic stage or basic expression. The basic
expression is just near, [in] close proximity to, the Controlling Entity. Then the next one is the
primordial expression. It is almost a straight line. The_Cosmological_Order.html 1967
7
The three relative factors are born after the process of metamorphosis begins from Shambú
iu ga. Cognitive_Faculty_and_the_Supreme_Desideratum.html.
8
The jolt caused by the impact of the relative factors exigency causes the flow of creation to
move towards Consciousness, …Cognitive_Faculty_and_the_Supreme_Desideratum.html
9
umerous waves are always emanating from Parama Puru a, each wave flowing with a
particular speed and wavelength. To_Know_Him_Is_to_Be_Free_from_All_Fetters.html
10
Manifested Prakrti is of course dynamic, be that momentum introversive or extroversive.
The_Intuitional_Science_of_the_Vedas_6_Avidya.html 1956
11
there is another element present apart from matter. This other element is mind or antahkara a
(introversial psychic force). What_Is_the_Cosmic_Entity.html (1955)
12
In Sagu a Brahma therefore the seven Prak ra of Prakrti form the ntahkara a
Some_Questions_and_Answers_on_Ananda_Marga_Philosophy_tp.html
13
Energy in motion is not continuous but flows in definite little jumps; thus the stream of
energy has been called systaltic or pulsatory in the scriptures.
The_Chariot_and_the_Charioteer.html
14
The flow of ectoplasmic waves moves continuously on, and those waves are also systaltic,
with crests and troughs, speed and pause, contraction and expansion.
Reality_and_Intellectuality.html
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particulate15 16 in nature. (See Sporce (Spiritual Forces) by components
drawing).
Point 2 on Composite Drawing Brahmacakra with Microvita is
the actual emergence of the Supramundane/mundane areas of cosmic
citta where person emerges (as microvita entities) in the relativistic
trinity of time, place and person. Wave speed in the causal arena is the
speed of thought17 and wave speed decreases further in the cosmic citta
area towards the speed of light. Microvita riding on the cosmic
inferential waves decreases in speed18 to the speed of light in the
mundane area of the rudimental factorials. In Saincara microvita along
with atoms have their own relativistic interial time frames (compared to
unit mind, discussed below).
The two basic classes of binding forces19 are Tamogun’a or
static binding force, with introversal spin20 and causes gravity (bala)21 22,
centrifugal in nature and Sattvagun’a or sentient binding force,
extroversal and centripetal in nature. A third class of force Ra ogun’a is
relativistic and transient in nature.

15

The five fundamental factors -- ethereal, aerial, luminous, liquid and solid -- are the
sequential metamorphoses of these energy particles. Vibration_Form_and_Colour.html
16
It [Matter] is the condensed state of the particles of energy that we call matter. It is by no
means correct to consider matter as an original substance. Matter_and_Spirit.html
17
In both the individual and the Cosmic mind the citta is the portion of mind where the thought
waves occur; Some_Questions_and_Answers_on_Ananda_Marga_Philosophy_tp.html (Q 7)
1957
18
In concomitance with the variation in the curvature of the wave, the speed varies inversely.
That is, when the speed of the movement increases, the velocity decreases, and with the
straightness in the curvature, the velocity increases. Ism_and_Human_Progress.html
19
Moreover, when two forces remain active within the same boundary, it is natural for them to
interchange their inherent characteristics. Thus, the sentient will be converted into the mutative,
the mutative into the static, and the static into the sentient.
The_Macrocosm_and_the_Microcosm_2.html 1959
20
The more the process of Sai cara advances, the greater its momentum, and the stronger the
internal force of attraction within the structure. Struggle_and_Progress.html
21
The external pressure of the static principle on the aforesaid five factors is known as bala. As
a result of this bala, two opposing forces develop, one centrifugal and the other centripetal in
character. Saincara_and_Pranah.html
22
There is difference between Bala and Indra. nergy always functions within the scope of
matter and that energy functioning within the scope of matter is called Indra in Sa skrta
[mechanical energies]and energy working out of the scope of matter is called Bala. When the
force working outside matter gives external pressure, it is called Bala [gravity].
The_Stance_of_Salvation_and_How_to_Attain_It.html
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In Saincara the Macro-centrifugal force (Vidya’ Shakti) is
dominant23 and the Macro-centripetal force (Vidya') is inversely
proportional. Here the Macro-centrifugal force increases in the process
of crudification to matter. This causes a resultant micro-centripetal
force (internal friction) in the material structure24.
In the mundane and supramundane arenas thr blind force of
25
energy is called shakti/energy/prana (and pranah)26 in various
situations.
The practical emergence of time starts in the supramundane
arena (Point 2 in on Composite Drawing Brahmacakra with Microvita )
and is a relativistic function of persons/microvita and space/wavelength.
Energy particles within the cosmic citta (cosmic ectoplasm)
sequentially metamorphose to become the five rudimental factors of
matter. (Point 3) In the supramundane and mundane arenas particles of
energy always move from one material shelter to another material
shelter.
I must apologize for the profusion of numerous Sanskrit and
other new names. New concepts require new nomenclature. It is
assumed that you have been following the introduction of these new
concepts in the previous series. Later when defining relativity in these
conceptual areas, you will understand the need for specific names for
specific new concepts. I hope you will use these drawings to refresh the
place thatunit mind and microvita plays in these areas.
Microvita as an Evolutionary Cycle

23

When the centrifugal force of the Cosmic Cycle in Sai cara remains dominant, one particle
comes in closer contact with another particle – their relative distance decreases. This decrease
in the inter-molecular and inter-atomic gaps causes physical objects to be further crudified.
Struggle_and_Progress.html
24
This centrifugal force of Sai cara results in the creation of a centripetal force in material
structure. Struggle_and_Progress.html
25
Energy is the actional state within a material structure. This energy by itself is a blind force
and for its activation intellect must exist: a driver is required to direct this blind force. The
support of the intellect is a prime necessity for the operation of energy in this material world.
Cardinal_Spirit_Action_and_the_Supreme_Stance_of_Devotion.html
26
The word pr a has various meanings. In the singular number it means energy (pr a) and
in the plural number it means life or vital energy (pr ah). The_Supreme_Question_1.html
1959

20

In previous works The Microvitic Atom Chapter 5, The Life of
Microvita, we discussed the life of microvita using a drawing about
microvita’s life in the great macrocosmic cycle. Here we will break that
great cycle down and point by point describe how microvita can arrive,
create and change both material/mundane and psychic/supramundane
objects/waves within microvita’s limited working/living areas.
Microvita is created in the Macrocosmic Mind’s citta area and cannot
live or work within any higher areas of the Macrocosmic Mind.

Drawing Microvita Evolution and Usage
We know from various references given by Shrii Shrii
Ánandamúrti that microvita are created in the Cosmic Citta area of
Saincara in the cosmic cycle carrying energy (probably each
microvitum with one quanta of dark energy) (See Drawing Microvita
Evolution and Usage)A. Then it is attracted to standard implosion C of
matter creation riding on cosmic inferential factorial waves. B They are
21

algorithmically pre-programmed to attach to the correct factorial wave.
This insures that the correct amount of dark energy with the microvita
arrives with the correct factorial wave in the protium atom creation
process.
The now newly created protium atoms continue through the
standard stellar star burning process of nucleosynthesis creating new
atomic elements. D Microvita remains physically in Saincara K, their
mental processes of time, sense vibrating at the wavelength of the
elements they inhabit. Here they have two alternatives. They can
continue in the stellar burning process among the stars until the
eventually arrive a type 1a supernova type star. E When the supernova
explodes the microvita included within the various elements and
energies recycle along with matter and awaken to their new atomic
control jobs. F
The second alternative is the atom they inhabit will combine
with other elements to form molecules. Molecules combine to make
chemical compounds that may be environmentally conducive to life.27
In the initial stages of physical animated evolution, the energy carried
within the microvita cannot activate physical structures due to the lack
of suitable mind stuff in plants and undeveloped creatures. 28 After
(evolutionally) a suitable mental and physical structure is obtained,
microvita causes the normal energy (prana) to be change to pranah
(life) energy.29 G
This is a turning point for the evolution of microvita. Before
this point the evolution of plants and undeveloped creatures was
determined through the evolutionary whims of the cosmic mind and the
environment. After this point within the sufficiently developed mental
units, microvita takes on the additional abilities and functions as
microvitic endoplasm, to assist the unit beings in coordinated organ
control and rapid physical mental and physical development. We must
27

Life is a creation of proper balance or proper adjustment, proper equipoise, of the five
fundamental factors. The_Supreme_Cognition.html 1966
28
So in the case of the unit also the initial mind created is not anything subtler than citta, that
is, in the mind of undeveloped creatures and plants the ma or portion is nothing but citta. go
does not appear in the primary stage of mental creation hence under such a circumstance the
blind force pr h cannot activate the physical structure. Pratisaincara_and_Manah.html 1959
29
In a living celestial body the existing congenial environment will cause transformation of
pr a [general energy] into pr h. [Vital energy (pr ah) the ten v yus]
Concept_of_Gunabhivyakti_and_Jadasphota.html
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remember that microvita does not die with the death of the underlying
unit being. It lives30 through many physical structures, even stars and
only dies through a process with other microvita.31
Microvita continue their evolution in a collective manner, just
as they have up to this time been collective working to carry out their
algorithmically pre-programmed path. Everything contains some mind
(possibly dormant like in matter) and the eventual possibility of life.
Microvita are not only working in the mental life process (Pratisaincara
L
) of other beings but they are progressing spiritually in their own
collective way back towards the Cosmic Consciousness (Godhead). H
In Pratisaincara the definition includes the lengthening of the
mental wavelength. Microvita are no different. As they work carrying
energy along the different material and mental paths of inferential
waves, they (collectively and individually as microvitum) are
advancing on the spiritual path.32 One of their last progress points is as
collectively activating bodiless minds. This may seem a little weird, but
please check the other works on this subject33 and you will see that Shrii
Shrii Ánandamúrti points out the specific name for these luminous
functionaries. He calls them devayoniis 34 and tells how hey assist
developed minds.35
Evolution is not a physical process

30

considering that microvita are living entities they have bodies though their bodies are as
subtle as idea. Some_Guidelines_for_Commencing_Microvita_Research.html 1989
31
Note. Many of these processes are described and footnoted in other books by this author. I
will not attempt to make redundant footnotes here for reference only.
32
Not only microcosms but ectoplasms and [or] microvita also move from imperfection
towards perfection in circumferential style. Those microvita, or say the collective form of
microvita, with the coverage of endoplasm, move in the same style.
Questions_and_Answers_on_Microvita_Section_B.htm (Q9) 1987
33
Microvitology, Microvita Universal Subassembly Structures, Published Raymond Bates, Eedition, © May 2010, turiiya@gmail.com
34
Vidya'dharas also have a kind of beauty due to their inherent intellectual faculty. Vidya'dhara
microvita assist those who seek intellectual attainment. As vidya'dharas are devayoniis, they do
not harm anybody. They are a type of positive microvita.
Disembodied_Souls_and_Microvita_Section_B.html 1988
35
They also guide human sentiments and ideas along the path of synthesis so that these
sentiments and ideas are eventually transmuted into pinnacled intellect. You may say that these
positive microvita are the emanations of Parama Puru a – the effulgence of Parama Puru a.
Disembodied_Souls_and_Microvita_Section_B.html 1988
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Evolution is not physically dependant on any mental component
on the individual being. Evolution is physical independent of the unit
being’s mind. volution as a physical process is due to the limited
mental functioning of microvita through its various controlling
substructures i.e. cakras, ectoplasmic & endoplasmic structures.
To say it more clearly the unit mental being (our individual
minds) progress spiritually from body to body as bodiless minds after
each what we call death. A portion of our mental being called the
‘guiding psychic’ does assist microvita (in guidance of endoplasmic
microvita) and our psychophysical energies (known as pranah) in the
physical bodies development and change. That is not a physical
evolution by our unit beings mind. The mental mind (in death of the
body) does proceed mentally (in spiritual evolution) but does not carry
any seeds for physical evolution in the next body. It simply follows its
needs (through its karm shaya) to any physical ‘body’ it may find in
accordance to its mental bundle of desires. Your mental being (mind)
simply inhabits any structure that it finds suitable to its inherent desires.
Unsaid is, because your mind is a highly developed structure with
many kos’a and desires, the suitable body must have the necessary
physically developed structures (kos’as) to hold a highly developed
mind. That structure does not necessarily have to be human physical
structure.
Energy
All energy is the same basic energy through the entire universe;
it is only our relativistic viewpoint that makes it appear different. For
example, light, heat energy, even electromagnetic and chemical
energies may all appear differently, simply because we sense them
differently. We define material things (energies here) in terms of our
senses. What we are really sensing is microvitic quantas (if I may use
the term Planck-like energy packets) of the microvitic energy packets
riding on sub-waves that have reflected as inferential reflected waves
from the five factorials in each atom.
In other words, the atom you see (assume solid state atom for
now) reflects waves (called inferential reflected tanmatric waves) from
its five factorial nuclei upon which are riding microvita causing their
own small subwaves carrying small quantas of energy along with
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certain waveforms. There are five tanmatric waves reflecting from the
five factorials in each physical atom (in this case). Each tanmatric
waveform can define certain reflected factorial attributes to our
psychophysical being. For example here, luminous factorial (3rd factor
or the 5) conveys form/shape tanmatra waveform. This is what we
see as form/shape within our psychic mind.

Drawing Tanmatric reflection from atom/object with microvita
This briefly is a short relativistic viewpoint/description of
energy (it is described in detail in other books). We will see how
microvita modifies the one energy (Prakrti/prana) in connection with
waveform and microvita in each of the major sub-divisions of the
cosmic cycle. There are general categories used to describe these
forces, energies and waveforms such as Causal (without microvita),
Supramundane (non-material, psychic, etc.) with microvita and
Mundane (physical, material etc.) with microvita. This means that the
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physical (or non–material as the case may be) waveforms, apparent
energies and forces will appear to us differently with our relativistic
material frame of reference in each of these sub-divisions.

Drawing Mental Evolution of Macro-Microcosmic Mind

The drawing of the Mental Evolution of Macro-microcosmic
mind is by its nature very complicated and because the original is done
with a spreadsheet the explanatory notes are left off the included
drawing. Then I will merge microvita within the same framework and
show how microvita changes the picture. It starts on the right of the
picture with Macrocosmic mind becoming matter and the mundane
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crude matter evolves (by pulverization) to become the crudest unit
conscious mind.
I might be of benefit to bring up both this drawing and the
complete cycle of Drawing Microvita Evolution and Usage in two
separate windows. This will allow you to compare the standard cycle of
Brahmacakra creation with microvita along with forces, energies and
the components of creation. The two processes are not the same but
they do complement each other.

The Causal relationship of forces and energies with
microvita
Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti very specifically says that microvita
does not have the ability to work above the supramundane sphere
(within the Causal-spiritual area)36. Why this is, He does not
specifically state but probably has to do with many factors like
microvita are living created entities (not causal entities), they work with
energies to modify psychic and physical created things (in
Pratisaincara), not create new things on their own, as causal etc. The
relationships of microvita and the causal or creative sphere have been
described in some detail in Microvitology37. Microvita does have a
creative type relationship with the Cosmic Mind. The Cosmic Mind
uses microvita very specifically to create matter in the Macrocosmic
citta (macrocosmic ectoplasmic) area of causal Saincara. Later in the
life cycle of microvita it modifies physical and psychic things in the
area called Pratisaincara (matter to mind).
The Supramundane relationship of forces and energies with
microvita

36

The spiritual level, the spiritual space, is not for microvita because they are something
created by the cosmic mind but they do not function within the spiritual stratum. They cannot
affect the spiritual structure, but they can affect both the physical and psychic structures.
Questions_and_Answers_on_Microvita_Section_a.html (Q5)
37
Microvitology, Microvita Universal Subassembly Structures, Published Raymond Bates,
E-edition, © May 2010, turiiya@gmail.com ,
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When we look at microvita as energy and waveform in the
supramundane (psychophysical/psychic) energy waveform description,
we will notice different usages of amounts of energy and waveform.
Microvita have stronger influence in the supramundane spheres and
have larger amounts of the same basic energy. It is carried on different
waves (again usually called inferential waves) but longer wavelength
and at psychic speeds (not physical relativistic limited). Here the
powerful psychic forces (guiding psychic in human) use the
psychophysical cakra energy centers to control, route and modify the
same microvitic carrying energies. The energies are not different only
the utilization is different and appears to us differently from our
relativistic viewpoint. Again these forces, energies are described at
length in Microvitology38. We will look at different waves and their
apparent shapes in a separate chapter.
It was specifically pointed out in Biometaphysics how microvita
traveling at FTL speeds39 and with supramundane energy amounts are
used to create and control matter. Drawing Mental Evolution of MacroMicrocosmic Mind shows this graphically.
Leaving the most difficult for the last in the description of
forces and energies, we will utilize some drawing and modified charts
to show how cosmic energies are always the same but change/modify
and appear differently to our relativisticly oriented senses.
The Mundane relationship of forces and energies with
microvita
A mundane relationship of microvita and forces happens in both
Saincara and Pratisaincara; both in a different manner. Microvita in its
person40 aspect (of relativity) is not limited to our relative viewpoints of
38

Bates, Raymond, Microvitology, Microvita Universal Subassembly Structures, Published
Raymond Bates, E-edition, © May 2010, turiiya@gmail.com
39
They [microvita] not only move on the planet Earth, but they also travel freely from one
plant [planet] to another. Smell_and_Microvita_Section_g.html
From country to country, from planet to planet, and from the far distant frontiers of the
universe, these negative microvita carry the seeds of destructive diseases.
Disembodied_Souls_and_Microvita_Section_A.html
Microvita also move and they recognize no inter-planetary, no inter-spatial, no celestial
hindrance, impediment or barrier. Mobility_and_Movement_of_Microvita.html
40
Everything in this world, whether animate or inanimate, moves. Everywhere movement is
from imperfection towards perfection, but in circumrotarian style. Not only microcosms but
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time and speed. In its personal aspect it is collective in all of
Brahmacakra. Microvita uses its collective mind in Saincara as it uses
energies for creation and control of matter (See The Microvitic Atom).
In Pratisaincara other microvita collectively uses prana/pranah energies
to modify the life/physical and supramundane/psychic world around us
(See Microvitology and Biometaphysics).
The forces and energies microvita uses in these areas have been
quite thoroughly discussed. What has not been discussed is the time
and speed aspect of microvita in these areas.

ectoplasms and [or] microvita also move from imperfection towards perfection in
circumferential style. Those microvita, or say the collective form of microvita, with the
coverage of endoplasm, move in the same style.
Questions_and_Answers_on_Microvita_Section_B.html
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CHAPTER TWO
Macrocosmic Energy
“The Western scientific mind is asking what and how. Science is not
asking why. The place to look for microvita is in why.“ 41

Brief Review Energy
In the Forces and Energies of the Universe chapter we
discussed energy, but here in waveforms it is particularly important to
review energy’s characteristics so that we may distinguish those from
the attributes that waveforms carry. All energy is the same, but its
usage differs throughout the universe. Whether Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti
considers energy as carried on a wave or a particle is very difficult to
determine. It appears to have both characteristics. It definitely is cosmic
energy in particularized form.
Now let us put that together to see what a
mundane/supramundane energy on the factorial wave looks like. Its
energy must be particularized, within a material structure (container,
usually microvita), moves in a systaltic manner, inter-transmutable and
not a rudimental factor. Then Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti says that when
those particles of energy are condensed finally, that is matter. What we
also know is that matter (atoms) has separate vibratory signatures.
What we find is what Shriii Shrii Ánandamúrti describes as
energy in the psychic world is prana or pranah42. In the
physical/mundane world it is described as movement in action.
We will use the term as supramundane ‘dark energy’ to describe
the class of energy in Saincara that is not observable in current
scientific circles and the type of energy that many current scientists
attribute more than 85% of all energies in the universe falling into this
category.

41

From private notes of Acarya Vimalananda Avt., given to him in late August 1988 from
Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti
42
In a living celestial body, the existing congenial environment will cause transformation of
pr a general energy into pr h. Vital energy (pr ah) the ten v yus]
Concept_of_Gunabhivyakti_and_Jadasphota.html
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What we are also seeing is that energy itself (both material and
dark energy) appears to change vibrational rate in accordance with the
change in wavelength.
Summary Energy Characteristics








Energy is consciousness under bondage43
Energy is actional state within material structure44 therefore
requires mundane or supramundane structure45to adhere46 to
container
A blind force (no intelligence behind it)
Movement is systaltic 47
Not one of the rudimental factors, created before them48
Energy is particulate 49 and becomes matter 50
Inter-transmutable 51

Dark Matter

43

But energy is not an original entity either; it is simply consciousness under the bondage of
Prakrti. Supreme_Benevolence_and_Mundane_Pleasure_Shreya_and_Preya.html 1956
44
Energy is the actional state within a material structure. This energy by itself is a blind force
and for its activation intellect must exist: a driver is required to direct this blind force. The
support of the intellect is a prime necessity for the operation of energy in this material
world. Cardinal_Spirit_Action_and_the_Supreme_Stance_of_Devotion.html
45
Energy always requires a material shelter -- a container. After the destruction of the
container, the immense released energy moves very fast with tremendous speed in all directions
in search of some or other material shelter. Microvita_and_Cosmology.html
46
the adherence of energy to it container is call cohesion. The_Supreme_Cognition.html
47
Energy in motion is not continuous but flows in definite little jumps; thus the stream of
energy has been called systaltic or pulsatory in the scriptures.
The_Chariot_and_the_Charioteer.html
48
Energy is not one of the fundamental factors, but a stage prior to the metamorphosis of the
Cosmic Citta into the five fundamental factors. Shakti_and_Its_Proper_Application.html
49
The five fundamental factors -- ethereal, aerial, luminous, liquid and solid -- are the
sequential metamorphoses of these energy particles. Vibration_Form_and_Colour.html
50
It [Matter] is the condensed state of the particles of energy that we call matter. It is by no
means correct to consider matter as an original substance. Matter_and_Spirit.html 1956
51
Now, energy is inter-transmutable and interchangeable, but matter is not inter-transmutable
or interchangeable. It [matter] undergoes metamorphosis, metamorphosis once, but not always;
that is, one way but not vice versa. Matter_and_Abstract.html 1989
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In recent years from our from our satellite telescopes and from
studies done from their observations by astronomers and physicists, we
have learned that a large percentage of the matter and energies of our
universe is not accounted for. In other words we cannot detect where all
the matter that affects the observable matter is. From recent gravity
lensing observations of observable luminous matter in our galaxy does
not account for all the matter in the universe. Even nuclear physicists
predictions on standard observed stellar nucleosynthesis abundance
predictions tells us that ordinary matter does not account for all the
matter in the universe. In other words if all stars burn at the observed
rates for the estimated age of the cosmos, then the standards amounts
ordinary matter and calculated energy observed amounts cannot be
accounted for.
In 1998 the measurements of two teams of astronomers Saul
Schmidt and Adam Riess, & Saul Permutter studying the red shift in
type 1a supernova led to the discovery of dark energy . From CMBR
(Cosmic Microwave Background Radiation) background measurements,
gravity lensing of galaxy clusters of observable matter and the famous
Bullet Cluster observations, dark matter was discovered and
measured.
Since then dark matter and dark energy has been the number
one search in astrophysics.
Numerous theories abound. Dark matter discoveries and
possible observations are the hottest trends (actually coldest, because it
relatively cold) in traditional physics. Many billions of dollars have
been spent in the astronomical quest and research projects. Anyone that
can tag their project with a possibility of dark matter research is trying
to jump on the bandwagon. Projects like LUX, CERN, LHC, SQUID,
CDMS, DAMA, CRESST, EDEL WEISS, XENON100, ZEPLIN,
DEAP, WARP. DArkSide, AMS, PAMELA, AMANDA, ANTARES,
HESS, VERITAS, and ArDM are in abundance52.
But mostly advances are made by ruling out current known
particles. There is currently no direct detection method for detecting
dark matter. All current methods rely on simply eliminating all other
known particles and then pointing the finger to the unknown as dark
matter particle. Dark matter detection is limited to dark matter reacting
52

Randall, Lisa Dark Matter and the Dinosaurs, 1st Edition 2015 (e book edition),Harper
Collins Pub Inc., NY NY, P.250
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or interacting with ordinary matter and using ordinary matter detection
devices. Is this a good method of detection, when dark matter is known
not to interact with ordinary matter? Gravity seems to be the only
interconnection between the two.
Some project types have been practically ruled out like:
MACHO’s (Massive Compact Halo Objects) like black holes, neutron
stars, and brown dwarfs. These were ruled out by standard
cosmological observations.
WIMP’s (Weakly Interacting Massive Particle) particles, like:
neutrinos (uncharged particles- interact only through weak force)
(energy density to small), Higgs boson particle (not stable but has
approximate mass needed using BB theory calculations), leptons,
axion’s mass is too small. Generally these particles for dark matter
candidates include certain characteristics known to nuclear physicists.
None these ordinary matter particles detectors or neutrino models fit
the bill for dark matter.
What physicists call antimatter is also not dark matter as
antimatter theoretically interacts with light. Dark matter does not emit
or react to radiation. There is also a matter-antimatter asymmetry
required in the BB theory in a sub-theory called baryogenesis. Even by
using the BB theory dark matter could not be antimatter as dark matter
should not exceed the amount of ordinary matter; and it does.
Recent scientific observations of dark matter (2015) has brought
interesting characteristics to light. Here we will point out the currently
known characteristics of Dark Matter.53





53

Dark matter is immune to radiation. One of the reasons it
does not reflect light or absorb and other radiations. 54
DM is feebly interacting acting in accordance with the
usual gravity equations.55
DM is cold in temperature compared to ordinary matter
Dark matter forms in spherical halo around star clusters
(dispersed evenly) does not tend to scatter.
125 GeV mass energy (based on Higgs boson model of DM

Mostly taken from Randall, Lisa Dark Matter and the Dinosaurs, 1st Edition 2015 (e book
edition), Harper Collins Pub Inc., NY NY
54
Ibid P.228
55
Ibid P.257
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does emit electromagnetic pulses,
does not carry a charge
does not interact with ordinary matter
is very weakly affected by gravity and
does not fit the Standard Model interactions of matter and
anti-matter profiles

Some interesting notes
In ordinary nuclear theories it is hard to understand how matter
(like dark matter) can have characteristics such as dark matter
apparently being immune to radiation. One of the reasons it does not
reflect or absorb light and other radiations.
In the microvitic atom the five factorial waves are the reflector
of tanmátras that impinge on our senses. The factorial wave reflects in
the small bandwidth of vision and is called the luminous factorial. The
five factorials (and the atom overall) have a controlling microvitic
nucleus that assembles the factorials in accordance with their requisite
proportions. For example, with dark matter, if the proportions are set
for almost no luminous factorial (and large solid factorial) then
tanmatric reflections in the detectable bandwidth would be very small
and relatively undetectable.
Regarding the high concentration of solid factorial within the
microvitic atom being also undetectable in dark matter; we find that the
characteristics are ‘dark matter forms in evenly dispersed spherical halo
around star clusters and does not tend to scatter’. This means that there
is a large volume of dark matter widely scattered around massive
objects. Apparently the dark matter atoms are weakly attracted in what
physicists say as ‘gravity in dense ordinary matter’ but are not attracted
to each other and remain scattered. Therefore not overall dense enough
to allow sense detection by ordinary matter sense detectors.
If and when dark energy is collected together (like in the
microvitic atom) then the evolving attributes (like electromagnetism
and electric charge etc.) will change56 57and then they may be detectable
by ordinary matter instruments.
56

The pressure and domination of the static principle continue increasingly, and as a result of
this increasing external pressure the external space within that structural scope goes on
decreasing gradually. There is also simultaneous increase in chemical affinity.
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Dark Energy
During the writing of the early books on microvita dark energy
and dark matter was not even known. Interesting enough, the then
rather bizarre characteristics of microvita had a close parallel with dark
energy. Dark Energy (not dark matter) has some very interesting
characteristics in common with Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti’s microvita58
that forms atoms. Characteristics of microvita which at the time
sounded absurd are now showing up in this new discovery.






Interacting with ordinary matter in only specific cases
Ubiquitous throughout the universe
Point-like and carries energy (remember ALL energy must have
container; even dark energy)
Adapts to temperature and environment (dark energy very
cold)
Collective (dark energy known to collect in areas)

Cosmic microwave background measurements, measured
background radiation, galaxy cluster measurements all confirm the
existence of dark energy. Dark energy is a mysterious form of energy
that appears outside of dark matter.
Saincara_and_Pranah.html 1959 Due to external static pressure [Bala], the number of
attributional peculiarities [varity of attributional manifestations] increases, but not the
attributional capability [it remains at 100]. Concept_of_Gunabhivyakti_and_Jadasphota.html
1969
57
Gu a here in spiritual philosophy means binding principle not quality as it commonly
implies. Concept_of_Gunabhivyakti_and_Jadasphota.html 1969 The external pressure of
attributional bondage and the internal frictions compel greater and greater attributional
expressions [variety] in the bodies of objects.Concept_of_Gunabhivyakti_and_Jadasphota.html
1969 That attributional expression does not mean the amount of attributional capabilities
but the [variety] of the attributional manifestations as well as the attributional diversities.
Concept_of_Gunabhivyakti_and_Jadasphota.html 1969 Due to external static pressure, the
number of attributional peculiarities [variety] increases, but not the attributional
capability[amount]. Concept_of_Gunabhivyakti_and_Jadasphota.html 1969 The external
pressure of attributional bondage and the internal frictions compel greater and greater
attributional expressions in the bodies of objects. Chapter_1.html 1962
58
Carbons and non-carbons both get their atomic structure from microvita. Not only carbon
atoms, but all other kinds of atoms are the creation of microvita.
The_NeoEthics_of_MultiLateral_Salvation.html 1987
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If we look at the total energy distribution in the universe we can
see from the accompanying charts that dark energy contributes 69 %.
Ordinary observable matter (atoms) takes up only 5 % of the total
energy. If we combine all matter (including dark matter) we find that
dark matter has 85 % of the energy of all matter in the universe. This is
because dark matter carries five times the energy of ordinary matter .59
Some dark energy surveys are used to determine cosmological
constant values and baryon acoustic oscillations (BAOs) like DES, JPAS, CHIME, BOSS, LSST, WFIRST. 60
Here are two independent sources giving the numbers involved
in dark energy

Drawing Ordinary Energy vs Dark Energy, (modified from drawing
in Dark Matter and the Dinosaurs 61)
59

Randall, Lisa Dark Matter and the Dinosaurs, 1st Edition 2015 (e book edition),Harper
Collins Pub Inc., NY NY , P. 34
60
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/blinded-by-the-dark-energy/
61
Randall, Lisa Dark Matter and the Dinosaurs, 1st Edition 2015 (e book edition),Harper
Collins Pub Inc., NY NY , P. 34
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We have to ask ourselves, from a metaphysics or spiritual
viewpoint What is dark matter or dark energy?
First it is not perceived directly by any senses or extension
thereof. This means that wavelength and frequency are generally
outside the sensory perception level either long or very short.
Our present range of perceptions shown by the included
drawing below indicates that we can use long waves (radio telescopes)
and electromagnetic waves down to gamma waves and electron
tunneling microscopes which are able to detect individual atoms. This
includes a wavelength range from approximately 106 m. to 10-16 meters.
Microvita are much smaller than this and spiritual waves are much
longer. Supramundane waves (psychic) are within the perceivable
range but their accompanying particulate matter (ectoplasm) is much
smaller than atoms.
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Drawing Electromagnetic Spectrum
Continuing our metaphysical investigation we have to eliminate
the long Spiritual (Sporce) waves because Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti’s
definition of Sporce waves is that they are not within our world of
microcosmic relativity and therefore not detectable.
To be dark matter (not physically detectable) in accordance with
physicist’s current definition then they must be very small, not subject
to electrical or electromagnetic energies/attributes and weakly affected
by gravity.62 This gives us some more definite parameters but not
specific answers.
Dark Energy does not dilute at all. 63 This is because it has not
been formed into ordinary matter and has not formed the attributes if
matter electro, electric, and density attribute of gravity.
Matter creation and Dark Energy
62

Randall, Lisa Dark Matter and the Dinosaurs, 1st Edition 2015 (e book edition),Harper
Collins Pub Inc., NY NY
63
Ibid, P.48
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If ordinary energy were used by microvita in the creation of
matter in the creation of atoms, then there would be no positive
reinforcing or feedback scenario that would perpetuate the process of
atom forming. Considering that ordinary atom forming process would
follow similar processes like the ordinary gravitational cluster forming
in stars.
In the theoretical creation of ordinary matter using ordinary
energy the rapidly compressed matter/energy into the small space of an
atom would cause an initial compression reaction that in turn would
cause the release of radiation either as light or other energy releases.
This release of radiation (in ordinary matter creation only) and
subsequent cooling process would theoretically inhibit ordinary matter
atom formation.
Dark energy has 5 times the energy density of ordinary
matter/energy and dark matter/energy is known not to reflect light or
absorb and emit ordinary matter radiations. Because it is immune to
radiation or electromagnetic charge/energy, it could allow rapid
compression in ordinary atoms to the energy density we find in
ordinary atoms.
What this means is that what was once dark energy now is the
fuel to create ordinary atoms. Ordinary atoms have a density and
creation process completely unexplained by current theories. The
greater density within ordinary matter gives it the increased attributes
of electromagnetic, chemical and ordinary atom bonds, and nuclear
reactions. There may not be as many ordinary atoms as dark matter, but
microvita theory can allow the creation of dark energy into ordinary
atoms.
What this boils down to is that what the dark matter scientists
are toiling so hard to find, is right within their very ordinary atoms.
Dark energy (not dark matter) is used to create ordinary atoms with
ordinary characteristics we observe in ordinary matter. They use every
gun at their disposal (including BB theory) to try and explain dark
matter and perpetuate their jobs and dogmatic beliefs. Microvita theory
does not need those fudge factors to make its theory work. Microvita as
force and dark energy carriers, are working in all aspects of creation to
balance all chambers of creation.
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Microvita and the Dark Energy Process
“We have a complete inventory of the universe,” Sean Carroll, a
California Institute of Technology cosmologist, has said, “and it makes no
sense.”

Why energy does not reflect or admit light? Because it is energy
(not solid matter). Energy is a function of the macrocosmic rudimental
factors which includes microvitic energy. Energy in our world comes
directly from the second aerial rudimental factor and cannot manifest a
form attributes of its own (as it has no form tanma’tras inherent in its
characteristics nor in that factorial.64
All energy requires a container.65 The container is the five
rudimental factorials. These are factorial waves that reflect other waves.
When the wave of the solid factorial is predominant, then it holds the
most energy and the object is predominately solid. If the objects have
sufficient luminous factorial waves and accompanying microvita
energy then it will reflect light (as in ordinary microvitic atoms).
Summary: therefore microvita holding dark energy (as energy
not dark matter) as point-like objects, they will not have become
objects /atoms (using standard implosion theory) of sufficient density
(both factorial reflecting wave density and energy density) to reflect
light and have only very weak gravity interactions when massed
together.
Microvita with dark energy creates ordinary matter through
centrifugal force (Macrocosmic Bala, tamogun’a) of rotation acquiring
angular momentum (momentum of rotation). Without friction or some
other force acting on it, a marble that you set in motion around a
circular track will keep rolling forever. The centrifugal force of rotation
of the microvita assists the microvita to dump their dark energy within,
increasing the angular momentum. Since angular momentum is
conserved, increased angular momentum means that the creating
atomic structure cannot collapse as efficiently in the radial direction (as
defined by rotation) as in the vertical one. Though the structure might
collapse in the direction parallel to the axis of rotation it won’t collapse
64

Biometaphysics, see chapter Cakra – Tanma’tra Chart in Psychic nergy Systems.
Energy always requires a material shelter -- a container. After the destruction of the
container, the immense released energy moves very fast with tremendous speed in all directions
in search of some or other material shelter. Microvita_and_Cosmology.html 1989
65
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in the radial direction unless angular momentum is somehow removed
in the two others directions. This is prevented or at least lessened by the
increased centrifugal force of the rotation.
Dark energy merging into the atom has at least five times the
energy density than ordinary energy. This causes increased bonding
forces within the atomic structure. This bonding force (bala/gravity) is
actually the so-called strong nuclear force within the common atomic
structure. Increased energy can resist gravitational contraction to a
nuclear fusion state. This is exactly what happens within our Sun.
Ordinary atoms are at a relatively cool state compared to other
nuclear combining processes. There is a cooling process that occurs in
the production of ordinary atoms as radiation as light and energy
particle emissions cool the process.
Normally dark energy (like dark matter) is immune to radiation
and electromagnetic force and radiation. This is why it does not react or
emit photons or radiation. Its overall energy density is much less than
ordinary energy because it is scattered. In the microcosmic centripetal
situation the dark energy is released into standard implosion process
creating ordinary atoms. Then the density is increased exponentially
allowing the new ordinary atomic structure to take on the increased
characteristics of nuclear and electromagnetic interactions including
radiation.
The shape of the resulting structure is now a spinning disk with
a relatively large central bulge surrounded by a cloud of controlling
microvita now at their minimum energy state.
Here is a drawing showing the process whereby dark energy
within point-like microvita is carried on the factorial waves and is
converted to microvitic atoms through the standard implosion theory
process. This drawing is modified from the recent nine year survey
CMBR (Cosmic Microwave Background Radiation) background
measurements of the complete cosmos finished in 2012. The colors
show the density distribution as it varies in different areas. Red is the
densest.
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Drawing Dark Energy Process (Modified from
http://map.gsfc.nasa.gov/media/121238/index.html)

Bala in waveforms
“But, to his dismay, Schrödinger realized that his equation does not
describe a wave but a “wavefunction,” a curious mathematical abstraction that
encodes the qualities of particles and systems of particles. The wavefunction is
nonlocal. An entire swarm of particles has one wavefunction, binding together
all their fates, no matter how dispersed they may be. Even a single particle’s
wavefunction spans the entire universe.”66

Tamogun’a in Saincara (as in the atom) is a binding/controlling
force. Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti works use the word introversal ‘force’
66

Musser, George. Scientific American / Farrar, Straus and Giroux, NY NY, first
ed.2015
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(Vidyá Shakti or centre-seeking force) and centripetal (in the atom) that
produces a static state of the vibrating factorial energy particles
within the atom. In physics terms: Tamogun’a is the macrocosmic force
that produces microcosmic centripetal spin gravity to increase and
control the particularized energy’s density.
We’ve done it, and introduced a new word gravity . Allow me
to work the definition in with the explanation of this tamogun’a force.
Rather than just annotate by footnotes each used new word in
explanation, allow me to use the technical quotes as explanation and
add brackets to the original translation; because the translators tended
to not separate the different usages of the same word in English.
Purport: The firmer the binding factor [gun’as, in this case tamogun’a]
on the object body [here the atom], the greater the internal friction in it. This
clash or play of forces is called bala [gravity]… Chap1.html 1-10

Does not what we call gravity (or bala in our usage of the
word) cause greater and greater friction in say neutron stars? [Bala has
many other usages in Sam’skrta like energy, pr a, living spiritual
force, capacity, Cosmic stamina, the force that can create and that can
break and others.]
Here bala is called both energy and force. In the below passage
the term ‘out of the scope of matter’ can mean in spiritual or nonmaterial (supramundane) arenas or can mean without the help of matter
or a force that doesn’t need matter to help the work of gravity (bala).
Bala (gravity) is a nonlocal force controlled outside matter because it is
created as a component of spiritual/causal waves that are outside of
matter oriented space and time. Why Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti uses
such terms a outside matter in His descriptions is because matter is
only made in relativity and therefore in relativity only then can there be
attributes like electromagnetic, electric and gravity as we feel it
attracting us to a large mass. Outside matter in the macroscopic
realms bala is still there working and there has a different name, bala.
…in Sa skrta and energy working out of the scope of matter is called
Bala… When the force working outside matter gives external pressure, it is
called Bala. The_Stance_of_Salvation_and_How_to_Attain_It.html
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If we look closely at the current physics take on gravity, you
will find that matter (or massive objects) is not a localized cause of
gravity. It is ‘time’ as the dominant factor of in the relativity equations
that cause the gravity distortions.
For example, look at this derivation of instein’s theory of
general relativity formula E=mc2. Space-time curvature of gravity is
heavily affected by the relativity induced by time in the formula.

“The gravity around Earth is mostly due to time curvature. If you look
at the equation above, the time curvature is the math in front of the dt, t is time,
and the curvature of space is everything else.”67

About the best explanation of how the same force gets re-named
in different usages is here where He definitely says this is a Saincara
usage where macrocosmic centrifugal force (avidyámáyá-tamogun’a or
Extroversive Force -away from the center) or centrifugal is/becomes an
attractive centripetal force (Vidyá shakti68) within a material structure
(atom).
This [Macro] centrifugal force of Sai cara results in the creation of a
[micro]centripetal force in material structure. The more the process of Sai cara
advances, the greater its momentum, and the stronger the internal force of
attraction within the structure. Saincara_and_Pranah.html

So it is definitely an internal (introversal Vidya’ Shakti or
centre-seeking force) force of attraction within the microcosmic usage
within the atom that was extroversive force in the Macrocosmic usage
of Saincara; because the dominant force/energy usage in the atom is
static or tamogun’a.
Then here again He says that which is holding/binding the
material body (atom in this case) is the attractive centripetal force.

67

https://www.quora.com/Relativity-physics-How-can-space-time-curvature-be-explained-inlaymans-terms
68
The centripetal forces called Vidya'Shakti or centre-seeking force.
The_Path_of_Salvation_s19.html
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So when the [Macro] centrifugal force is greater than the [Macro]
centripetal force in the Cosmic body, in the microcosmic body the [micro]
centripetal force is greater than the [micro] centrifugal force.
Saincara_and_Pranah.html

So what we see is the same tamogun’a binding force in the
creative macrocosmic spiritual mode (if I may call it that) becomes the
same binding force in the microcosmic atom static material mode.
The atom is not the end of the tamogun’a’s binding
energy/force. He tells us that all energies are every moving. Eventually
(maybe billions of years in the case of the half life of certain atoms)
when the static force (tamogun’a) is stressed to it maximum binding
limits69, it erupts/reacts in supernova eruption and is called
ad’asphot’a70. Here the binding energy of tamogun’a (having many
names in different usages) becomes an extroversive explosive (not
introversive binding) energy anymore and becomes what physicists call
gravity waves (actually should be anti-gravity waves71) causing the five
factorials (no longer locked in atomic form) to re-cycle within the
macrocosm. Gravity (bala) and the Yukawa potential force is more
thoroughly covered in The Microvitic Atom P.114.
No matter how many different usages with different names as
Tamogun’a, Avidyámáyá, Vidy m y , Vidya’ Shakti or any other
name is given in accordance with the situation; it has one overall name
Bala (gravity). The same Bala (gravity) is not sensed by us in its
creative causal Saincara mode. We do not sense the action of it at work
in Saincara to create the universe and atom. We only sense, name and
investigate it when it is in our relativistic universe.

69

When movement reaches the point of maximum crudification, it is given a severe jolt by the
relative factors. At that stage there is no scope for further crudification, because the nadir point
of crudity has already been reached. Cognitive_Faculty_and_the_Supreme_Desideratum.html
70
but static Prakrti continues exerting external pressure or bala on the unit structure.
Consequently a stage will come when there will be little interatomic space within the solid
body. Now if static Prakrti exerts more pressure there will be a tremendous reaction within the
physical body (affecting both the interial and the exterial forces) resulting in structural
dissociation. This is called adasphota. Saincara_and_Pranah.html
71
this phenomenal event of jadasphota is nothing but the recoiling of the cosmic waves. These
recoiling waves become straightened by the explosion.
The_Expansion_of_the_Microcosm.html
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Here He calls it tamogun’a (static principle) and shows the two
opposing forces separately and relates bala directly to the five
rudimental factors.
The external pressure of the static principle [tamogun’a] on the
aforesaid five factors is known as bala. As a result of this bala, two opposing
forces develop, one centrifugal and the other centripetal in character.
Saincara_and_Pranah.html 1959

Here He relates bala (gravity) directly with a solid structure
(like atoms).
Under such a circumstance a solid structure is created [atom] and
maintenance of its physical solidarity depends upon the bala or external pressure .
Saincara_and_Pranah.html 1959

Here He clearly tells that gravity (bala) is not just the cause of
the two forces centripetal and centrifugal but the depends on the bala
or in a sense made from bala.
The more the process of Sai cara advances, the greater its momentum,
and the stronger the internal force of attraction [micro centripetal] within the
structure. Struggle_and_Progress.html

As to what exactly the forces are that make and maintain the
solid factor in every atom we can only go by terms He uses like
stronger momentum, internal force of attraction, outside pressure,
centripetal etc. It appears that Bala causes external pressure throughout
Saincara and in the atom construction it causes a centripetal spin type
reaction that helps create the solid structure within the atom.
Gravity/Bala is a universal force the acts over infinite distances and
affects all matter in an attractive way.
If we had to place a specific place as to the location of this bala,
it must be placed within the waveform portion, not within microvitic
energy riding on the wave form. It is a product of Prakrti (energy) that
is irrevocably intertwined with Shiva (consciousness) and that is carried
by microvita on the waveform. The waveform, out of which the
material and supramundane world is created, is created before energy
within the Cosmic Mind’s citta portion of Saincara. Bala was in
existence long before this five factorial material waveform is made.
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Bala as Gravity Review 72
Dark Energy is thought to be the cause of what cosmologists
have now determined as the expanding universe; but they have no idea
how. In the 1920’s (before this dark energy was known) cosmologists
used a constant universe theory to prove their BB theory of creation.
The expanding universe characteristic has the peculiar property of
pushing outwards (repulsive) into the cosmos like a bubble.
Cosmologists now call it the dominant cosmic force.
Currently many physicists are also cosmologists. Many are
struggling to merge the forces of the universe into one unified theory.
As early as 1958 73 Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti’s very specifically showed
that the same force (bala74) has two cosmological settings. One is a
macrocosmic setting (macrocosmic extroversal static Prakrti or
tamogun’a75) as a repulsive/expansive force. The other setting is also
cosmological but in a microcosmic setting that physicists see as
quantum mechanics level (QED and QCD).
The force of gravity/bala is an expansive/repulse [Macrocosmic
centrifugal force (fissiparous)] force in the Macrocosmic level (Sporce)
of Saincara whereas when it creates atoms (on the microcosmic level)
with the help of microvita, there it becomes two resultant forces76. The
Macrocosmic centrifugal force (fissiparous) He called Bala. Its
resultant is two opposing forces represented as, vidyá (negative [not
charge negative] attractive force) and avidyá (positive repulsive force.
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Excerpted from The Microvitic Atom, CHAPTER 6 Bala as Gravity, P. 40
Á hii Púr im 1958 DMC, Gorakhpur, India
74 energy working out of the scope of matter is called Bala. When the force working outside
matter gives external pressure, it is called Bala.
The_Stance_of_Salvation_and_How_to_Attain_It.html 1959 This external pressure from static
Prakrti is known as bala. Concept_of_Gunabhivyakti_and_Jadasphota.html
75 A gun’a becomes balam energy when functioning within the scope of matter.
Jaeva_Dharma_and_Bhagavata_Dharma.html 1971
76
This centrifugal force of Sai cara results in the creation of a centripetal force in material
structure. Struggle_and_Progress.html This external pressure from static Prakrti is known as
bala. As a result of this bala, two opposing forces develop, one centrifugal and the other
centripetal in character. The centre-seeking or interial [centripetal] force tries to maintain the
structural solidarity of the object; while the centrifugal one has a fissiparous tendency, that is, it
tries to split up the object into thousands. Saincara_and_Pranah.html
73
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The coordination between Ánandamúrti’s bala and scientist’s
current understanding of nuclear forces is shown through this drawing
and accompanying write-up in The Microvitic Atom. 77
Scientists call the microcosmic interial or centripetal force
within the atom the strong force or electrostatic force in the atom and
the micro-centrifugal force the ‘weak force

Drawing Attractive gravity (Bala) comparing Yukawa potential
force 78
This dramatically shows that the rudimental force or strong
attractive force that binds elementary particles together to form
elementary nucleons (as in current empirical physics theory) is none
other than gravity (or Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti’s Bala). Bala is the
macrocosmic name and [its] resultant is two opposing forces
77

The Microvitic Atom P. 114
From The Microvitic Atom P. 114 The Yukawa potential force (Coulomb potential) taken
from https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File%3AReidForce2.jpg and modified with
microvita theory
78
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represented as, vidyá (negative attractive force) and avidyá (positive
repulsive force or anti-gravity in supernova nuclei explosions). 79
Macrocosmic centrifugal force becomes visibly attractive only
when the bounds of density of approximately [2 .7 x1014 grams/cm3]
become exceeded by approximately 50% as occurs in cases of
instantaneous structural dissociation. Like in a supernova explosion
when it affects solid factor heavily compacted neutronium particles.
Macrocosmic centripetal force is attractive to material and non-material
particles. The one Macrocosmic centrifugal force is in fact the same
forces as the quantum strong and weak forces, only they are currently
being viewed strictly from a very microcosmic viewpoint not
macrocosmic. 80
One may ask, ‘How can one macrocosmic spiritual force
(Sporce) be called Bala/gravity and then become microcosmic two
forces (one being described as gravity?’ The answer is a little knotty
and needs explanation. Macrocosmic bala consists of tamogun’a which
is a principle bound (binding principle) to the force. It has specific
characteristics:





Sporce includes each of three gun’as or binding principles81.
As spiritual energy (Sporce) three gun’as are irrevocably
intertwined or bound to the macrocosmic wave.
As energy it is constantly moving
As spiritual (Sporce) energy. It along with the spiritual wave will
follow the process of svarúpa parin’a’ma82 and degrade as it passes
through the higher levels of the cosmic mind; until it reaches the
materially creative area of cosmic citta. This means until it is made
into atoms.

79

The Microvitic Atom, P. 114
The Microvitic Atom, P. 165
81
This Prakrti is also a collection of three immanent principles – the sentient or sattva, the
mutative or rajah, the static or tamah. Saincara_and_Pranah.html
82
Moreover, when two forces remain active within the same boundary, it is natural for them to
interchange their inherent characteristics. Thus the sentient will be converted into the mutative
the mutative into the static and the static into the sentient. This process of mutual conversion is
called homomorphic evolution (svarupa parin ma).
The_Macrocosm_and_the_Microcosm_2.html 1959
80
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This means that the spiritual energy portion will slowly degrade
also and become particulate (not in the sense of matter particles). The
cosmic rule is All energy must have a shelter . Each microvitum
individually picks up one quanta of energy and become the spiritual
energies shelter. Microvita only rides on waves. In this case (in the
cosmic citta area of creation) microvita rides on the five basic factorial
waves finishing in the creation of the atom.
Gravity/bala as that Macrocosmic expanding principle (Macro)
centrifugal force of Saincara) becomes the (micro) centripetal force in
material structure (the atom structure in this case). Here is this
concerning quote:
This [Macro] centrifugal force [bala] of Sai cara results in the creation
of a [micro] centripetal force in material structure. The more the process of
Sai cara advances, the greater its momentum, and the stronger the internal
force of attraction within the structure. Struggle_and_Progress.html 1958,
[brackets] are added by this author.

Even within the atomic structure He called it bala/gravity.
This external pressure from static Prakrti [tamogun’a] is known as bala.
As a result of this bala, two opposing forces develop, one [micro] centrifugal and
the other [micro] centripetal in character. The centre-seeking or interial [microcentrifugal] force tries to maintain the structural solidarity of the object; while
the [micro] centripetal one has a fissiparous tendency, that is, it tries to split up
the object into thousands. Saincara_and_Pranah.html 1959

Eventually a time comes (billions of years) when the
nucleosynthesis process evolves to a type 1a supernovae conclusion
and a process He calls ad’asphot’a occurs and the constituents of the
atoms are re-cycled. Gravity is still there, but in this case what
scientists call gravity waves are actually macrocosmic anti-gravity
forces that have reverted from the supernova into Macro-centrifugal
forces.
This gravity having duel capacities may be hard to understand.
It is explained in more detail in these listed works.83 84 85

83

The Microvitic Atom P.114(by this author)
Microvitology P. 164(by this author)
85
Biometaphysics Chapter QUANTUM AND COSMIC FORCES (by this author)
84
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Here are the current physicists understanding of gravity as given
in Microvitology with the accompanying write-up there 86. Although
they recognize gravity microcosmically in the ordinary atom and
macrocosmically in the cosmos; they do not see the macrocosmic and
microcosmic implications.
Ordinary Characteristics of Gravity/Bala





Is the only interaction that acts on all ordinary matter particles
having mass
Has an infinite range, like the electromagnetic force but unlike
the strong and weak forces
Cannot be absorbed, transformed, or shielded against
Always attracts and never repels.

Some points we know about Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti’s
Bala/gravity (Macrocosmic centrifugal Bala in Saincara)







Causes the inter-atomic and inter-molecular distances go on
decreasing
This external pressure from static Prakrti is known as bala
Causes the resultant 2 spin forces in microcosmic atom
formation (the centre-seeking or interial microcosmic
centripetal force & microcosmic centrifugal).
It has opposite name before atom formation as macrocosmic
centrifugal87
It causes internal friction in material bodies88
It causes the increased microcosmic attributes of
electromagnetic, chemical and ordinary atom bonds, nuclear
reactions in the atom, density attribute of gravity in ordinary
created matter.

86

Microvitology P. 165(by this author)
In the process of centrifugal movement in saincara, the material body composed of five
rudimental factors comes into being. Saincara_and_Pranah.html
88
The external pressure of attributional bondage [bala/tamoguna] and the internal frictions
compel greater and greater attributional expressions in the bodies of objects. Chapter_1.html
87
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CHAPTER THREE
Three General Wave Classifications
General discussion Wave Classifications
In a discussion of this type we will be looking into wave classes,
waveforms and energies but not only into the standard shapes and types
of waves we see in the material world. This is because the waves we
see in the material world are not at all like the waves Shrii Shrii
Ánandamúrti describes to us in His many dissertations.
In order to undertake this we will look at wave classes divided
into three familiar classifications mundane (material), supramundane
(ectoplasmic and psychic), and spiritual (causal waves). In the final
analysis waves all start from the same basic format and contain many
of the same basic manifestations, they diversify into many different
types of waves and of innumerable wavelengths, each with its own
characteristics.
Again as I must point out, because most of the early
dissertations were not made in English and because the early translators
were not native English speaking/thinking (nor math/physics trained)
and lastly because most of the original tapes and notes are no longer
available, many words appear to be misinterpreted/mistranslated and
misplaced. Therefore in many cases one has to look at the entire
dissertation to determine which (or all) class of waves the discussion
may have been about. In many cases the inappropriate word was used
like in cases where inference and tanmátras were interchanged.
Also allow me to point out that the dissertations involving
waves in general before 1987 used tanmátras exclusively as physical
(mundane) waveform reflections off the five rudimental factors in
every atom in a sense related manner. After the introduction of
microvita, tanmátras could be used as carriers of microvita to and from
those five rudimental factorials in atoms to modify physical atoms and
molecules.
Generally then we classify waves according to their usage.
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Three General Wave Classifications
Causal (spiritual) waves
Causal waves are those waves being the cause of creation in the
manifested world emanating from shambhu’liunga within the Cosmic
Mind. Point 1 on the Macrocosmic Cycle showing Waves drawing.

Macrocosmic Cycle showing Waves
Causal waves appear as the theoretical origin of time, place and
person proceed through Mahattattva and ham’tattva spiritual areas in
a process of homomorphic evolution until the waveform and
composition breaks down as ectoplasm in the Cosmic Citta area of the
cosmic Mind (Point 2) into what are referred to as the five rudimental
factorials. Specific compositions and waveforms will be discussed later.
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First we will show how Shrii Shrii describes these waveforms in this
section and then in the Energies and Forces section show how their
usage of Sporce energies is completely different than that which that
occurs in the Cosmic Mind relativity portion called Cosmic Citta.
Sporce (Spiritual force) waveform and characteristics
In understanding Spiritual Force (Sporce) we must consider it
does not fit the current realms of physics. Sporce has no relation to
current concepts of relativity. Time, space-time and unit concepts are
not there. Energy is there but as a timeless, measureless concept
irrevocably intertwined with Cosmic Consciousness (Purus’a) in the
sense of a cosmic vibratory force that has momentum from FTLsupraliminal- thought velocity speed but is not quantized.
Quantification and limitations of time and length (waveform) do not
occur until the Sporce emanating from shambhu’liunga starts to
deteriorate in the process of svarúpa parin’a’ma. The emerging
waveform is almost flat; making the speed of the cosmic conation of
purus’a almost infinite and the resultant momentum89of the Sporce
incomprehensible. This Sporce becomes the background vibration of all
matter in Saincara. Its waveform, energy momentum and vibrations
cannot be comprehended by the unit mind.
In the original introduction section we showed the quotes that
the waveform breaking out of the point (1) called shambhu’liunga from
the undifferentiated cosmic matrix has both waveform90 (with velocity)
and energy (Operative Principle Prakrti)91. At that moment it appears as
almost a straight line.92 This is definitely not a Big Bang (BB) type of
creation93 but a continuous type creation that we later see as re-cycling

89

Momentum is used in the term of total force, not particles of energy.
umerous waves are always emanating from Parama Puru a, each wave flowing with a
particular speed and wavelength. To_Know_Him_Is_to_Be_Free_from_All_Fetters.html 1971
91
In this tremendous momentum the Operative Principle [Prakrti]is more predominant than the
Cognitive Principle. Cognitive_Faculty_and_the_Supreme_Desideratum.html. 1967
92
ikewise when shambhú becomes manifested – that is, when it is transformed into bhaerava,
it moves with tremendous speed in a straight line.
Cognitive_Faculty_and_the_Supreme_Desideratum.htm 1967
93
This transformation is a necessity, because no creation can start from a stationary point. In
order to commence the process of creation shambú needs to imbibe tremendous momentum.
Cognitive_Faculty_and_the_Supreme_Desideratum.html. 1967
90
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creation. It creates a background vibration94 95 for all creation.96 97 98It is a
semi-steady state cosmological theory relying not on background
radiation counts but of continuous Sporce wave emanation and eventual
re-cycling.
The Sporce waveform is continuous and irrevocably intertwined
with cosmic energy (Prakrti) and cosmic conation (Purus’a).99 The
cosmic energy portion of the waveform (Prakrti) although dominant
here and throughout Saincara becomes particulate through the process
of svarúpa parin’a’ma later during the Cosmic Mind’s ectoplasmic
Citta areas where it is actively utilized in the creation of matter.
Systaltic pauses and breaks in the waveform only occur during the
cosmic citta area.
Summary of Spiritual Sporce Waveform characteristics




Consists of Shiva/Shakti (energy/consciousness) irrevocably
intertwined with waveform
Consists of three binding gun’as with Bala/gravity expressed
through tamogun’a,
Creates the background vibration that that allows both material
and non-material supramundane/mundane waves of both
Saincara and Pratisaincara to have a natural vibration100

94

In animate objects there are intra-protoplasmic[biological gaps] and inter- protoplasmic gaps.
These gaps are also not vacua; they are also filled with macropsychic conation [background
vibrations]. Questions_and_Answers_on_Microvita_Section_B.html (Q 10) 1987
95
In animate and inanimate objects there is the intra-atomic gap [between atoms]; there is the
intra-microvitum gap, inter-carbonic gap and so on, but these gaps are not vacua. They are
filled with macropsychic conation. [ background vibrations]
Questions_and_Answers_on_Microvita_Section_B.html (Q 10) 1987
96
Manifested Prakrti is of course dynamic, be that momentum introversive or extroversive.
The_Intuitional_Science_of_the_Vedas_6_Avidya.html 1956
97
Whether the same wavelength or a different wavelength each and every molecule and atom
of the universe is bobbing up and down on the ocean of cosmic flow.
Individual_Rhythm_and_Universal_Rhythm.html 1969
98
The wind blows, the water flows, the stone rolls, the leaves flutter -- each of these inanimate
objects has a unit mind, but only a dormant one. They cannot create vibrations by themselves;
the Cosmic Mind creates vibrations for them. Bhava_Samadhi.html 1969
99
the cosmic flow of creation, the Macrocosmic conation,
The_Expansion_of_the_Microcosm.html
100
it has been said Sarvadyotan tmaka akha da cidaekarasah Supreme Consciousness exists
in the form of an unbroken flow of cognition, the supreme source of all kinds of emanative
vibrations . The_Cosmological_Order.html 1967
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Sattvagun’a originally dominant
Energy is a continuous flow, not particulate
Waveform nearly straight, high cyclic rate
Relativity not developed
Has no apparent static or sentient pauses or breaks
Waveform and has tremendous momentum. 101

Supramundane waves
The first question we must approach is what is the differene
between Sporce Spiritual waveform and supramundane/mundane
waveform? In the process of svarúpa Parin’a’ma interferences between
different waves, attenuates and changes them in both velocity and
wavelength, becoming shorter and slower. The major difference
between supramundane and mundane wave is simply whether or not
the wave reflects tanma’tras.102 When those tanmátras are observable
directly (or through other electronic means, for example) then they are
the sole determination as to which classification they are placed in by
Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti.
This waveform that Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti describes is much
more complicated that a simple cyclic waveform. The wave is systaltic,
with crests and troughs, speed and pause, contraction and expansion.103
Breaks in the waves must be pulsative and the stream of waves also has
to be interrupted by pauses104 and an increase and decrease in the
overall carrier waveform. He describes pauses as both sentient and
static being the ordinary crest and trough of physical science.105 But
101

The more the process of Sai cara advances, the greater its momentum, and the stronger the
internal force of attraction within the structure. Struggle_and_Progress.html 1958
102
Usually we do not call the waves caused by psychic clash tanm tras, because under normal
circumstances such mental waves do not come within the perception of the sensory organs.
The_Macrocosm_and_the_Microcosm_1.html 1959
103
The flow of ectoplasmic waves [mental] moves continuously on, and those waves are also
systaltic, with crests and troughs, speed and pause, contraction and expansion.
Reality_and_Intellectuality.html 1980
104
In order to effect breaks in the waves they have to be pulsative and the stream of waves also
has to be interrupted by pauses his applies equally to all inferential flows,
The_Chariot_and_the_Charioteer.html 1956
105
Proper adjustment of wavelength means adjustment at the two pauses of the waves - the
sentient pause and the static pause. The sentient pause in the wave denotes the point where
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these pauses are not ordinary pauses; they are relative pauses106, beyond
our sensory perception107, in other words very fast pauses. Later we will
try and keep all these characteristics of supramundane/mundane wave
form in mind and construct a wave shape to fit these characteristics.
This is not a simple waveform because it appears to be one
factorial carrier wave with a smaller energy wave heterodyned on top
of the carrier wave that has breaks between the carried waveform. The
energy wave expands and contracts and appears to be like a wave with
microvitic energy particles astride. That is why scientists see and feel
that waves act like both particle and wave.
This is very difficult to draw because the microvita with quanta
of energy are so small and would look like another wave riding on top
of the basic factorial wave. The energy can be ordinary prana/pranah
energy or it can be dark energy depending how the microvita is
utilizing the energy in either Saincara or Pratisaincara. See the Drawing
Macrocosmic Cycle showing Waves. Microvita utilize all
mundane/supramundane waves for their travel; both major inferential
waves and minor tanmatric waves. This is because they are attracted to
different objects (physical and mental) by their individual intelligently
designed algorithms. Microvita simply uses waves for transport to
arrive at their attracted locations. The basic wave here is factorial and
carrying all the attributes.
Let us look at Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti’s description of
supramundane waveform to see how all this is possible. Here He is
talking about supramundane mental waves and He tells us that the wave
varies in curvature and velocity (speed) inversely; that is the flatter the
waveform the faster the speed.108
upward momentum is finally exhausted and the wave is just about to start downward
movement, and the static pause is at the point where downward movement has ended and
upward motion is just about to start. They represent the crest and trough of physical science."
Ism_and_Human_Progress.html 1968
106
This complete cessation of movement is contrary to the principle of dynamics. In this
universe nothing can stop moving: absolute pause or absolute speed simply do not exist. Pause
and speed are relative. Cognitive_Faculty_and_the_Supreme_Desideratum.html
107
In fact, the sentient pause is no pause at all. As it falls beyond the scope of sensory
perception, the speed appears to be a pause. Ism_and_Human_Progress.html 1968
108
In concomitance [together, at same time] with the variation in the curvature of the wave,
the speed varies inversely. That is, when the speed of the movement [of the curvature of the
wave, f] increases, the velocity [overall of the wave, v] decreases, and with the straightness in
the curvature λ the velocity increases. v=f.λ .Ism_and_Human_Progress.html 1968
[brackets added by this author]
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When considering the movement of energy by unidirectional
supramundane waves, what we tend not to notice is that speed of the
movement of the object (energies in this case) varies in accordance
with the curve of the wave. This is because the complete vibratory
frequencies fall outside the normal limits (thresholds) of our sensory
organs.109 These types of waves do not reflect observable tanmátras.
The wave may be there, but the frequency prohibits our observation.
Just as in ordinary mundane wave form, in the Supramundane
waveform the energy component is independent of the waveform. It can
be considered as heterodyning on the basic factorial carrier wave. In
simple mundane waveforms, an example can be seen as microvita
being carried on the tanmatric waves.110 But we know that microvita are
carried on supramundane/ectoplasmic waves also because they have
definite affects to the psychic centers of the human body. Microvita are
energy carriers in all phases of their existence.
Supramundane waves have a large range of wavelengths that in
a psychic manner acts as the major controlling inferential or psychic
controlling/carrying waves for the psychically oriented pranah psychic
vital energies in all living things. They are mental waves that do not
come within the perception of the sensory organs (this means they do
not reflect tanmatric waves).111 Their range covers a large area of both
material and mental controlling objects wavelengths. Supramundane
waves are characterized by their wavelength only because they exist in
both Saincara and in Pratisaincara having completely different jobs and
attributes. In Saincara they are long waves called factorial waves
carrying the five rudimental factors. In Pratisaincara they are the
psychic carrier waves. See Long Wave Discussion section for further
differentiation.
If we look at a standard electromagnetic wavelength chart we
find the controlling wavelengths of the human mind ranges from
109

But when the wavelengths of physical ob ects are far longer than those of unit minds they
cannot even be brought within the scope of sense-perception. In this case those ob ects
themselves exercise control over the physical existence as well as the k mamaya and annamaya
ko as of individuals. The_Macrocosm_and_the_Microcosm_1.html
110
Waves are created when microvita move through the media of inferences. Inferences are the
major waves, Questions_and_Answers_on_Microvita_Section_H.html (Q 21)
111
Usually we do not call the waves caused by psychic clash tanm tras, because under normal
circumstances such mental waves do not come within the perception of the sensory organs.
The_Macrocosm_and_the_Microcosm_1.html
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subconscious anatomical features of Delta wave area of .1 Hz
(3,000,000 km)to the unconscious Gamma wave psychic layers of
human mind ranging in the 80 Hz ( 3750 Km) area. Assuming the other
living things have a slightly lower psychic controlling wavelength we
could arbitrarily assign the wavelengths of 3.000,000 km (.1 Hz) to 300
kHz or (1 km) to the supramundane wavelength area. Summarized 1 to
3,000,000 Km wavelengths area. This arbitrary assumption places
causal (spiritual) waves above (longer wavelengths) this area and
mundane (material) wavelengths below (shorter wavelengths) this area.
Ectoplasmic and endoplasmic supramundane waves
Ectoplasmic112 waves carry small mind particles that mostly
consist of citta mind particles just above the level of matter. All
particles are energy but, every particle of energy also has
consciousness irrevocably intertwined within the particle. It’s just that
in the material world of atoms the mind portion is relatively dormant
and the physical portion is dominant. These particles form easily
around the solid factorial wave and that in turn forms matter. So when
we talk about material energy particles being carried by microvita we
tend to discount the consciousness portion. But it is there, dormant.
Now when we talk about ectoplasmic waves we are still talking
about the energy riding the factorial carrier wave with energy inside the
microvita. But here we are talking about much finer citta ectoplasmic
matter particles, where the consciousness portion is no longer dormant.
It is no different for endoplasmic wave forms. There the energy
portion also consists of higher level consciousness particles, except
here in the endoplasmic wave, energy particles consist of a much
higher level and amount of consciousness of microcosmic ham’tattva
type mind particles. Microvita utilizes these and their own microvitic
mind in a much more sophisticated manner. Their usage and level of
actions are at a higher level than ectoplasmic eaves.
See Summary Common Supramundane and Mundane
Characteristics below for summary.
112

The mind, or better still the citta (ectoplasm) and ham’tattva (ego) are far more subtle than
the tanma’tras for they define the existence of these inferences.
The_Chariot_and_the_Charioteer.html 1956
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Mundane waves
What we are describing to be mundane waveform is really just
shorter supramundane waveforms whereupon energy has described is
more visible/discoverable, or as Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti describes it
actional state .
Mundane and Supramundane wave form
In general electromagnetic (EM) waves propagate as a
sinusoidal wave form. This sine wave form appears in two dimensions
on an oscilloscope like this as an average of all the harmonics:

Mundane sinusoidal wave form
And in other forms like this

Other mundane sinusoidal wave forms
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Only mundane waves have that characteristic of
electromagnetic and electoral wave propagation because they are
created at the end of the Saincara process with these additional
attributes.
Electromagnetic (EM) wave propagation can occur in a vacuum
or in a material medium. EM waves in a vacuum are transverse waves
(in that the electric fields and magnetic fields vary perpendicularly to
the direction of propagation). Microvitic energy transfer is a transverse
electromagnetic wave is in the direction of the oscillation or
propagation.
Here is a general diagram of the electric and magnetic fields
oscillations (blue and red) and the EM wave and microvitic energy
component propagating at right angles as they occur in mundane waves.
The flow of microvita is in the direction labeled as energy component .
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https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File%3AOnde_electromagn%C3%A9tique.png
modified

Mundane ElectroMagnetic (EM) wave
Specifically Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti’s description is much
more complicated than this simple sine wave function described above.
The mundane attributes are partially listed below. A mundane wave
would probably appear as a transverse saw-tooth wave with numerous
harmonics on the wave form that represents the numerous attributes
(information) of mundane physical objects. Microvita with energy
would be shown as moving in the direction of the wave.
As enumerated under Supramundane Wave descriptions, Shrii
Shrii Ánandamúrti noted that there must be rapid relative breaks in
the wave form. This applies to both general classifications of
supramundane and mundane waves. The best approximation of ‘rapid
relative breaks’ may best appears in the mundane wave form with the
many attributes that looks like this saw-tooth general waveform with
harmonics. The ‘breaks’ may appear to us as the sharp drop in
amplitude in the time scale. It may look like this in two dimension
drawing.

Typical Saw tooth wave
Typical Mundane waveform
Generally the differences between supramundane and mundane
waveforms appear in the below enumerated descriptions. In actuality, a
comparison must be made here between what science shows as a
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typical wave carrying energy and different EM characteristics and
what Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti shows us. That is that all waves are really
factorial in nature. They each whether long (like supramundane) or
very short (like mundane physical waves) all carry the possibility to
display attributes. The very short compressed waves of the atoms are
factorial and display atomic attributes which we sense as tanmatric
reflections, the same with the very long supramundane psychic waves.
We just do not normally sense psychic functions like auras and
devayoniis, those attributes dominated by the higher level of the same
factorial waves that do not show to our normal senses.
Characteristics and Attributes in Waveforms
“Instead all the information about the universe is encoded in its
wavefunction.” 113 [Here wavefunction is used in the Quantum Mechanics sense]

This topic has been discussed without conclusion for hundreds
of years by physicists all over the world. Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti uses
a rather unique classification based on the factorials found in every
wave in the universe and how they are characterized or expressed (or
not expressed) to our senses.
In order to clearly discuss this topic we must understand that
Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti delineated that all waves have characteristics
but only mundane/supramundane waves have attributes.
He defines attributes as an attributional expression that can be
recognized or expressed to our senses or extension thereof (usually
through tanmátras).Whereas characterizing attributional bondage of an
object we cannot call it an attributional expression; because it is not
recognized or expressed to our senses (example used here is gravity).
So there is a definite difference between bondage and attributional
expressions.
Some things are commonly classified as attributes and in fact
are not attributes (like energy and gravity) but what is actually
expressed to our senses is the resultant action/movement of the object.
Examples here are lighting (energy) and it resultant action expressed as
light and sound to our senses. Another is the resultant ‘gravity waves’
from a supernova explosion. The waves are seen as movement/action
113

https://www.technologyreview.com/s/416113/deriving-the-arrow-of-time/
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against a background or as detected movement of interferometer light
waves.
Waves have form characteristics and are not the same as
particle characteristics. The characteristics that can be given to waves
are those characteristics that cause particles to come closer (or show
action) together in the expressed wave relative
(mundane/supramundane) world. Waves have gravity (bala) as an
attributional bondage (we cannot call it an attributional expression,
because it is not recognized or expressed to our senses). Bala in itself
does not give them the expressions/attributes of for example electrical
and magnetic attributes. These can only come after the creation of
atoms and later molecules and expressed after they make action. Bala
causes compression of particles (energy) into finally atoms. It’s not the
wave but the result of Prakrti’s attributional bondage within the
factorial wave that causes internal expressions/attributes to appear in
the atom, like molecular chemical bonding and electrical and magnetic
expressions/attributes that are the attribute expressed by some atoms.114
Factorials are a function of waves. Energy is a function of
matter. As the energy is compacted in matter it expresses more and
more attributes (information) to our senses. Baba calls them attributes
or attributional expressions. Science calls these expressions information
and information density.

Information density
“Information processing is a whole new technology. Information does
not just come to us in analog or digital processing procedures. Look at our own
mind”.115

Mental speed (implying information) in the supramundane
wavelength area depends on the wavelength that carries the information.
114

The external pressure of attributional bondage [tamogun’a created by Prakrti] and the
internal frictions [due to closer interatomic spaces] compel greater and greater attributional
expressions [molecular and chemical bonds, electrical and magnetic attributes] in the bodies of
objects. Chapter_1.html
Thus we find that the stronger the bondage, the cruder the thing becomes with the origination
of more attributes. Due to external static pressure, the number of attributional peculiarities
increases, but not the attributional capability.Concept_of_Gunabhivyakti_and_Jadasphota.html
115
Unknown contributor
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A corollary of this is that information density on the mundane level is
limited to the speed of light and that information density116 actually
increases as wavelength shortens.117 The compactness (density) of the
information has nothing to do with speed; only with frequency as the
shorter wavelength increases what we see is increased informational
density. Our individual unit ability to receive that density of
information is because of the vibrational frequency of the
hypothalamus 118 that controls that information. Therefore what we see
as increased density of information is nothing more but increased
frequency of perception of the ability to perceive those shorter waves.
Supramundane mental waves may carry the information (as
subliminal attributes within the wave) faster (or speedier from a
mundane inertial time frame), but that is only because the wave travels
faster.
This is vastly different from what material oriented scientists
consider. They feel that that person causes the waveform to collapse
and therefore changes the information (of the waveform of the particle)
that the person receives. They feel that this is why we can receive
different information from the same waveform (in their case particle,
because they are all the same to them); not that each wave (particle) is
different it’s just that we cannot perceive the differences in the wave.
Their materialistic ego thinks we they are the cause of the collapse and
therefore the differences in information within and from the wave.
Therefore particulate energy appears as wave form because it
rides on subtle control waves. The control wave reflects the tanmátras,
not the energy particles. Energy particles have different job on the
wave form. They amplify, transfer and allow action within the factorial
to occur.
We found that the basic difference in mundane and
supramundane wave form is in the discoverability of the actional state
of its form. In other words how we perceive the attributes of the wave.

116

Information density is sometimes also called attributes by Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti
When the centrifugal force of the Cosmic Cycle in Sai cara remains dominant, one particle
comes in closer contact with another particle – their relative distance decreases. This decrease
in the inter-molecular and inter-atomic gaps causes physical objects to be further crudified.
Struggle_and_Progress.html 1958
118
Biometaphysics, A theory of Biometaphysical Genetic Transference, Published Raymond
Bates, Revised E Book, © April 2016, turiiya@gmail.com
117
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But what are ‘attributes’ in the sense of waveform?119 Here we get into
the science of harmonics; first looking at attributes in waves a little
more closely. Again Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti did not describe this
science using ordinary physics terminology as nodes, standing and
boundary conditional waves or nonsinusoidal Fourier analysis. Fourier
analysis is mathematical procedure that extracts a static picture from a
dynamic system.
If we look at a standard sinusoidal wave Mundane sinusoidal
wave form and notice that when harmonic nodes are riding on the
standard form it appears like this Typical Saw tooth wave. Interestingly
enough when those nodes are synthesized they appear like a standard
square wave in a two dimensional representation.

Standard node progression
Square and saw-tooth wave from have the very distinctive
allowance for what Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti calls rapid relative breaks
may appear to us as the sharp drop in amplitude in the time scale.

119

See Characteristics and Attributes in Waveforms above
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Standard sinusoidal square wave node progression
These are standard sinusoidal wave forms showing the nodes
using Fourier analysis to separate the harmonics visually.

3D Fourier analysis showing nodes
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Here we can see the nodes laid out in 3 dimensional structures.
The blue indicates the relative amplitude of each of the nodes of this
particular wave.
Looking at a nonsinusoidal wave with nodes. Now what if the
wave function was nonsinusoidal, like this:

Nonsinusoidal wave with nodes
Notice the smaller nodes riding on the amplitude of the standard
sinusoidal wave form. At this point the detail of a 3 dimensional
representation becomes too complicated to display in 2 dimensional
formats.
What we are discussing is contents of the actual characteristics
of the wave form. Not the attributes. At this point attributional
expressions are electromagnetic field waves, electric field waves, even
gravity waves, sound waves; whatever in the mundane/supramundane
realm that expresses action to the senses (or extension thereof).
Particularized energy is a basic component and is carried by
microvita on the wave form. It forms the actional force that allows the
movement of waves and particles, but cannot be said to be basic to the
construction of every wave form (not on Sporce waves forms);
although it may be on most all mundane/supramundane waves. Because
it expresses the action to the senses, we have to define it as attribute,
not characteristic of waves form.
Let us look not at those attributes but at the common
characteristics of every mundane/supramundane wave form and
compare them to Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti’s descriptions.
Since this work is rather in the summary format, I will have to
ask the reader to refer to Chapter 7 of The Microvitic Atom the section
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called Quantum Microvita Colouring 120; then we can summarize the
characteristics and compare them to physics common understanding.
One of the basic constitutes of every wave form is gun’as121.
Gun’as can are defined through what He calls ‘colours (raga or
colouring) and sounds’. Please note the word indicative in the quote.
This means that colours (raga) and sounds are both are attributes122 that
define the wave, not the constituents themselves of the wave. The
different gun’as are the actual quality or constituents of the wave.
Nodes on wave form define attributes and are basic to all
mundane/supramundane wave form.
He includes rhythm and vibration in all wave form.123 Vibration
is standard for wavelength and frequency. Rhythm is the description of
the Fourier analysis of how the form is broken down to analysis.
t one point He says that attraction of objects [waves in this
sense is chromatic .124 In other words harmonics of form is a basis of
all mundane/supramundane wave form and when these different forms
are in harmony; then they can be attractive. In harmony can mean what
engineers call ‘phase’. So chromatic harmonics or rhythm is how that
action within the wave is described to us and possible recognized by
other waves or objects that are created by those waves. Again they are
not the constituting factors of wave form; only the displayed attributes
and analysis methods.
Summary of the Constituents of all waves
Gun’as
Vibration
Propensive propulsion (antahkaran’a).

120

Originally appeared in Crimson Dawn Microvita Edition Special Printed Edition January
2015 by this author, Published by: Ac. Vimalananda Avt.
121
These colours and sounds are indicative of different gu as or qualities.
The_Intuitional_Science_of_the_Vedas_3.html
122
colour indicates the attributional difference. Vibration_Form_and_Colour.html
123
each and every expression of this universe has its own rhythm, its own vibration, its own
sound, and its own colour, and thus it has its own form as well.
Vibration_Form_and_Colour.html
124
the attraction between one object and another is always chromatic pertaining to raga or
colour. Vibration_Form_and_Colour.html
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Let us try and compile some standard terminologies in giving
attributes to matter.
Form is the summation of chromatics wave (gun’as) vibration
sound and colour (colouring) within the particulated Brahma area
(Cosmic Citta) of Saincara. In pratisaincara it appears as the 3rd
factorial luminous area.
Raga attractive harmonic force, sound or colour (colouring)
Chromatics what Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti calls raga or rhythm
Vibration when defined in relativity is measured as f (in
Hz)=1/T(sec)
Frequency changes cause change in object.
Gun’as inherent binding forces of waves, expressed as
macrocosmically as gravity and microcosmically the strong force
(QCD)
Wavelength is λ the Greek letter lambda in meters
Attractive force the amplification of the gun’as within the
wave by chromatics.
Cohesion the adherence of energy to it container is call
cohesion.125
Attributes (attributional peculiarities126) are shown by colour127
and sound
Colour charge in (QCD) is strong force
Flavour charges define different masses, electric charges, and
decay modes
Bala a non local external binding force that causes friction
within the factorial, common usage gravity
He relies solely on the self-assembling algorithmic organizing capacity of
the microvita to assemble in a wave form of a particular vibratory frequency to
create the basic sub-atomic particle/wavicles of elemental matter. Each specific

125

the adherence of energy to it container is call cohesion. The_Supreme_Cognition.html
Due to external static pressure [Bala], the number of attributional peculiarities [variety of
attributional manifestations] increases, but not the attributional capability [it remains at 100].
Concept_of_Gunabhivyakti_and_Jadasphota.html 1969
127
colour indicates the attributional difference. Vibration_Form_and_Colour.html
126
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frequency of sound waves causes a basic shape to form, from the masses of
microvita.128
We find it is a chromatic or harmonic characteristic in every quantum
particle that attracts other (particles) to it of a similar chromatic vibration.129

Summary Common Supramundane and Mundane
Characteristics
 Through svarúpa parin’a’ma process the waveform carries
gun’as within the waveform.
 Energy is particularized and carried on the waveform by
microvita.
 Attributes of five factorials are sequentially developed and
paternally/inferentially carried within the waveform.
 Microvitum becomes a container of quanta/s of dark energy
and is carried on the waveform.
 Possible weakly affected by gravity.
 Tamogun’a is predominant in Saincara, Sattvagun’a becomes
predominant in Pratisaincara
 Energy in wave motion is not continuous but flows in definite
little jumps
Summary Supramundane Characteristics





Supramundane Waveform wavelength and frequency are
generally outside the sensory perception level. (some mental
waves can be partially perceived)
No/weak electro-chemical or electromagnetic attributes
Probably transverse Sine waves with harmonics
Waveform is variable and becomes shorter in Saincara and
longer in Pratisaincara

Summary Mundane/material Characteristics
128

The Microvitic Atom, Microvita Sub-structures in the Atom, Published Raymond
Bates, First Electronic Edition, © July 2016, turiiya@gmail.com P.45
129

Ibid P.45
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Electrical and electromagnetic attributes are available
Gravity affects all material objects
Wavelength within sensory perception due to tanmatra
reflection
Waveform shorter in Saincara
Transverse sawtooth waveforms with harmonics

CHAPTER FOUR
General Inferential waves
This is a wave usage that relates to a physics definition of an
interference wave. In physics interference waves usually refers to the
interaction of waves that are correlated or coherent with each other,
either because they come from the same source or because they have
the same or nearly the same frequency.130It is where two waves
superimpose on each other and where the resultant vector sum is an
increase or decrease in amplitude.
The translators of 1960’s knew nothing about resultant vector
sums . All waves are interferential waves by nature and Shrii Shrii
Ánandamúrti’s works considered all waves to be possibly interference
waves, not just waves that had nearly the same frequency and/or the
same source. Therefore the translators used the word inferential
interchangeably with the physics meaning of interferential. But this is
not the case. Interferential is actually a subclass of the more general
inferential waves as many waves can pass through other waves with no
or even very little interference.
Major/Minor controlling waves.
Minor controlling waves are mundane/supramundane
(physical/psychic) inferential waves that control a range from atoms to
material/mental objects. Microvita rides on these types of waves that
control material/mental objects as well as supramundane and lower
class tanmatric waves. See Macrocosmic Cycle showing Waves
drawing.
The controlling wave of any object is in itself the psychic
controller of that object. If the objective’s wave that microvita are
moving through happens to be the major controlling interferential wave
(utilizing all five factorials) and it is changed by the passing microvita;
then the entire object form and shape can be changed. These type of
130

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Interference_(wave_propagation)
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waves when transmuted (wavelength changed) completely will result in
the entire objects physical characteristics/qualities being changed.131
That is, if you change the characteristics of that interferential major
wave then the entire ob ect’s shape and major characteristics will
change.132 An example would be changing a mango to an egg.133
On 18 September 1987 in Calcutta, Shrii Shrii personally gave a
discussion about how microvita would affect the chemical formulas
(external structures) and internally change the qualities of objects by
the addition or subtraction of different microvita.134 He called the
changes “qualitative changes” and said they can be brought about in
two ways. By either changing the external chemical formula (like H2O
to H2O2)135 or changing the inner structure136 by adding or subtracting
microvita.137
He uses a further example of qualitative change in describing
the hormone changes that can be made in the internal structure of
physical protoplasm in corporal structures138which will in turn bring
about an actual physical change in the corporal structure (body).

131

but if the major wavelength – that is, the inferential wave – of the solid object undergoes a
change, all the inferences will be transmuted accordingly.
Questions_and_Answers_on_Microvita_Section_H.html (typed notes)
132
but if the major wavelength – that is, the inferential wave – of the solid object undergoes a
change, all the inferences will be transmuted accordingly.
Questions_and_Answers_on_Microvita_Section_H.html (typed notes)
133
As a result of the inter-transmutation of microvita, positive and negative, can a mango be
changed into an egg? Yes. Microvita_and_Its_Possible_Effects_on_Society_Section_B.html
134
Whatever may be the external chemical structure, the internal structure will be greatly
changed due to an increase or decrease in the number of microvita.
Microvita_and_Its_Possible_Effects_on_Society_Section_B.html 1987
135
For instance, when hydrogen monoxide (H20) is changed into hydrogen peroxide (H202),
there is change in the external structure and a corresponding qualitative change.
Microvita_and_Its_Possible_Effects_on_Society_Section_B.html 1987
136
By bringing changes in the inner physical structure of objects with the application of
microvita, necessary elements can be created... This sort of change takes place with the change
in the internal structure of objects.
Microvita_and_Its_Possible_Effects_on_Society_Section_B.html 1987
137
Whatever may be the external chemical structure, the internal structure will be greatly
changed due to an increase or decrease in the number of microvita.
Microvita_and_Its_Possible_Effects_on_Society_Section_B.html
138
The displacement of the nucleus can be brought about with the help of microvita, which will
bring qualitative change in the internal structure. Internally, the hormones will be affected, and
thus externally, the corporeal structure will also be affected.
Microvita_and_Its_Possible_Effects_on_Society_Section_B.html
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Here is a summation of characteristics (not attributes) of
common to supramundane/mundane waves. It appeared in
Macrogenesis139.The comments in brackets are mine on the quoted
passages.
Remember short waves bounce off the longer wave, but… only when
there is not a pause or gap in the long wave. 140

Some wave structure notes:
"A wave can move freely only when it is in harmony with
previous waves and their curvatures."
Bhutatattva_Tanmatratattva_and_Indriyatattva.html [Here ‘not in harmony’
would mean when wave is out of synchronous or of different curvature.]

wave can pass through an ob ect where there is no
physical obstruction or hindrance from a subtler wave, that is,
subtler waves can pass through cruder waves; and under such
circumstances there is always an adjustment of wavelengths
resulting in the creation of physical diversities."
Bhutatattva_Tanmatratattva_and_Indriyatattva.html [Longer waves pass
through physically manifesting objects. The energy-amplitude component
of the longer wave will cause change in the major or minor wavelengths of
the object.]

"Proper adjustment of wavelength means adjustment at the
two pauses of the waves - the sentient pause and the static
pause. The sentient pause in the wave denotes the point
where upward momentum is finally exhausted and the wave
is just about to start downward movement, and the static
pause is at the point where downward movement has ended
and upward motion is just about to start. They represent the
crest and trough of physical science."
Bhutatattva_Tanmatratattva_and_Indriyatattva.html
"The greater the wavelength of any bhu'tatattva141, the more is
the chance of this adjustment of the striking waves passing
through." Bhutatattva_Tanmatratattva_and_Indriyatattva.html [Constructive
139

Macrogenesis, A New Paradigm in Consciousness, Published Raymond Bates, E-edition,
© April 2016, turiiya@gmail.com P.80
140
Biometaphysics, A theory of Biometaphysical Genetic Transference, Published Raymond
Bates, Revised E Book, © April 2016, turiiya@gmail.com P. 24
141 Every bhu'ta from the ethereal to the solid is in an eternal flow. The very existence of
bhu'tatattva is just a pattern of waves, a microscopic fraction of waves taken in a collective form by
the sensory-organs-cum-citta. Bhutatattva_Tanmatratattva_and_Indriyatattva.html
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interference amplifies the effect in the material body or the senses.]

"When an object permits the passage of a wave, it does not
come within the scope of sensory nerves, but when the wave
does not get such a passage, that is, it is reflected back, under
such circumstance only is there a perception of its existence
by our sensory nerves." Bhutatattva_Tanmatratattva_and_Indriyatattva.html
[Combined volume and amplitude of tanmatric subwaves must reach a threshold
size (it varies depending on each of the senses receiving) to activate the sense
organs.]

The smallness or greatness of an object is determined by the
wavelength142, not amplitude or frequency. Small objects
normally have high frequency143.

Microvitic control and change in supramundane/mundane
microcosmic waves
We have defined the various waves used in macrocosmic
creation. Let us look at how microvita control, affect and change those
physical and mental things in our objective world. The question arises
how actually microvita can change, say the major wavelengths of an
object. The answer is a little complicated because of the many parts
involved. Since a drawing is worth a thousand words we will have to
revert to a drawing. See Drawing Sub-wave and microvita relationships
This is what happens generally; more difficult is specifically
how it happens. It happens on two levels simultaneously. On the
psychic level, let us take something simpler than using occult power to
have microvita change a mongo to egg. Psychic healing involves
microvita. Disease has an especially strong and heavy (short
wavelength) vibrations. Crude (negative) microvita are especially

142 The minuteness or vastness of an object is determined by the wavelength of its vibrations.
Shivas_Teachings_2_continued_Discourse_15.html
143 The higher the frequency of the wave, the more numerous the points of pause, the greater the
number of sam'ska'ras, and the cruder the expression. The entity in which there is maximum
crudification is called jar'a or matter. Shakti_and_Its_Proper_Application.html
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attracted (and can be directed) to these vibratory areas following the
tanmatric vibrations emanating from the diseased object.
The guiding psychic of the individual is the controller of the
pranah (pranic) vital energies of the human corpora. Large quantities of
crude negative microvita are attracted externally towards the diseased
objective. Microvita are energy carriers in all phases of creation. Here
they collect together increasing the total energy as they are traveling
towards the disease. If wavelength of the carrying/transferring wave
carrying microvita is higher (longer wavelength), then the disease will
become healed.144
On the less organic and more physical level, we have to look at
the rudimental factors controlling the physical objects. We know that
all objects (that is solid objects here) in our universe have atoms and
each atom has five different rudimental factors and an overall subtle
microvitic controlling nucleus (mental). Each group of atoms (as a
molecule) has an individual overall controlling subtle mental nucleus.
Etc. etc. until we come to developed organ systems with the
accompanying microvita endoplasmic control mental systems.
Each physical item (atom, molecule etc.) each have a different
control nucleus that controls different functions. For example, atoms
(individual atomic controlled) utilize a simpler subtle microvitic
controlling nucleus that controls the interaction of individual atoms in
maintaining their atomic structure. That includes their changing of state
and changing energy levels when they combine with other atoms.
The microvitic control structure of molecules involves energy
changes in ionic and molecular combining. The control structures of
organs utilize a specialized overall endoplasmic (specialized
microvitic) mental structure to controls the energy flows and
coordinates the requirements of the organs. As you can see each level
of control structure have/attracts specific types of microvita and utilizes
their subtle collective microvitic minds to control each level of
combinations.

144

[author’s editions in brackets]
and as a result of the angle sharp systaltic angle
increased frequency] created by negative microvita in the mutative world [of matter] or in the
mutative portion of any structure, that mutative entity [here impacted structure] is to undergo a
certain metamorphosis. Its arena decreases, its density increases and as a result it is slowly
transmuted into staticity becomes stable
Mobility_and_Movement_of_Microvita.html
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The overall result is that there are two different types of control
structures involved in physical and psychic controls. Regarding these
different types of structure changes, Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti states
(rephrased) that structural changes of developed mind and developing
mind systems can be evolutionary or changed by the application of
specific microvita that affect the individual system to be in accordance
with the applicable environment.
If the mind of the object is inert, dormant or un-developed then
Cosmic Mind controls the evolutionary changes. In other words, (as an
example) you cannot utilize microvita to change an oxygen breather
into a sulfur dioxide breather or other anti environmental changes. If
we look into that statement a little further, then can we utilize microvita
to change say a plant? Yes, but only by providing a congenial
environment and higher level vibration that will affect the plant
positively in its evolutionary growth/change. Because the mind of the
plant is very crude citta based, the amount of change (using microvita)
is very limited.
Summary of microvitic changes:






Microvita utilize energy within their collective subtle mental
structures to change and control all levels of all objects from
atomic to developed organ bodies, collective mental bodies and
cosmological bodies.
Microvita can be psychically guided/directed to make
physical/mental changes in mentally developed/developing
organic units. This happens through attraction.
In undeveloped/inert/dormant mental structures microvita can
provide the conducive atmosphere/vibrations for congenial
evolutionary and environmental changes.
Microvitic changes occur only within conducive145
environmental conditions.
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In a living celestial body, the existing congenial environment will cause transformation of
pr a [general energy] into pr h. [Vital energy (pr ah) the ten v yus]
Concept_of_Gunabhivyakti_and_Jadasphota.html
And in a collective body, the collective controlling faculty may create a sort of change in the
physical structures if such a change is supported by Macrocosmic conation [cosmic mind],
otherwise not. Four_Dimensions_of_Micropsychic_Longing.html May 1987
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Tanmatric sub-wave
Tanmátras are the sub-waves produced by the reflection of
minor interferential waves off the rudimental factors.146 See Drawing
Sub-wave and microvita relationships.
These sub-waves are but a microscopic reflection of the
factorial concerned. For example it may take millions of these
reflections for perception by a sensory organ to occur. This is why a
small amount of tanmatric reflections from a single atom cannot be
sensed. If the object’s waves with microvita are moving through what
happens to be a minor tanmatric inferential wave then the tanmatric
sense may be changed. These tanmatric waves control the precise
things we sense like the different smell of roses.
We must remember that microvita travels on all types of waves.
Microvita can travel both towards; say atoms on minor inferential
waves and away from atoms on tanmatric sub-wave. If the travel is
towards an atom on a control wave consisting of all five factorials, then
by applying microvita energy to the so-called major controlling waves
of the atom then the entire wavelength of the atom (or the molecular
structure) can be changed resulting in a change of the major
characteristic of the object.
If the microvita traveling away from the object on reflected
tanmatric subwaves change the sub-wave (of say smell), then the sense
of smell will appear different to the receiver of those senses.
If the quality of the reflection in tanmátras can also be changed
(example by microvita energies), then the minor inferential wave
concerned (example smell) will be changed.147
See Drawing Sub-wave and microvita relationships.

146

Hence tanma'tras are nothing but the waves produced by the objects concerned as a result of
reflection of the subtler bhu'ta[minor inferential control wave] on the cruder ones[factorial
waves inside the atom]. Bhutatattva_Tanmatratattva_and_Indriyatattva.html
147
If the microvita moving through the particular smell inference of a solid object are changed
without effecting the major wavelength, the solid would not be changed because there would be
no change in the major wavelength, although there would be a qualitative change in all the five
attributes of it. Questions_and_Answers_on_Microvita_Section_H.html(unknown date) (typed
notes)
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The confusion comes in writing as some unknown author’s note
was added about relationship amongst waves sub-waves and
microvita .148 Herein was given the only description of waves and
subwaves in relation to major waves, inferential waves, microvita and
tanmátras.
Microvitic sub-wave
Microvitic sub-waves are caused by microvita moving throughphysical /mundane wave of sensory perceptions (minor tanmatric subwave). See Drawing Sub-wave and microvita relationships.

148

Questions_and_Answers_on_Microvita_Section_H.html (unknown date)(typed notes)
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CHAPTER FIVE
Factorials and Gun’as
Factorial Waves
Always the big question is Where are the factorials in the real
world? and it is hard to understand. This is because we do not sense
where they originate, only some of the resultants. Two things are
important here. One, Pratisaincara is an animated area of existence
(humans are one type of animation) where we receive only a small part
of the reflected minor inferences through our psychophysical sensory
organs.
Notice we used the word reflected. Non-reflected and refracted
inferential waves also interfere in the relativistic universe we reside in.
Only the mundane/physical reflected waves are specifically called
tanmátras.149 150 The other waves are refracted/non-reflected there but
they are not perceived by our sensory organs. The refracted waves may
be partially received psychically151 152through our
psychophysical/psychospiritual organs and in areas like cakras and
vrttis. The non-reflected waves just pass through unaffected and un149

Hence tanma'tras are nothing but the waves produced by the objects concerned as a result of
reflection of the subtler bhu'ta on the cruder ones.
Bhutatattva_Tanmatratattva_and_Indriyatattva.html
150
The microscopic fraction of a wave radiated from an object and received by the sensory
organs is called an inference (tanmatra). The_Macrocosm_and_the_Microcosm_1.html 1959
151
When an object permits the passage of a wave, it does not come within the scope of sensory
nerves, but when the wave does not get such a passage, that is, it is reflected back, under such
circumstance only is there a perception of its existence by our sensory nerves.
Bhutatattva_Tanmatratattva_and_Indriyatattva.html.
152
Whenever the out-going tanma'tras carrying mental force get reflected, the objects come
within our scope of sensation, perception and conception. Kosa.html
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received by our sensory organs. The description in the wave section
describes those non-reflected waves as passing through the relative
rapid pause in the waveform.
We know from previous studies that the five factorials are in
every atom and that the reflection off each factorial in the atom gives us
what we define as tanmátras. These minute microscopic reflections
stimulate our five senses. But these tanmátras are only the physical
resultant. The other resultant of these factorials we do not recognize
because minor inferential wave reflected off them is in our
psychophysical area (not mundane physical) that we call Pratisaincara.
Inferential waves are of all wavelengths including the
supramundane wavelengths. The mundane/physical minor interferential
waves reflect easier because of their shorter wavelength and cause
denser tanmatric reflections, but supramundane inferential waves also
reflect/refract/interact with all objects in our universe. We just don’t
have the capacity to recognize them and do not call them tanmátras.
Factorial Waveform Characteristics
To understand the characteristics of a supramundane waveform
we must look at what goes into that waveform. Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti
describes the characteristics of factorials in terms of what our sensory
organs feel and see because that is the easiest and simplest way to
understand a complicated subject. Can logic tell us the answer here?
We know supramundane waves are not the same as
Spiritual/Sporce waves that first appear in cosmic mahat-aham portion
of the Cosmic Mind. We know that factorials are in both mundane and
supramundane objects; mundanely in the atom and as supramundane in
the psychic centers and bodiless minds. The question here arises are
they there as in an energy particle and/or within the waveform itself?
Are factorials153 actually an ingredient to wave form? We see
that factorials actually become an attributional description of the action
of particularized energy (becoming matter) during the process of
svarúpa parin’a’ma in saincara. Factorials are not actually separate
ingredients within the wave form. The chromatic attraction of all
153

All the perceptible physical objects of the world are composed of the five fundamental
factors. The_Expansion_of_the_Microcosm.htm
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matter is seen through describing them as individual factorials within
the general process; and furthermore they appear in the atomic structure
and are named as factorial nuclei, but what are they really? Simply a
chromatic attraction of similar waveforms carrying microvitic energies.
These wave forms are intelligently algorithmically pre-programmed
(within atomic construction) by the mental aspect of the microvita
assembling the atom. Therefore the use of the word factorial is only to
help us understand categorically the use of this of particularized energy
within the entire process.
One of the confusing things about factorials is what they do;
they reflect back tanmátras in Saincara. We see that interferential
waves reflect off other as waves producing tanmátras that we recognize
with our senses. This might indicate that factorials are a part of the
make-up of the wave because tanmátras are a reflection off the longer
wave. This is not the case. Factorials are a binding force/principle as a
generalized class of particulate Brahma.
Within Saincara these classes of particulate Brahma coagulate
into atoms with the help of microvita carrying the energy. This then
allows the attributes (that we sense as tanmátras) to become utilized as
atoms in solid form.
Those same inferential waves are used in Pratisaincara, but
there they carry a different class of energy (with ectoplasm energy
particles) and do not reflect tanmátras because the waveforms are
longer (with greater gaps in the form) and tanmátras do not reflect. We
cannot call them factorial waves in Pratisaincara.
Long Wave Discussion
There is no dissertation that describes supramundane as being
associated with factorial waves only. That is because supramundane
describes long wavelengths that can be in both Saincara and
Pratisaincara. Supramundane simply means a long wavelength that can
be either Cosmic mind becoming matter (Saincara) or Matter going
back to cosmic mind (Pratisaincara). In Saincara Cosmic Mind’s
psychic citta waves are supramundane
There are long waves and there are long waves. Saincara long
waves are not pratisaincara psychic waves. Saincara long waves do not
carry ectoplasmic particles of pratisaincara mind stuff (like human).
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Pratisaincara waves do carry ectoplasmic and endoplasmic wavicle
energy particles and they are long also.
Saincara long waves carry dark energy (in the microvita) and
their wavelengths are shortened and compressed and made into atoms.
Microvita carries sub-assembling algorithms to make atoms, and under
other environments can convert energy to pranah (life energy).
Pratisaincara long waves do not carry dark energy to be
compressed into matter. They carry energy yes, but psychophysical
energy. That means that they (supramundane waves) carry particles of
matter (containing what we describe as energy) that are already broken
up, particularate Brahma or pulverized mind matter as Shrii Shrii
Ánandamúrti describes them. They are very fine and dissipated but
more important is what is contained in every particle. Each wave (or
wavicle if you prefer) contains two things in all phases of creation;
particularate Brahma (or different types) or pulverized mind matter
appearing as energy and form.
Physical pulverization (physical clash) of matter can eventually
separate small pieces of matter (atoms) into finely particularized energy
(with dormant mind inside) called citta’n’u (smallest citta). Citta’n’u
collects to form matter oriented mind particles called ectoplasm.
Ectoplasm is the crudest component of any mind (mental) usage.
Ectoplasm has very limited capabilities. Those are discussed in other
works at length.154
In Saincara its 99.999 % (estimate) Prakrti dark energy
adhering to the factorial waves as container and a residual small part
expressed as practically dormant consciousness. Energy adheres155
(cohesion, using microvita) to factorial waves. They then factorial
waves become the container for the energy
But in Pratisaincara long waves, it is the opposite. Here
consciousness is continually increasing in proportion to the energy
component. What we think of as particles carried by the supramundane
waves in Pratisaincara is that they are increasingly more consciousness
154

Biometaphysics, A theory of Biometaphysical Genetic Transference, Published Raymond
Bates, Revised E Book, © April 2016, turiiya@gmail.com
155
You know, when energy is all of a sudden released, its movement is just like a straight line,
and after that it acquires curvature due to clash and cohesion. So that released force moving just
like a straight line is something attributed. The_Supreme_Cognition.html
[Meaning-the adherence of energy to it container is call cohesion. Clash with other
objects/containers causes curvature of waveform through friction.]
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particles, than energy particles. Although the waves are supramundane,
in that they are long and psychic; they contain a higher proportion of
consciousness in every minute particle, but we can no longer call them
factorial. They no longer have the ability as attributes of the solid factor
to express tanmátras to the senses. Only Factorial waves have that
possibility to become atoms and express solid factorial attributes.
Gun’as in Factorials
If we back up this discussion of the characteristics of factorials
to its roots, we find that each and every factorial contains particles of
energy156 and the energy within each factorial since it has particulate
basis, it can be spread (at different distances) apart. But most important,
those particles on the factorial wave must have a control. In saincara
this controlling or binding principle of the controlled energies of Prakrti
is called tamogun’a.
The question here is what this tamogun’a is and how this gun’a
can bind and control, in any of these factorials. As a result, we see in
the atom that we have a grossly overstated case of control with
tamogun’a. The control of those energy particles within each factorial
consists of predominately a Tamah gun’a which in most places in
Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti’s works the word appears as gun’a and is
called a binding principle 157. Binding principle is a specific
characteristic of Prakrti (as the energy that binds
Purus’a/consciousness). Since Purus’a and Prakrti are both
irrevocably intertwined in those particles of energy, a gun’a really
relates to how much Prakrti binds Purus’a. The greater the binding
(tamogun’a) the more Purus’a (consciousness) becomes dormant (as
within atoms).
What does this gun’a binding principle do? We see it most
clearly in Saincara in the creation of the atom, where it shapes or binds
the particulate energies in such a way that the solid appearing shape
reflects those solid factorial principles as attributional tanmátras that
156

The five fundamental factors -- ethereal, aerial, luminous, liquid and solid -- are the
sequential metamorphoses of these energy particles. Vibration_Form_and_Colour.html
157
Gu a here in spiritual philosophy means binding principle not quality .
Struggle_and_Progress.html 1958
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appeal to our senses. Of course when sufficient of these atoms
containing mostly solid factorial, (but also contains other factorials like
the 3rd factorial luminous) are collected together then we can see the
object from the collections of tanmatric reflections
In the context of factorials, gun’as are within the characteristic
of the waveform in all areas. We saw this in previous works where
there is an extensive discussion of forces and energies of the universe.
Here we want to show that the same basic binding/control
force/principle (tamogun’a) has many different names depending where
and how it is used, but in the atom its use is clear.
Why does Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti give different names to the
same force (as in this case)? Because in metaphysical/spiritual
philological discussions a very precise (and different) word is used in
different situations; but most of all in the case of the gun’as, they have
changing characteristics in different places in the macrocosmic cycle.
In some areas Tamogun’a is dominant, in other areas it is recessive and
at times it causes reactive force (as in the atom) and may have other
names. In all cases the gun’as are in all waveforms, just in different
proportions in different areas of cosmological usage.
Gun’as in Saincara
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Drawing Gun’as in Saincara
In consideration of the difficulty of the subject we will discuss
the overall picture before getting into the details. One of the most
unusual areas to consider is the variable concept of Gun’as. Not only do
they vary in relative strength but they vary in function; sometimes in
relativity and sometimes in a non-relative spiritual realm.
Let us walk through them. First they are defined as a ‘binding
principle’. Simply said they bind objects, forces and even mind in
varying strengths in different locations. They consist of energy (within
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the microvita riding on the waveform) and all energy needs control.
The control part is given three different names158 to try and describe that
overall one gun’as movement in our macrocosmic universe of relativity.
Their initial existence is in an area defined as the causal matrix
(múlá Prakrti) outside of relativity of time, place and person, and also
non-causal. It’s described as triguna (three forced triangle) simply
because uninhibited forces take the shape of least resistance or a
triangle. Control is signified by the presence of Purus’a (consciousness)
inexplicably interwoven with Prakrti (energy).
In some ways this area of the causal matrix (múlá Prakrti) has
always appeared to me to be like a fifth dimension that somehow
breaks into our limited fourth dimension of relativity. As any
mathematician will tell you, it’s almost impossible for a two
dimensional entity to describe a three dimensional world. We can build
5th dimensional mathematical constructs and try to convert them to
concepts in our four dimensional world, but no one can verify the
accuracy.
The overall concept is that of three gun’as and a Purus’a/Prakrti
duo, where the dominance of one over the other is always in reciprocal
proportions throughout the Macrocosm. Following the above drawing,
(Drawing Brahmacakra with Microvita) the macrocosmic concept of
Brahmacakra; when the overall energy breaks out of the triguna matrix
the force is described as sattvagun’a (sentient force) dominant over
Tamogun’a (static force). In the above drawing Drawing Gun’as in
Saincara it may appear more clearly as you can see the dominance of
sattvagun’a over the tamogun’a aspect of control. That is why it is
called by its dominant characteristic.
The third force Ra ogun’a is described as a transient force and
does not appear as independently dominant in Saincara. In Pratisaincara
it appears as a viable force because the process is one of what we call
mind returning to its origins. There mind being super stratified
particulate conscious is being attracted to the cosmic nucleus.
Within the original breakout of energy into Saincara (cosmic
mind to matter), sattvagun’a arrives at the sentient and highest level of
Cosmic Mind known as Mahattattva. In this level and the next lower
158

This Prakrti is also a collection of three immanent principles – the sentient or sattva, the
mutative or rajah, the static or tamah.Saincara_and_Pranah.html 1959
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level known as ham’tattva cosmic mind, relativity is not a factor159.
The understanding of relativity is defined as the three factors of Time,
space/Place and Person (TPP), must each have some influence. The
five rudimental factors (upon which matter is created) does not exist
until the next lower level of cosmic mind, cosmic Citta.
Regarding the waveform and energies to this point, the original
sentient gun’a energy was tremendously powerful and defined as nearly
straight in form. As it passes through the first two cosmic levels the
energy and waveform slowly diminish and multiply in a process known
as svarúpa parin’a’ma. Energy and conscious are still irrevocably
intertwined. The emergent binding sattvagun’a energy has now slowly
become a tamasic fissiparous tamogun’a type energy that can affect
material matter (gravitic like) and has a centrifugal dispersing tendency.
The Purus’a/Prakrti duo has slowly become particularate and needs a
shelter.
In the next general area of Saincara (Cosmic citta), microvita
(created directly by the cosmic nucleus) enters the picture and becomes
sort of like a variable boson force/energy carrier. Each quanta of dark
energy needing a shelter, goes to each individual point-like microvitum.
Microvita collects energy in accordance with its preprogrammed needs.
Microvita having no propulsive force is attracted in accordance to its
inherent pre-programming to ride the factorial waves to its atomic
destination.
It should be understood that gunic controlled microvitic energy
at this point is what we are coming to understand as ‘dark energy’. See
Chapter two. That is energy having almost no ordinary energy
attributes of electro, electrical, chemical etc. Why? Simply because
atoms are not yet formed and attributes cannot be reflected as tanmátras
to our senses (or extension thereof). As the tamogunic binding force
increases in the process of atom forming, the density (and emergent
closeness of the energy particles) causes those sense detectable
attributes to emerge160.
159

The stages of transformation of Cosmic Consciousness prior to the exhibition of Cosmic
citta are not objective realities in the strict sense of the term,
Bhutatattva_Tanmatratattva_and_Indriyatattva.html
160
Thus we find that the stronger the bondage, the cruder the thing becomes with the
origination of more attributes. Due to external static pressure, the number of attributional
peculiarities increases, but not the attributional capability.
Concept_of_Gunabhivyakti_and_Jadasphota.html 1969 The external pressure of attributional
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In other words, all we know is that about 5% of all the total
energies in our known universe appear to our senses as ordinary matter.
All the rest including what scientists now call ‘dark matter’ and ‘dark
energy’ has not been made into ordinary matter (causing huge problems
in BB theories of creation). Whether the total process of ordinary atom
forming is continuous or complete-expanding (as in BB theory),
appears not to have been a subject of Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti’s
dissertations. He did discuss the process of supernova re-cycling and
we do understand the process of stellar nucleosynthesis. We can only
guess whether the subject of black holes are part of an on-going
replenishment or possible creation of new ordinary atoms161.
Since we are discussing the gun’as evolvement in Saincara, we
will suffice to say the entire process of five factorial formation into the
basic ordinary microvitic atom (protium), its control structures, changes
in nucleosynthesis and ordinary chemical processes, has been covered
at length in other works of this series162. What has not been covered is
the specific changes in energies, waveform and forces in the ordinary
atom forming and continuing processes. For this discussion I will
simply explain what these changes are and then explicitly explain how
the changes occur in detail with references in other places.
At this point in Saincara in ordinary atom forming, we have the
Macrocosmic tamogun’a force dominant and relativity occurring, with
microvita forming the person, in relativity theory. See Chapter Seven.
Tamogun’a remains the dominant force throughout the remainder of
Saincara and only starts to decrease as it proceeds through Pratisaincara.
Specifically within the construction of the atom, tamogun’a as
a binding principle causes a reaction within the forming atom. It causes
two reactive forces to appear163. One force is centrifugal and the other is
bondage [bala/tamoguna] and the internal frictions compel greater and greater attributional
expressions in the bodies of objects. Chapter_1.html
161
[When the term ordinary atoms are used in Saincara, I am referring the particular atomic
structure of protium.]
162
The Microvitic Atom, Microvita Sub-structures in the Atom, Published Raymond Bates,
First Electronic Edition, © July 2016, turiiya@gmail.com
163
The external pressure of the static principle [Prakrti] on the aforesaid five factors is known
as bala [gravity]. As a result of this bala, two opposing forces develop, one [micro] centrifugal
and the other [micro] centripetal in character. The centre-seeking or interial [micro centripetal]
force tries to maintain the structural solidarity of the object; while the [micro] centrifugal one
has a fissiparous tendency, that is, it tries to split up the object into thousands.
Saincara_and_Pranah.html 1959
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center-forming or centripetal in nature. Generally speaking (in all the
Macrocosmic processes) Tamogun’a can be described as extroversive
or centrifugal in nature. But here in Saincara (Cosmic mind to matter),
tamogun’a can better be described as extremely binding in nature
whereas in Pratisaincara it can definitely be described as extroversal,
driving the material and non material (more mind like particles) away
from the cosmic nucleus.
Because this reactive process of Tamogun’a within the atom,
the factorials and energy are being rubbed closer together; now
attributes appear. In other words internal friction within the atom
forming causes material attributes.164 Scientists tend to call this
information density and the attributes of electromagnetism, electric
charges, inertial spin, chemical bonds and affinity, gravity etc. etc.
These only start to appear during this time in the relativity process.
Energy can now be considered to be ordinary and we see the effects
through our ordinary senses (and extensions thereof).
The dominant force is now called micro-centripetal/gravity is
now actually not a gun’a, as its effects are called bala/gravity. The
below drawings come from a previous work165 and may be beneficial at
this complicated point. See Atom construction Macrocosmic View.
It is called sattvagun’a but only to describe it’s now attributes
of introversive tendencies, centripetal spin, attractive force, and
unlimited range of gravitic effects. Scientists tend to call this the
‘strong force’ in atoms. In addition the additional material attributes of
electromagnetism are now apparent in the two forces.
If we call the first force gravity then we would have to
designate the second force as anti-gravity but Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti
called it micro-centrifugal force and designated it as extroversive in
nature. Again the forces exist as unity, one force the reciprocal value of
the other.
Here are a set of drawings that will show visually the stages that
matter takes in Saincara. In the Macrocosmic view of Atom construction
drawing below, we have standard implosion theory with the
Macrocosmic tamogun’a static binding the factorial waves with
164

The higher the frequency of the wave, the more numerous the points of pause, the greater the number of
sam'ska'ras, and the cruder the expression. The entity in which there is maximum crudification is called
jar'a or matter. Shakti_and_Its_Proper_Application.html
165

The Microvitic Atom, Microvita Sub-structures in the Atom, Published Raymond Bates,
First Electronic Edition, © July 2016, turiiya@gmail.com
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microvita carrying the dark energy in accordance with their preprogramming. The nucleus forms as described in The Microvitic
Atom.166
Once that atom nucleus is formed it continues through the
standard nucleosynthesis process attaining more attributes. That
process either produces crude mind stuff (citta’n’u) through friction and
clash or it continues to eventual re-cycling through ad’asphot’a.

Macrocosmic View of Atom Construction
Below is a schematic of the interial forces viewpoint of atom
construction with the concerning dissertation quotes. 167
166

The Microvitic Atom, Microvita Sub-structures in the Atom, Published Raymond Bates,
First Electronic Edition, © July 2016, turiiya@gmail.com ,
167
First appeared in Microvitology, Microvita Universal Subassembly Structures, Published
Raymond Bates, E-edition, © May 2010, turiiya@gmail.com ,
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Atom construction Macrocosmic View
This is not the end of the changes of the gun’as in Saincara.
Atoms have a sort of life (or half-life cycle, as the case may be) in
Saincara. As for the stellar cycle of neutrons stars, Shrii Shrii
Ánandamúrti used the word ‘nadir point’ to describe how the forces are
balanced and noted that mind no longer has a chance to evolve (as
citta’n’u) through friction and clash.
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Nadir Point of Atomic Construction
In some stars the change in Macrocosmic centrifugal
(tamogun’a) changes to a Macrocosmic centripetal (sattvagun’a) more
rapidly, than in dense neutron stars. The stage of explosive supernova
(or ad’asphot’a) comes about in a similar manner, but because of the
rapid decompression and greater mass of the star it occurs more rapidly.
In this case because the force of reaction in the atom is the
opposite reaction in the Macrocosmic body, then the atom interial force
of micro-centrifugal (extroversive) causes an explosive and rapid
change in the atomic structure. This results in ad’asphot’a.168
Jad’asphot’a breaks down the solid factorial nuclei into their
component factors.169 The micro-centripetal anti-gravity force produces
what scientists call ‘gravity waves’ that propels/re-cycles the factorials

168

When the [micro]centripetal force is greater than the [micro]centrifugal force in the Cosmic
Cycle there emerges mutual repulsion amongst the component units of the material structure
nucleons which leads to increasing subtlety through ad’asphot’a .
Struggle_and_Progress.html 1958
169
This process of adasphota ad’asphot’a as a result of which the crudest factor solid gets
converted into certain subtler factors Bhutatattva_Tanmatratattva_and_Indriyatattva.html
1959
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throughout the universe. The concerned quotes are included in the
drawings.
Since the gun’as are macrocosmic in nature they are used in
both Saincara and Pratisaincara. In Saincara they have a varied but
mainly ‘static binding’ role. In Pratisaincara (matter to mind) the role
slowly changes to where the macrocosmic centripetal introversive
sattvagun’a becomes dominant and as the finely particulate mind
particles (citta’n’u) are attracted back to the Cosmic Nucleus.
It cannot be said that the atom has no role in Pratisaincara,
because it does. It is only a subservient role. Atoms form the material
body for the mind allowing animation of the physical body. But
Pratisaincara is a mental evolutionary process and the atom (although it
does have mind, abet dormant) physically remains in Saincara.
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Jad’asphot’a (Supernova)
Energy and Microvita in Factorials
In Saincara how does the process of energy transfer work,
within the wavelength description of these important supramundane
factorial waves? In the case of each of the major solid factor inferential
waves (factorial waves carrying the five factorial characteristics), they
are extremely long waves carrying their respective characteristics (not
attributes) in the wave and in addition carrying relatively large dark
energy packets (in the microvita). Remember these dark energy packets
have not yet been made into atoms.
But energy must go from container to container . In the
creation of the atom; what is the container? (see Addendum 1 also)
From the long wave factorial point-like microvita carrying relatively
large amounts of dark energy are funneled through standard implosion
theory into the atom. That is why microvita are called carriers of
energy in all phases of creation . These microvita (using subassembling algorithms) are those microvita that are specialized in
creating the one type of atom needed (protium) in all types of elemental
creation170.
170

Carbons and non-carbons both get their atomic structure from microvita. Not only carbon
atoms, but all other kinds of atoms are the creation of microvita.This negative microvita causes
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So what we have in this particular description is major
supramundane solid factorial waves in Saincara through standard
implosion theory being compressed and shortened into material
factorial waves (or atoms). Now those shorter waves are two different
things. 1. They are shorter but carry the factorial characteristics and
increased attributes and are able to reflect them as tanmátras provided
the correct interferential waves are bounced off them and 2. They were
carrying relatively large packets of energy that now is going from
container to container within the atom. That means that energy went
from factorial wave and was distributed by the controlling microvita
properly to create the needed balance of the five factorial nuclei within
the individual atom. Factorials are the major waves in the atom.
Microvita simply moves the energies from factorial to factorial (like a
variable boson force/energy carrier) as it is needed to create and
balance the energies within the atom.
This then gives the basic components within the atom (to
produce protium). It also means that, mind as Prakrti (energy) and
Purus’a are always inexplicably intertwined everywhere, especially
here within the atom. Mind is there (within the newly created atom),
but absolutely dormant and energy is within its many microvita
containers and controlled by the subtle microvitic mind171.
Looking quickly, simply and summarily at those characteristics
we have the (five factorials within the atom) described by their simple
tanmátras reflected off them from the (dominant factorial nuclei) solid
atom shape. Of course they are: hearing, touching, seeing, tasting and
smelling. But, we must remember that this is only representative of a
microscopic fraction of their complete wavelength. So the basic
characteristic of each of the five factorials is within the atom and
becomes differently expressed (like reflections of attributes of say color
and sound) as the basic protium atom combines in standard stellar
nucleosynthesis and later bonds into molecules and elements.
The importance is, and I believe it is what Shrii Shrii
Ánandamúrti described, that it was not just what our small senses
the creation of newer carbon atoms and other sub-atomic particles.
Smell_and_Microvita_Section_C.html
171
See The Microvitic Atom, Microvita Sub-structures in the Atom, Published Raymond
Bates, First Electronic Edition, © July 2016, turiiya@gmail.com ,
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observed, but what those factorials were capable of doing. In a sense
that they had the capabilities to create atoms within our relativistic
universe.
We must look at the solid 5th factorial not only in the sense that
it contains all the 5 factorials in requisite proportion172, and not only in
the sense that it contains predominately the solid factor that reflects as
tanmátras that reacts mostly against our taste buds (solid factor
predominates there); but from the viewpoint of what is inside the
waveform that causes thing to be solid.
In summary, factorials are the major component of atomic
construction. They appear only in Saincara as tamogun’a factorials and
are used only in the atom. They are supramundane waves constructed
of cosmic mind’s citta. The gun’as are irrevocably intertwined with the
particulate energy as Prakrti and when compacted into atoms the
factorial waves reflect tanmátras to our senses. Dark energy is carried
by microvita riding on the five factorial waves. Microvita using subassembling algorithms helps create atoms and are assisted by
tamogun’a.
Here is a drawing showing the relationship between microvita
and the waves and sub-waves interacting with atoms containing the
factorials.
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When the structural solidarity of anything is maintained, it means that in that particular unit
structure, all the component five factors are in requisite proportion,
Concept_of_Gunabhivyakti_and_Jadasphota.html
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CHAPTER SIX
Time in the Macrocosm
Views of Changing Time
rnst Mach who was a proponent of eibniz’s views wrote:
ll things in the world are connected with one another and depend on
one another Time is an abstraction at which we arrive by means of
the changes of things; made because we are not restricted to any one
definite measure all being interconnected We reach our ideas of
time in and through the interdependence of things on one another. In
these ideas the profoundest and most universal connection of things is
expressed. Time, like space, draws its meaning from a special type of
harmony in nature. 173
Many great minds realized that instein’s equations relied vary
heavily on time. See instein’s equation in sub-section Bala in
waveforms. There are heuristic mathematical models of the universe
and super universe based structures where time has been omitted. In

173

Musser, George. Scientific American / Farrar, Straus and Giroux, NY NY, first ed.2015
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general these models utilize the works of Everrt, Bell and Barbour174 to
produce mathematical models that apply the limits of quantum physics
to cosmological applications.
Here Barbour works from the Wheeler–DeWitt equations175
which say;
where
quantized general relativity and
universe.

is the Hamiltonian constraint in
stands for the wave function of the

This equation does not contain any parameter that is equivalent
to our classical notion of time. In the Wheeler-DeWitt formulation,
spacetime does not exist in any classical sense and particles do not have
traditional trajectories in spacetime, just as particles do not have
traditional trajectories in ordinary quantum mechanics. Instead all the
information about the universe is encoded in its wavefunction. 176
[ Here wavefunction is used in the Quantum Mechanics sense]
In changing the classical notion of time they come upon various
philosophical and metaphysical problems relating to how we perceive
the reality and relativities of our universe. In other words; Do we
actually perceive time as a continuous flow, a spontaneous happening
or as a series of unrelated capsules or records that causes us to view
time as a continuous present viewing a recorded past (as Barbour
does)? Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti says:
Time is not an unbroken flow, but consists of disjointed elements. These
elements are so closely connected that they seem to become one integral whole
although actually it is not continuous.
Shiva_Throughout_the_Ages_Discourse_5.html 1982
Hence the existence of time depends on two factors: the motivity of
action and the instrument to measure this motivity of action.
Relativity_and_the_Supreme_Entity.html

All of these questions and many more on relativity need us to
look at new concepts of relativity; concepts that allow a different
174

Barbour, J. [1999]: The End of Time: The Next Revolution in Our Understanding of the
Universe. London: Weidenfeld and Nicholson.
175
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wheeler%E2%80%93DeWitt_equation
176
https://www.technologyreview.com/s/416113/deriving-the-arrow-of-time/
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standpoints of observer (person) rather than using varying special
inertial frames of reference. We have to allow the fact that speed of
light varies.
Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti allowed for all these new concepts in
His innovative dissertations on the nature of the cosmos.
He briefly splits up relativity into these three basic
considerations/scenarios. Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti’s places these
concepts in three different contexts/areas for philosophical discussion
proposes.
Wherever there is no action, the possibility of measurement does not
arise. And where there is action but no personal entity, no personal factor to
measure the motivity, there cannot be any time. So the time factor is a relative
factor; there cannot be eternal time. The_Causal_Matrix_s24.html

One; relative reality in which we (and everything having mind,
including atoms) are time related with space and mind (as person). He
calls this the mundane world of relativity. Two; where we as individual
units (as person) have a relation with non-material supramundane
psychic ectoplasmic waves and entities. This is the supramundane area
of relativity. Thirdly; the spiritual realms of relativity where our world
truly has no time177-space feature. Where time, space and mind (as
person) are just emerging into what will become our realty.
In the first two scenarios (Mundane and Supramundane) time
exists but only as relative functions of place (space) and person (mind).
Without one, the other two do not exist. So the question becomes one
of relative definitions of how and where does mind exist in order to be
existent as space and time. For example Does mind exist in an atom?
The answer to Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti’s philosophic approach has
been discussed previously in many of these and previous works. All
matter has mind (unit existence) (especially even atoms) and therefore
space and time become the third factors of their relative tripartite
existence.
What is not so obvious is Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti’s approach of
using mind with physical vibrations and force. To the physicists matter
(as energy) exists without mind. Energy appears to be controlled in
177

And this mental measurement, or the idea of time, applies only to finite entities, not to the
Infinite. Shivas_Teachings_2_continued_Discourse_15.html 1982
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some manner (as within an atom) but their rules do not include
intelligent control (mind). They do not ask where these high frequency
vibrations come from within every atom, only try to define
(mathematically) the so-called 3 or 4 forces they posit as existing
within every atom. In Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti’s approach, mind (as
person) co-exists with energy (matter) in every vibration of the Cosmic
Mind in all three spheres, even in the atom.
I do not pose to be any expert on math or relativity. I am
showing what others have done only because many (as did Einstein)
felt that action at a distance (or as it may be referred to now as
spooky action at a distance ) using current concepts of physics lacks
important parameters to explain how this can happen. Space, gravity,
time, ether and electromagnetic fields are inseparably bound together,
but not without intelligence. Mental energies are today being accepted
as having force and momentum. Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti places ‘person’
(as intelligence) in a trinity of relativity that explains action at a
distance other than in terms of only physical constraints.
Variable speed
We discussed that microvita has a variable speed due to the
speed of the myriad waveforms that it rides/travels on In General wave
Classifications. During the entire process of Saincara the speed of
microvita (and also the energy contained within it) varies. Microvita
does not function in the Cosmic Mind’s causal area; but within the
supramundane and mundane (material) areas where it varies immensely
in speed and collective energies. Here we must allude to another
drawing because the waveforms that are created and exist within our
universe vary immensely in variety and speed. Those wave forms carry
information as attributes. That gives us the speed of thought within the
supramundane and mundane spheres and it varies.
If you look at Drawing Sporce (Spiritual Forces) by
components you will notice the wave speed is the speed of thought
within the Cosmic Mind in the areas of Cosmic Mahattattva and
Cosmic ham’tattva. We can only assume that within that unknowable
area of the Cosmic Mind, that the speed of informational idea is
somewhat constant. Where practical relativity starts in the cosmic citta
(ectoplasm) the speed decreases through what is called the
104

supramundane area slowly to the speed of light in the
material/mundane area where it remains constant. What this points out
is within microcosmic mind (both aspects of person) utilizing the
supramundane wavelength area; that there waves are not limited to the
speed of light.

Supramundane arena of speed and time
The supramundane (psychic) world is a non-material area
composed of macro (in Saincara)-microcosmic (in Pratisaincara)
ectoplasm. In the Cosmic Mind’s causal areas of Cosmic Mahat and
Aham, the cosmic mental waves move at the speed of thought. Matter,
microvita and us (as person) and therefore time, does not exist. Cosmic
inferential mental waves exist at the speed of thought and slowly
attenuate as they pass through the supramundane world of cosmic citta
(ectoplasm) until the area of the first factorial starts to become
mundane matter. In the mundane world of factorials wave speed
becomes limited to our relative viewpoint, speed of light.
In Saincara, what we have in the supramundane area is
microvita riding on these cosmic inferential waves178. As the waves
decrease in speed, so the speed of the accompanying microvita does
also. But what we have is that the total momentum (energy and speed)
increases179. This is not logical. Partially this can be because of the lack
of measurement concepts for the dark energy in this process. If speed
decreases and energy amount stays constant then momentum should
decrease (not increase). The other reason is that the total momentum
increases because we are talking about the creation of matter here,
where the internal force of attraction (Macro-centrifugal force Vidya')
is dominant and increasing (due to increase in centrifugal spin) within
the atom. Microvita (with its inherent dark energy at this portion of
creation) is collectively creating matter in Saincara. The macro-

178

In cosmic space, both positive and negative microvita move through the inferences of the
cosmic mind – the internal inferences of the cosmic mind –
Microvitum_and_Its_Effect_on_Human_Body_and_Human_Mind.html
179
The more the process of Sai cara advances, the greater its momentum, and the stronger the
internal force of attraction within the structure. Struggle_and_Progress.html
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centrifugal force is causing a resultant micro-centripetal force and
greater spin with increasing momentum within the atom.
As previously discussed (in other works), microvita exists as
collective (mental) entities in Pratisaincara and modify/work with
living entities. Microcosmic mental waveforms (from living beings and
the 5 rudimental factors180) carry energy and have propensive
propulsion (antahkaran’a)181. These types waveforms can
modify/control living mental structures.
We show in Time as a Variable in Person that time is an
interial supramundane variable a derivative of person (both unit and
collective microvita aspect). The supramental waves of the
microcosmic mind (as unit person) in Pratisaincara follow the same
laws as does microvita. (Unit supramental waves do not exist in
Saincara, only microvitic collective person.) Unit supramental waves
carry/utilize microvitic energies and have propensive propulsion
(antahkaran’a).
Do the supramental waves vary in speed? Yes. They vary from
cosmic speed of thought to mundane speed of light (See Drawing
Sporce (Spiritual Forces) by components) as the waves are attenuated
through svarúpa parin’a’ma in Saincara. It is only that the relative span
of the unit supramental waves lengths in Pratisaincara is very small
(compared to microvita’s wavelengths span) that we fail to notice that
time is an interial supramundane variable of unit mind person. We
must also remember that the process of Pratisaincara is a spiritual
evolutionary process of increasing wavelengths, not decreasing as in
Saincara.
In this edition, this as a two dimensional graphic display of a
complete MS excel spreadsheet with references included within the
spreadsheet. Unfortunately this format does not transfer to MS word
format with included references. You may obtain the original Excel
worksheet with included references directly from the author.
Speed of light (SOL), speed of thought, time line of relativity in
both the material (mundane) and supramundane (non-material) areas
180

In these five rudimental factors that is k sha v yu agni ala and k iti, there is another
element present apart from matter. This other element is mind or antahkara a (introversial
psychic force). What_Is_the_Cosmic_Entity.html (1955)
181
The propensive propulsion comes from antahkarana. The origin or source of the propulsion
is antahkarana. The_Biological_Machine.html
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are delimitated in color. It can be seen visually how homomorphic
evolution affects both the Macrocosmic spiritual realms and the
microcosmic unit and collective areas of microcosmic minds. ‘Time
line’ generally shows the relationship between Macrocosmic spiritual
areas of Cosmic Mind and the Microcosmic unit minds (not including
microvita, which is not unit type mind).
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Drawing Sporce (Spiritual Forces) by components

Mental Evolution of Forces of Mind

Time and mind travel
This brings up some interesting corollaries of time functions.
One may ask the question Can mind go back in time? This involves
two aspects, that of mentally viewing past times and that of physically
visiting past time in our body.
Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti did not usually use metaphor unless He
said it was a metaphor. When He stated something you could assume it
was literally true. When He stated we could not go back in time, He
meant it literally. That humans using their human mind, could not
travel back in time.182
This meaning is that time psychologically is a function of the
individual persons mental wavelengths and the accompanying
sam'ska'ras that make the personality complete. Karmáshaya
(complete/composite mental sam’ska’ras) move ‘forward’ (actually
stacked as layers) as a mental evolutionally process. Although negative
pratisaincara might be thought of as ‘moving backward’ it is not
moving in time. It is simply adding to the karmáshaya bundle in a
negative way spiritually or degrading oneself spiritually through future
actions. The mental wave He is referring to therefore would consist
of not just carrier waves but also attributes carried in the karmáshaya
bundle. Physical carrier wave lengths may be created but not the
attributes stored in the bodiless mind in seed form as karmáshaya.
Therefore since scientific effort means using mundane tools, we can
assume it means recreating physical body (with attached mind) and
bringing it back in time, is not possible. This would be the physical
aspect of moving in time.

182

Therefore, in spite of all sorts of scientific effort, it is impossible to restore the past mental
wave. Ism_and_Human_Progress.html
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Nor would it be possible to restore make new or bring
forward a past individual mental wave to its future physical time, for
the same reasons.
The aspect of mentally viewing past or future time is different.
Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti demonstrated many times mentally viewing
past occurrences in physical locations. Many others have given
demonstrations of ‘telling the future’.
There are many other aspects of traveling in time such as
transferring a mind into artificial intelligence (AI’s).
The future of AI’s
There are fundamental differences that will prohibit
consciousness from being transferred, uploaded or transcribed to
mechanical based AI memory or algorithmic structures. Those
differences lay not only in the definition of terms but in basic
differences in the materiality and spirituality of the transfer.
In Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti’s works and as pointed out in this
author’s series of books, unit consciousness is described as a staged
evolutionary function of organic matter.
Most design considerations of the structure of AI intelligence
and brain development use/rely mostly materialistic computational
theory using metaphors based metaheuristics patterned after biological
organic living systems. They labor under the false materialistic
assumption that consciousness can be assembled from small condensed
consciousness particles to become a self-aware AI machine.
In this discussion we consider that mind as a complete function
consists of two parts, brain with its non-material counterpart mind.
Brain consists of nerve cells containing the developing personality and
functions using the parameters listed below. Whereas the non-material
counterpart of mind, complements the development of the total mind
structure by bringing in other unconscious non-material items. This
non-material counterpart mind is partially what one-life theoreticians
consider to be the soul.
Consciousness and compatibility with AI minds
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Before discussing consciousness compatibility with AI mind;
let’s describe consciousness compatibility with biological minds. In
this way we can establish the logical differences and difficulties.
Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti actually did closed door limitedpersons-present demonstrations where the minds (portions of the mind
not brains) of two individuals were temporarily transferred to each
other183. Here a portion the mind including the current memories, sense
feeling and the accompanying karmáshaya (bundles of psychic
sam'ska'ras) were transferred. The individuals then demonstrated the
knowledge of the other person. What was pointed out was that there
was that a psychophysical parallelism required between the mind and
the physical body’s waves. Without this compatibility the new mind
would eventually depart the body and physical death would occur.
What does psychophysical parallelism mean in these cases?
Parallelism means the closeness/similarity of the vibration of the brains
waves and therefore the ability to control the psychic energies of the
brain. Each brain has a psychic ability to control the pranic/pranah
energies. Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti calls this ability the ‘guiding
psychic’. Each brain develops with an individual waveform structured
over its lifetime to be compatible with the individual’s mind. When
minds are torn apart and re-joined with a different brain, there must be
synchronization for continued existence.
In engineering this process is known as wave form
synchronization. A simple example is the synchronizing of two
different electrical generators to a single output. With a mechanical
system the process is achieved by advancing or retarding the phase of
one of the generators. In theory to modify or shift the mind’s waveform
would destroy the mind. Therefore in biological systems, this can only
be accomplished as an extraordinary evolutionary adjustment by the
biological brain. I’m using the word evolutionary here because we are
talking about the individual unit host’s brain compensating by adjusting
its own physical/electrical neural structure to accommodate the
requirement of the new mental structure. Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti
indicated that this synchronization process normally should occur
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Equalization_of_Samskaras.html Ananda Marga Philosophy in a Nutshell Part 5 [a
compilation] (1969)
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within 2-3 days or the mind would leave the physical body due to
incompatibility184.
Up to this point we have been discussing the possibilities of
shifting biological total minds to/in compatible biological structures. In
the above demonstration the autonomous sub-systems of the physical
body were not interrupted. These were/are subliminally controlled as a
function the subconscious mind.
As an added note to the above demonstration I should like to
point out that the occurrence of above demonstration was only possible
by a very highly evolved being. These are not just one of the standard
eight occult powers.
Let us discuss other possible scenarios.
Downloading and uploading consciousness
In the future it may be possible for science to evolve to the point
of shifting the brain (more exactly the head) to another body185 (or
cloned body or allow the brain to move mechanically freely186).
Certainly a brain as a unit could not be changed as the brain’s internal
physical nerve structure contains the current personality.187 I would
conclude that synchronization of mental waves for continued existence
is not the problem; only physical structuring of the brain to the new
body. Psychic centers and autonomous sub-systems should re-establish
themselves automatically.
Downloading mind to human body
184

Changing the psychic pabula or mind is risky in twenty-five per cent of cases. If there is
maladjustment, there is every chance of insanity. While changing soul, there is also the risk of
death. If there is no adjustment, the person will die in two or three days.
Ideation_and_Meditation.html Published in: Yoga Psychology [a compilation]
185
With the progress of science it may be possible to send only a person’s brain to London,
keeping their body here at Gorakhpur. There would be no need to transport the body to London.
Although this sounds like a fairy tale, this will surely happen. Synthesis_and_Analysis.html
Published in: A Few Problems Solved Part 2
186
It may be possible for future humans to disconnect their limbs and move anywhere freely
with their brain only. (1961) File name: Talks_on_Prout.html. Published in: Prout in a Nutshell
Part 15 [a compilation]
187
The brain is a collection of nerve cells, the totality of which is the personality. It is not
possible to change the brain without changing the nerve cells and consequently the personality.
(1961) File name: Talks_on_Prout.html. Published in: Prout in a Nutshell Part 15 [a
compilation]
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Through science the span of life can be made longer by properly
adjusting the waves of the physical bodies; but if a change in the mental body be
made by changing the brain, its personality itself will also get changed. Such a
change will mean the transformation of the person himself, and thus not Mr. X
but Mr. Y shall regain life. Life_Death_and_Samskara.html
[Short meanings. 1. Human brain can be transferred from person to person.
2. As long as brain lives –personality is held by it. Should brain die sam’ska’ric
portions (karmáshaya) are transferred to bodiless mind. Not entire personality.]

A next similar scenario would be the recording of a unit mind
and transferring the essence to a physical body. As a complete
consciousness structure this will not happen. Why? Attempts will be
made to try and capture the entire spectrum of electronic vibrations
emanating from the human mind and then reverse engineer it, to
transfer it to an established (or cloned) physical brain.
One of reasons it will be attempted (but not successful) is
because the scientists base their assumptions of a false materialistic
concepts that mind is a materialistic self-assemblage of mechanistic
waveforms or that consciousness can be assembled from small
condensed consciousness particles to become a self-aware AI machine.
Western psychology also bases its ideas of mind on the three
ideas of conscious, subconscious and unconscious mind types/states.
They assume that because they can trace the mind waves of the
conscious/ (partially) subconscious mind states through neuron
movement and waveform analysis that they have the whole package of
complete mind. The package we call mind is a complete package is
non-material waves. It cannot be transferred separately without losing
the synchronicity of the entire package.
The states that are called unconscious (and part of the
subconscious) are constructed from non-material waves that make up
the existential I of the individual unit mind. Knowing that I am
(aham’tattva) and I know that I exist (mahattattva) is part of the
complete unit mental being (and what normally religion calls the soul)
only exists within the non-material portion of the mental structure. This
carries the essential portions of the entire unit consciousness structure.
These wave structures and lengths cannot be controlled or captured by
material based machines. These two higher mental structures and
included wavelengths are not available to materially oriented machine
memory structures.
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Another reason it cannot occur (from a reincarnation viewpoint)
is that if it were possible then you would be superimposing a second
personality on an already existing mind. This is because as the brain
grows physically it creates a new mental personality from its physical
surrounding and utilizes the mental unit mind’s non-material
psychically transferred sam'ska'ras in this process. This superimposing
of mental minds would result in schizophrenia and probable death.
Now we can see why what we currently call AI machines
cannot have complete consciousness structures with its attendant
abilities of conscience, discrimination, emotions, sentiments and
intuition included in their repertoire.
Here is an abbreviated list of reasons that human mind cannot
be transferred completely to AI mechanical type minds.





Human mind includes non-transferable spiritual portions
Scientific assumptions based on false materialistic concepts
Psychophysical parallelism between material and non-material
not possible
Machines do not have necessary developed psychic structures
This brings up the next class of transferred minds.
Brain-machine integration

Biological brain to machine integration also includes the
possibility of physical machine to brain integration/transfer. An
example would be of implanted chips in humans temporarily blocking
certain responses. Or even over excitation/suppression of certain
mental/physical functions by electromechanical methods or implants.
Biological brain to machine integration specifically means using
a biological functioning brain for biological brain to machine
integration; to be able to use a biological brain to control
electromechanical/computational functions.
The conjoining biological minds with
electromechanical/computational outlets is possible. To understand
exactly what is possible, let us look at a listing of the limits of the
capabilities of such minds.
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Limits and capabilities of AI minds




mechanical sensations through reactive-repetitive
comparative functions
rational simple comparative rejection functions
intellective thinking or comprehension of simple
comparative memory by acquaintance and experience

These are also specifically the electromechanical/computational
functions of an undeveloped organic mind. Noticeably they do not
include the complete abilities of a mentally structured developed mind;
those of conscience, discrimination, emotions, sentiments and intuition.
These are not included in possible AI mind structures for the reasons
that are discussed above under developed consciousness structures.
Simply stated, for theoretical purposes only, it may be possible
for under/undeveloped organic minds (such as plants, organs and some
mentally undeveloped animals) to be conjoined with AI type
electromechanical/computational outlets for control purposes. Other
than the obvious physical problems involved, the real problem is
controlling (and /or developing) the mind sufficiently to control the
mechanisms
I only point this out as a theoretical possibility because the
limited abilities/capabilities of AI mind are very similar to organic
under/undeveloped mind. All organisms from the smallest protoplasm
to the most developed metazoic structure have instinctive feelings of
pleasure and pain.188 To create pain in an under/undeveloped mental
structure by cutting off or suppressing its ability to obtain that
instinctive feeling of pleasure would cause instability, mental
deterioration, insanity and death of the organic mind. This would
definitely be narcissistic and inhuman treatment of plants and animals.
Some non-considerations

188

When the inborn instincts of a plant or an animal are encouraged it gets pleasure, and when
the inborn instincts are discouraged, suppressed or depressed, it gets pain.
Mysticism_and_Yoga.html
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The possibilities of quantum mechanical computations and
memory has not been considered because so little is known or
understood about quantum computers at the time of this writing.
Also collective microvitic endoplasmic coverage has not been
discussed simply because it is an existential I coverage that functions
mostly through developed organic mind structures in combination with
the higher controlling psychics and is not a possible consideration in
mechanical AI mental structures.
The final areas of possibilities of supramundane mind structures
are that of physically carrying a body/brain into a future. I will only
discuss those that Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti described.
Scenario 1. Brain Transfer
With the help of science if a person’s brain is replaced with a monkey’s
brain, then the person ceases to be the owner of that body. From the standpoint
of psychology that depersonalised body is no longer human and it will gradually
take the form of a monkey’s body. The secretions from the glands will also become
like those of a monkey. Synthesis_and_Analysis.html Published in: A Few Problems
Solved Part 2

Here simply stated, brain itself could be transferred to a clone or
other body and the mind will transfer with the brain (assuming other
physical compatibilities). Unstated here (but stated other places) the
body characteristics will slowly conform to the mental
requirements/desires of the new brain. Poor example given was
monkey brain transferred to clone/human body; the new body would
take on slowly the characteristics provided by the new brain (again
assuming compatibility).
An interesting corollary to this is that; the sam’ska’ric portions
of karmáshaya transferred at death to the bodiless mind must include
some physical attributes or at least desires, to be able to make desired
changes in a new body. What must be considered also, is that physical
brain contains (is psychically attached) to the 4th and 5th psychophysical
factorial centers. Bodiless mind is not. Therefore according to the
above transfers, those lower centers could contain the desired physical
attributable change keys for the new body/clone. This would be in
conflict with what ordinary science believes that original physical
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RNA/DNA is transferred by parental donors and also not by blood
transfusion.
It should be noted also that the microvita accompanying the
person is used in the physical/mental evolution of the individual
contains a RNA/DNA similarity within their intelligently designed subassembling algorithms189.
Scenario 2. Brain Transfer 2
Now, as a result of the replacement of the brain, the mind, with all its
reactive momenta, will have to take a completely new receptacle, and in that case
the person will be an entirely new being. Synthesis_and_Analysis.html Published
in: A Few Problems Solved Part 2

In all cases of the psychic detachment (of mental waves, even
death) even if similar mental waves are created, a new personality will
regain the life. This is not the same for physical body death.
In case of the detachment of physical waves, a dead person may
get his or her life back with the help of scientific processes [this refers
to departure of physical energy váyus], but this is not possible in the
case of psychic detachment. This is because in such a case, even if
parallel mental waves are created afresh by scientific processes, person
X and not person Y will regain life. Discourses_on_Prout.html 1959.
[Here parallel mental waves are created afresh by scientific processes
would be referring to possible cloning of human. The resulting person
would have new personality. Not a copy of the (old) person’s
personality]
Considerations of the guiding psychic at death
Through science the span of life can be made longer by properly
adjusting the waves of the physical bodies; but if a change in the mental body be
made by changing the brain, its personality itself will also get changed. Such a
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The RNA and DNA of a particular virus [virus in the greater sense] is unique to that virus.
Particles of Cosmic Citta (Objective Cosmic Mind), when microvita are emanated from Cosmic
Mind, already contain the information for RNA or DNA. This information is there but not seen
until microvitum is awakened
From private notes of Acarya Vimalananda Avt., given to
him in late August 1988 from Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti
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change will mean the transformation of the person himself, and thus not Mr. X
but Mr. Y shall regain life. Life_Death_and_Samskara.html

The human guiding psychic190 is the highest overall controlling
structure of all microvitic endoplasmic metazoic and organic structures.
This means that at death when there is complete psychic detachment of
the mental waves into the bodiless mind at death, the guiding psychic
has departed. Animated psychophysical energies in the form of váyus
have also departed. Why does the physical corpora not immediately
dissipate, if all the controls and animating energies have departed? The
metazoic organ structures are coordinated through endoplasm of
microvita. Guiding psychic controls and may direct microvita, but
microvita do not die. Not even with the physical corpora dies.
Microvita carry energy in addition to their coordination functions.
Slowly as the physical corpora deteriorate then microvita will depart
traveling on inferential paths to new duties.
A cloned body has its own life and personality. Changing brain
will change person.
If the entire brain is replaced, the whole personality will undergo radical
changes. In such a case a new personality emerges and the former one ceases to
exist. Synthesis_and_Analysis.html

Scenario 3. Brain/Body preservation
Therefore, in spite of all sorts of scientific effort, it is impossible to
restore the past mental wave. Ism_and_Human_Progress.html

This would be a corollary of Scenario 1. If brain can be
transferred locally then in addition, a corollary might be; by proper
preservation (maybe cryogenic freezing) a body/brain should be able to
be held in stasis till a future time. Probably some method of lowering
the mental wavelength and keeping the body alive with super slow
metabolism. If mental time could be slowed to some slow mental
dream state then maybe the mental mind could retain mental stability
during the passage of normal time. His one statement about this is
about the physical brain:
190

For detailed explanation of guiding psychic see, Bates, Raymond, Microvitology, Microvita Universal
Subassembly Structures, Published Raymond Bates, E-edition, © May 2010, turiiya@gmail.com ,
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Of course humans will not achieve immortality by cheating death
temporarily or by enhancing their longevity a little, because they possess yet
another faculty, the brain. Mental feelings like “I am”, “I do”, etc., are expressed
by the brain. Naturally the brain will become fatigued and distorted if its
existence is prolonged and it is used incessantly. Synthesis_and_Analysis.html

Other matter, other mind
In Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti’s works He normally refers to mind
emerging from matter in a carbon biological context. This does not
preclude that mind cannot emerge from other than carbon based matter.
In other works we have discussed to some small extent the emergence
of mind from silicon and other substances191. Here we will look at the
requirement of mind emerging from matter and then look at the
ontological implications. In one sense this could be construed as a
xenophilogist study.
First we must ask ourselves How does mind evolve from
matter? The ontological answer is not the mechanistic theory of chaos.
The multifaceted answer lays in microvita. The key is in the animation
of matter. Specifically Shrii Shrii Anandamurtiji tells us that microvita
is the animator of life192; the bringer of life or conscious animation. In
the smallest sense let us look beyond complicated life-forms, beyond
amoebas or even virus for the animation of matter combined with mind.
We must place our very awareness on the mind that controls
every atom, molecule, element or even sub-atomic particles. There we
find again the same answer: microvita. We have discussed in other
works193 how this is done; namely through the binding of microvita and
its inherent energy carried within the atom (and sub-atomic particles).
What we find that microvita allows animation only in specific
circumstances. They are:
191

Biometaphysics, A theory of Biometaphysical Genetic Transference, Published Raymond
Bates, Revised E Book, © April 2016, turiiya@gmail.com P. 186
192
In a living celestial body, the existing congenial environment will cause transformation of
pr a [general energy] into pr h. [Vital energy (pr ah) the ten v yus]
Concept_of_Gunabhivyakti_and_Jadasphota.html
193
The Microvitic Atom, Microvita Sub-structures in the Atom, Published Raymond Bates,
First Electronic Edition, © July 2016, turiiya@gmail.com ,
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When the environment is congenial to the change194
When it is not opposed to (against) the basic desires of the
macrocosmic mind195
Lastly that the coagulating basic mind stuff (citta) must
have a base.

How can microvita do this and how can it possibly control all
the variations of life? Here we must remember that microvita are not
only collective but they (their collective mind) grows in scope and has
overall protah yoga control and coordination with the cosmic mind.
What microvita are controlling is unit minds (including the so-called
inanimate material forms). They themselves (as microvitum) are overall
controlled by the cosmic mind (using the above 3 rules and their
collectivity of mind) and are individually controlled within the
parameters of their algorithmically pre-programmed minds.
In order to determine the validity and proof of the microvita
ontological conclusions let us take a bizarre situation and show that all
requirements are solid. Take a case of different worlds and different
environments. For example a dominant species in each of these three
cases: wolf, aqueous animal and aerial species like say ammonia
breathing gas-bag species on say Jupiter. Carbon based for the wolf and
aqueous species and ammonia based for the gas-bag.
In each individual case the above rules apply. They are the
dominant species and each in a congenial environment. They each have
a material/matter base for mental development. And lastly, what does it
mean no changes against the cosmic mind? What would happen if the
wolf tried to evolve into an ammonia atmosphere? Of course its species
could not evolve because it could not survive the required
modifications. The same would apply with the gas-bag trying to evolve
on say planet Mercury. Animation is allowed in all above cases and as
a result the mind will develop to support the physical changes.
Evolution will proceed. Microvita will modify and provide the
impetus for modification within the above rules. It will physically and
194

In a living celestial body the existing congenial environment will cause transformation of
pr a [general energy] into pr h. [Vital energy (pr ah) the ten v yus]
Concept_of_Gunabhivyakti_and_Jadasphota.html
195
And in a collective body, the collective controlling faculty may create a sort of change in
the physical structures if such a change is supported by Macrocosmic conation [cosmic mind],
otherwise not. Four_Dimensions_of_Micropsychic_Longing.html May 1987
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mentally provide the impetus for change in their individual DNA/RNA
structures196. Change may not be always positive for the continuance of
the life force but there will be change. Certainly the modifications best
suited for the particular environment will have the greatest survival
rate.
Unit and Collective Views of Time
Speed Review
What we don’t consider is that the mental psychophysical minds
controlling all things (even microvitic physical atomic mind) are of a
very low (but longer) wavelength than the physical vibrational aspect.
Macrocosmic Mind is of a much higher order wavelength (and
microvita comes directly from macrocosmic ectoplasmic Cosmic citta).
Speed at the level of Macrocosmic Mind is basically at the speed of
thought. A whole different scale of one could say instantaneous speed.
Microvita actually drop in speed from FTL to SoL. This
causes them to appear to take on material energy/mass, which in turn
limits them to SoL in material situations (like atomic). It is the wave
length that (the unit mind in person or even microvitic atom) is using
that controls speeds of microvita in relativity, not fixed speed of light or
mass. Time is the mental measurement (person aspect) of the motivity
of action. Action is the observed movement of energy in space.
Microcosmic mind controls energy through microvita in Pratisaincara.
Therefore in the microcosmic realm of Saincara – as speed of
the waveform decreases (with microvita riding on the wave), frequency
increases197, waveforms shorten and dark energy solidifies. But, energy
is a relative function of density of those quanta of energy and the
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The RNA and DNA of a particular virus [virus in the greater sense] is unique to that virus.
Particles of Cosmic Citta (Objective Cosmic Mind), when microvita are emanated from Cosmic
Mind, already contain the information for RNA or DNA. This information is there but not seen
until microvitum is awakened
From private notes of Acarya Vimalananda Avt., given to
him in late August 1988 from Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti
197
[author’s editions in brackets] the greater the speed, the less will be the [systaltic or
vibratory frequency] angle created by it. Mobility_and_Movement_of_Microvita.html [ here
systaltic means angle of the vibratory wave or we call frequency]
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density of matter is also a function of density of microvita, as Shrii
Shrii Ánandamúrti sees it because matter is solidified microvita.
Speed in itself (and momentum of object/ waveform) is totally
independent of person. Time is an interial frame of measurement of this
objectivity by person.
Speed is the mundane relative aspect of time in unit person (and
microvitic aspect of person). That is, speed is how supramundane
person (unit mental aspect) views change in object.
Can speed be independent of person? There can be speed and
motivity of object (wavelength here) without the measurement called
time by the third relativity of person.198 In other words without person,
both momentum of object and speed can exist independent of person.
Microcosmically what we define as speed is totally relative to
the inertial frame of reference of the observer, whether that is unit or
microvitic mind observing the movement of object from place to place.
So that the question becomes one of How that observation of the
object is done ? (see The Elements of Tripartite Relativities)

Time review
Time in Microvita
But what fulfills the requirement for mind in the measurement
of time within microvita? Maybe the problem in comprehension is that
there are so many types of microvita in so many places in the space
time continuum. Their wavelength must vary for them to have so many
functions in so many places. Time is related to wavelength. Sensing
time is not. Sensing time is related to person and their mundane and
supramundane information seeking attributes. Microvita doesn’t and
cannot sense time the way we sense time as they do not have the sense
organs.
We must look at unit being and microvita separately. Microvita
has its own mental aspects; its two minds. Certainly it can measure time
198

Time is a mental measurement of the motivity of action. There must be a mind, and there
must be speed, there must be motivity. Without motivity and without mind there cannot be any
time. Unit_Spirit_and_Cosmic_Spirit.html[Time is a construct of person.]
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in a different scale/aspect. There are two different aspects of microvita
measuring time, Saincara and Pratisaincara.
We saw in Saincara microvita utilized predominately atomic
objective wavelengths, time from our viewpoint hardly moved for
microvita at all. Atomic half-life appears to us as in billions of years.
As we saw above, time is variable to different mental beings in direct
accordance to their mental controlling wavelength, so to the
microvitum time is comparatively very slow.
Microvita in Pratisaincara are collective and restricted (to our
limited viewpoint) to a very narrow range of wavelengths, as
devayoniis.






We saw that microvita’s mind is constructed differently than
our unit minds; in that it’s created in Saincara direct from
cosmic ectoplasm. Ours unit minds are evolved from matter.
They cannot sense/feel time as we do.
They have two levels of mind (as demonstrated in atom).
Their collectivity of mind comes from a stronger protah
relationship with cosmic mind.
We learned that the relativity of the time aspect of person, in
microvita, is directly proportional to the frequency of the
controlling mind stuff.199

Looking at microvita, they do not have these physical
limitations of light speed and time. Their mental frequencies emanate
directly from the Cosmic Mind. Our mental frequencies are derived
from matter.
They have two minds. They have a higher mental collective
mind with a frequency (longer wavelength) that is closer to the cosmic
mind and has no ego separating it from the Cosmic Mind. They also
have a lower frequency mental mind (practically inert) within matter.
Another aspect of microvita existing in space and being
measured in time is that prota aspect of cosmic mind. Microvitic mind
has a very clear protah (direct) relationship with Cosmic Mind. Not like
us with our overwhelming ego causing a very indirect ota relationship

199

The Interial Frames of Time
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with Cosmic Mind at the very least. But then again prota aspect is
directly related to wavelength.
Microvita doesn’t have a sthirabhu’mi (apperceptive plate of the
citta) to regulate tanmátras or have organs to sense. They cannot sense
with tanmátras because they are smaller than tanmátras and in fact ride
on their waveforms (inferences). Yet they are living entities and in
some distant way, they must have time in relation to relativity. The
only way microvita can sense/use time is as function of changing
wavelength/frequency because their higher functional mind has a very
long controlling wavelength and uses time in whole different scale.
If this is the case, consider their elements of time. Time to them
is practically non-existent in Saincara because of their variable speed
and duel mind relationship. Their collective relationship with other
microvita in Saincara is limited to their algorithmically preprogrammed concepts200. It is not until they evolve spiritually in the
area of Pratisaincara, that their collectivity of mind (within a very
limited range of wavelengths) allows them to have a sense of time
alone a limited time frame. This means at a time frame relative to our
mental time frame. An example of this can be seen and demonstrated in
their behavior in as devayoniis (in Pratisaincara).
Added algorithmically pre-programmed note here>

Many times I use big terms like intelligently designed
algorithmically pre-programmed sub-assembling algorithms . llow
me an explanation. Microvita was first introduced as a living entity that
has the ability to modify and change the physical and mental worlds
originating (emanating from) the Cosmic Mind at a specific point in the
Cosmic Cycle. The question is How?
Acarya Vimalananda Avt., a global coordinator of microvita
research visited Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti in late August 1988, and Shrii
Shrii Ánandamúrti gave 10 research suggestion and experiments for
scientists to study that might help to convince scientists of their
existence. (See addendum 3).
The below points were not available until recently. Shrii Shrii
Ánandamúrti does not use the words like algorithmically preprogrammed ; but look what He did use:
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 If the environment is changed, microvita change to suit the
environment. That is how a tiny microvitum can change and
become so large that it can be seen through a microscope.
 Microvita when awakened develop a personality that depends upon
the environment.
 As the environment will affect the structure of microvita, that
structure will keep changing as microvita move through different
environments.
 Particles of Cosmic Citta (Objective Cosmic Mind), when
microvita are emanated from Cosmic Mind, already contain the
information for RNA or DNA. This information is there but not
seen until microvitum is awakened

microvitum can be changed when it is affected by a person’s
thought waves.
RNA/DNA structures are many billions of times larger than
these algorithmically pre-programmed structures that Shrii Shrii
Ánandamúrti is describing and I am expounding. With all the current
research in DNA/RNA structures folding and modifying, surely it must
be possible for science to see the possibilities of microvita’s
intelligently designed and algorithmically pre-programmed structures
doing likewise?
Re-Viewing time
… time only exists as a function of velocity, and does not exist upon its
own as a fundamental principle of the universe.201
The fundamental Schrödinger law contains no direction of time, yet
every event that quantum mechanics describes is an irreversible one. 202

Materialists view space/place as a function of time (in billions
of years) counting from BB. Space/place then just collects or gravitates
together all on its own.
Space in all its grandeur, is a function not of any time (unit or
collective viewpoint). Time is a function of person; because simply
without person there could be no time.
201 Moon, Russell, The Vortex Theory, E-book, Fort Lauderdale, Fl., Gordon Publications, 2003, p.166
202 Nair, R., Mind , Matter and Mystery, New Delhi, Scienta,2001, p.114
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That may seem like a rather simplistic viewpoint; but
fundamental in Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti’s viewpoint in the creation of
space/place, is the necessity of the causal creation of mundane space by
microvita. Microvita as a mental entity (person aspect) is needed to
cause the creation of mundane space/place. Therefore time is secondary
consideration, after person, a derivative of person. The metric
measurement of time is not fundamental to a formulation of space-time.
Some Conclusions on Time







Time is not a force
Time is a factor of relativity
Time is not in Macrocosmic concepts until Citta (cosmic
ectoplasm)
Time should not appear in Sporce formula
Time appears at cosmic ectoplasm point in relativity
formulas
Time is a function of wavelength
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CHAPTER SEVEN
The Relativities of the Macrocosm
Duel Relativities in the Microcosm
Obviously this is not an easy subject. Many great minds have
tried to introduce the concept of person into relativity. Many have tried
to modify the concepts of time or space to fit into a unified construct of
what we call our personal reality. Many have failed. It was only Shrii
Shrii Ánandamúrti that had the great and grand ability to describe both
the cosmological and the quantum micro world, within a single aspect
of person. We as limited relative human unit mental constructs could
never on our own, been able to conceive these microvitic and
macrocosmic aspects of the entire cycle of creation in one unified
theory.
We call it Duel Relativities in the Microcosm for a couple of
reasons. One is the manner in which relativity is being currently viewed.
Currently relativity is being viewed from strictly a material mundane
viewpoint. Supramundane person (as mind) has no part in current
relativity theory.
Secondly from the materialist viewpoint of relativity,
macrocosm is viewed as derivative of BB (Big Bang) and microcosm
exists as a small (normally atomic) offshoot of macrocosmic space-time.
From Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti’s viewpoint relativity does not exist in
the Macrocosmic area of Cosmic Mind; the Macrocosm being relative
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to no other thing. Relativity exists only in the microcosm when the
tripartite of TPP (Time, Place & Person) (see The Elements of
Tripartite Relativities) are brought together. There is an apparent
duality in both the actual functional existential starting points of
relativity (in Saincara and in Pratisaincara).
Lastly, a duality of relativities exists between how collective
microvita and now the unit mind (us) as different concepts of person,
views space and time.
If one of the three aspects of relativity within the three
microcosmic elements fails; then we cannot call it relativity. On the
other hand can we say that any variable fails? There appears to be a
contradiction. Failure of the structure could mean that the structure of
TPP no longer exists. It exists, just not in the same relativistic form.
Everything changes. Any variable within relativity changes and is
dependent on the other variables. Why? Because each of the three
variables is a function of the Cosmic Mind that emerges in the causal
world at a certain theoretical point called Shambhu’liunga in the
cosmic cycle of creation. Newly qualified space may exist here and
time may function but not from the unit/microvitic mind’s relativistic
aspects.
In order to understand these concepts of Tripartite Relativities
(The Elements of Tripartite Relativities), we have looked briefly into
the modifications that others have tried to fit into time-space universal
theories of everything. (Views of Changing Time) We will have to look
into the microvitic concept of time and space (See Time) and how
microvita fits into a relativistic theory of everything using the concept
of person. (Microvita as person) We will show that the relativity of
microvita within TPP is not the same as the relativity of person that we
comprehend, within our own unit being. (Person in Mundane &
Supramundane Relativity) This will allow us to conclude that the
concept duel relativity is the relativistic construct underlying the overall
Cosmic Cycle of Creation.
Normally one would not place the conclusions before the
statement of facts, as it may offset the logical trail to the proper
conclusions. But because of the complexity and interactivity of the
discussion I feel that one can better view the interconnectivity of Shrii
Shrii Ánandamúrti’s concepts of relativity by viewing the logical trail.
These complex relationships are not like mundane relativity
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relationships. They can be pre-viewed at Summary Elements of
Tripartite Relativities.

The Relativities of the Macrocosm
It may seem like an unusual concept to think of having two
relativities or aspects to our creation but consider it wasn’t until the
early nineteen hundreds that Einstein introduced us to the concept of
the relativity of space and time. We will briefly discuss his ideas but
here in this thesis we shall introduce Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti’s
conclusion to the relativities of Einstein. Not to detract but to
supplement the work of Einstein.
Einstein in his address 23on 5 May 1920 at the University of
Leiden entitled Ether and the Theory of Relativity brought out the ideas
that he felt there existed an action at a distance to what he called
ponderable media [media with mass and therefore gravity to distort
the field-either]. He laid his theory at the feet of gravity and said at
some length that the long discussed subject of ether allowed an elastic
deformation and invoked the thought of gravity acting at a distance
verses a direct reciprocal action of objects/parts which was in more
tune with the Newtonian concept of action-reaction in vogue at the time.
These ideas allowed the introductions of his concepts of general
and special theories of relativity that invoked a sort of physical or
electromechanical action at a distance to be accepted by the
physicists of the time. Similarly this allowed him to state that ether
exists to a physicist but not with the quality of motion to the ether.
Motion meaning momentum and motivity of a ponderable media or
object/parts tracked in time.
Einstein discussed and said he believed in ether; but it was not
the ether that Shrii Shrii Anandamurtiji conceptualized. If we consider
the general theory of relativity under the constraints of those that were
observable objectivities, then Einstein relativized the former
mechanistic concepts of ether being homogeneous, isotropic and
everywhere the same but without motion.
In the current viewpoint of relativity we as unit beings see
(measure) time as a function of the physical speed of light. That is: a
function of the distance (meters) that light travels in one second. We
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physically limit the speed of light by convention to a constant standard
(within a vacuum) and then make new conventions203 to normalize all
physicalities to a standard based on our limited senses. These and many
others are improper assumptions that were made more than 100 years
ago and many new discoveries have been made since then.
Why should our limited senses be the universal standard for the
entire cosmos? The speed of light is not constant and time is an
emergent function of the observer. 204 205Light can be curved by gravity
lensing. Light can be distorted and slowed by the medium through with
it passes. Many physical experiments have shown light sufficiently
slowed through various mediums.
instein’s concept of space-time and relativity revolved around
the use of standard concepts of time and metric formulas. Many worked
to change/remove time or metric from instein’s theories. Ether as a
background (having no motion) allowed the wide spread use of time
and metric in his relativity formulas. Max Planck in his early work in
quantum theory showed much in conflict with instein’s’ theories,
which applied nicely to cosmological solutions.
Einstein believed in ether without the quality of motion to the
ether ; in other words static dead ether that could be used in
mathematical measurements in "relative reference frames" to prove his
SR theory. Then Einstein modified the Lorentz Transformation
formulas to become his key to SR and GR theories. These were the
very theories that Lorentz had created to probe the existence of kinetic
vibratory ether.
Prior to the late 1920s, when it was discovered that our
universe is expanding, it was generally believed that our sun was
stationary in the universe, and that our earth's total motion in space was
only 30 kps, due solely to our orbit around the stationary sun. 206 It was
203

26th CGPM in the fall of 2018 CODATA task group on fundamental constants
In 2013, at the Istituto Nazionale di Ricerca Metrologica (INRIM) in Turin, Italy, Ekaterina
Moreva, together with Giorgio Brida, Marco Gramegna, Vittorio Giovannetti, Lorenzo
Maccone, and Marco Genovese performed the first experimental test of Page and Wootters'
ideas. They confirmed that time is an emergent phenomenon for internal observers but absent
for external observers of the universe just as the Wheeler-DeWitt equation predicts.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Problem_of_time
205
Depending upon the different types of movement, the mental measurement is also not
uniform. And the sense of time is not the same in all spheres.
In_Adoration_of_the_Supreme.html 1957
206
Kehr, R. Webster [2002]:The Detection of Ether: Overland Park, Kansas
204
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not until about 1978 that the Cosmic Microwave Background Radiation
(CMBR) was discovered. This allowed us to discover that our solar
system is actually moving at about 370 kilometers per second (kps),
relative to cosmic microwave background radiation (CMBR) in the
direction of the cosmic center near the constellation Leo.207 This puts a
lot of pressure on instein’s SR and GR theories when they use relative
frames (inertial frames) of reference in his theories of relativity.
Many future scientists felt that the use of time (and metric)
inertial frames used by Einstein formulas were based on idea
temporally fixed by the rotation of the Earth or as Barbour puts it, there
really seemed to be a ‘clock in the sky’208.
Cosmic Microwave Background Radiation (CMBR) is not Shrii
Shrii Ánandamúrti’s vibratory vibration of Prakrti. He states that the
background vibration some call ether, is created by the
passing/emergence of the causal matrix as a vibratory wave through
the higher (Mahattattva & ham’tattva) layers of the Cosmic Mind.209
210

The Emergence of the Tripartite Relativities of the
Macrocosm
Let us examine these concepts of relativity in views of Shrii
Shrii Ánandamúrti.
In order to understand Shrii Ánandamúrti’s metaphysical
concepts of relativity we must understand not only what are these
concepts, but we must realize where they emerge in our cosmos and
how they emerge. Here again, a picture is worth a thousand words.
Here is a simple drawing of the emergence of relativity in our cosmic
cycle. For correct basic conceptual understanding we must remember
207

William J. Kaufmann, III and Roger A. Freedman, Universe, 5th edition, W. H. Freeman
and Company, P. 707
208
Barbour, J. [1999]: The End of Time: The Next Revolution in Our Understanding of the
Universe. London: Weidenfeld and Nicholson. P. 93
209
The vibrations of the Macrocosmic psychic body cause creation...
MacroPropensitive_Equipoise_and_NonPropensitive_Desideratum.html 1967 Wherever there
is movement, there is vibration, and there is expression of energy.
Onmkara_and_Ista_Mantra.html
210
pra ava the o k ra or the Causal Matrix – o m. Its supreme manifestation is the sound
o m. This very sound is a medium through which the microcosm establishes a link with the
transcendental state beyond the scope of shabda tanm tra.
Vrajagopala_and_Aesthetic_Science_Discourse_25.html 1981
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that relativity is a valid concept only within the
mundane/supramundane realms. There is nothing relative to the Cosmic
Mind.

Brahmacakra with Microvita and Relativistic Time
Since this discussion is about relativity we will limit it to that
place on the Cycle of Creation (Brahmacakra) where the complete
conditions of relativity exist. Looking at the modified drawing of the
Brahmacakra with Microvita and Relativistic Time above, we see a
theoretical qualifying point as the emergence of all three aspects of
relativity from the Cosmic Mind 211 (at Shambhu’liunga, point 1). We
211

The three relative factors are born after the process of metamorphosis begins from Shambú
iu ga. Cognitive_Faculty_and_the_Supreme_Desideratum.html.
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can theorize all three as relative from that point. However in practice,
although Cosmic Mind and Cosmic energies emerge at point 1, they are
just subjective and do not take on the relativistic aspect until all three
basic necessities of unit/collective existence come together. This would
be somewhere between point 2 and 3 where the Cosmic Mind utilizes
homomorphic evolution of waveform (to create cosmic ectoplasm) and
microvita to create solid atoms. Each of these factors varies in
quantities and quality of relative existence, from that point; however
the measurements of these qualities are currently incompatible to
formulation. Once the relativistic and material definitions are sorted
out, our understanding will become exponential.
Let us look at this quote for a moment:
Time is but the mind’s measurement of the motivity of action. When
there is no motivity of action, or when there is motivity of action but no mind to
measure it, there is no time. The_Primordial_Cause_of_Creation.html 1956

Here Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti is theoretically discussing
relativity in the Macrocosmic cycle of creation Sagun’a Brahma; but a
specific point where there is no mind. At this point on the drawing
there is motivity (momentum) of the waveform with energy but no unit
or microvitic mind to measure the existence of time. Therefore this is
where there is no time according to Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti’s above
quote. This is actually a specific point on the cycle of unit (and
microvitic) mind where relativity and therefore time and motivity of
action fails because there is no mind to measure it. This is the same
theoretical point where the curvature (kala) of the Cosmic Mind breaks
out of the triangle of forces at shambhu’liunga (point 1) and yet has not
sufficient theoretical curvature to form space or time (no less person).
That would be where the cosmic energies/waveforms pass through the
theoretical Cosmic Mind’s areas of Mahattattva and ham’tattva.
Somewhere within Cosmic Citta (within cosmic ectoplasm)
must be the first area of an actual functioning relativity. (Point 2)
There are other reasons relativity starts here:
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Cosmic citta is called cosmic ectoplasm because it is the nonrelativistic portion of the Cosmic Mind that actually takes the
shape or is objectified by the higher creative subjective portions of
the Cosmic Mind and therefore allows relativity to come in to
existence as TPP (Time, Place and Person).
Microvita is created here in cosmic citta in Saincara212 by Parma
Purus’a (Cosmic Nucleus). Unit I or unit mind does not exist in
Saincara only in Pratisaincara. Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti cannot be
referring to Cosmic Mind’s Atman being some sort of witness or
some other philosophical entity being the person aspect to
relativity (at this point), simply because Cosmic Mind is not
relative to any other philosophical thing. It is complete within
Itself. Therefore when Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti is discussing
relativity in Saincara He must be referring to microvitic mind.

Yes, even in the early years of the 1950’s (long before He told
about microvita) Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti gave many discussions about
the point of origin (shambhu’liunga) and the fundamentals of relativity
(time place and person) emerging from this point in the cosmic cycle;
but that does not preclude Him from knowing about microvita and its
evolving person aspect. In fact He chose not to reveal microvita as a
living entity in Saincara until about 1987.
Therefore we place the actual point of functioning relativity
somewhere between points 2 and 3 on the drawing. This is because we
know microvita exists (with mind) both at matter’s creation in Saincara
and as devayoniis in Pratisaincara. As devayoniis (in Pratisaincara)
they have factorial bodies based on the top three factorials which
include the ethereal factor213. In Saincara they (microvita) utilize
(maximize) the additional factorials of solid and liquid factors in their
creation of matter.
212

microvita are a creation in the internal phase Saincara
Microvitum_the_Mysterious_Emanation_of_Cosmic_Factor.html 1986
The spiritual level, the spiritual space, is not for microvita because they are something created
by the cosmic mind Questions_and_Answers_on_Microvita_Section_A.html 1987
Obviously, these microvita are emanations from the Supreme Entity.
Crude_and_Subtle_Microvita.html 1987
213
Incidentally, let me tell you that devayoniis are composed of three fundamental factors –
ethereal, aerial and luminous. The solid and liquid factors are left on the earth after the death of
the physical body. Disembodied_Souls_and_Microvita_Section_B.html
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In summary what we have is newly emerging created microvitic
mind consisting of cosmic mind stuff (not microcosmic) interacting in
Saincara to create atoms. This most probably occurs in the cosmic citta
(cosmic ectoplasm) area of Saincara near point 2. This allows us to
complete the second factor of person (as microvita) in relativity and
allows relative tripartite to become complete as mind the third factor of
relativity, so mind (as person) can measure the motivity of actions
using time as a mental construct of both the unit and microvitic mind.
Aspect of person in relativity
If we look at speed of any object (wave, particle or atom) in
either area of relativity (Saincara or Pratisaincara), then first we must
consider how it is being measured. That is, normally the object being
measured is by metric relative frames (inertial frames) or by abstract
reasoning (like mathematics). This constrains the observer to sense
related mundane observations. This in itself deletes the supramundane,
psychic and any entangled relationships. This is precisely why Shrii
Shrii Ánandamúrti constrains the area of ‘person’ to be a part of the
basis of relativity. Let’s look at the different aspects of person in
relativity first, and then we can relate time and speed to person.
Relativity is certainly not a new subject. It was brought the
forefront of western scientific thinking by Albert Einstein who
developed the concepts into mathematical and physics scientific
terminology. Certain of his concepts lacked absolute clarity. Towards
the end of his life he felt there were certain parameters missing in his
theories, mostly they were centered on the concept of time. Many great
minds in math and physics tried to change and correct the concepts of
time and space but always there appeared many great inconsistencies in
the joining of cosmological concepts with quantum dynamics of very
small dimensions. These inconsistencies have been briefly discussed at
Duel Relativities of the Macrocosm.
It wasn’t until Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti introduced the world to
the concept of microvita and its position within this world of relativity
that we live in, that we were given the chance to see that we are not
alone; not only physically but in the aspect of time and space.
Since the 1950’s Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti frequently expounded
the theory that relativity contained a third actor of person , a sort of
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trinity of relativity. Our relative existence as unit physic being (person)
in time he explained, was like one leg of a three legged stool that could
not stand on its own (exist) missing one leg (in our discussion, person).
He would define/discuss person from many aspects. From the aspect of
the small cittic mind within a microbe to the vast encompassing mind
of the cosmos. Even as early as 1956 He told that there was a mind
within the very atoms that made our universe.214 We just assumed that
that great Cosmic Mind that created our entire cosmos was the mind (as
aspect of person) that completed the trinity of relativity within the atom.
We will show below that person evolves separately and has
different interial frames of references in relativity in the Macrocosm.
Microvita in Saincara and unit mind (our mind) in Pratisaincara.
As Einstein showed us the definition of space-time within the
relativity of our universe, Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti introduced the
concept of the living entity (person) of microvita as the third leg of His
innovative concepts of Time, Place and Person (TPP) in relativity.
Microvita as person
We have seen that we as unit I relative minds, tend to see time
through a limited unit relativistic microcosmic viewpoint. Microvita
exists in time but their viewpoint is more expansive. They are
conceived in timeless Saincara by the Cosmic Mind; but all the same
they can function within Pratisaincara. They can affect both the
mundane vibrational world and the longer wavelengths supramundane
world (mental world). And yet we know that they are alive in the
greater sense and they evolve in a spiritual sense. Even though they
may spend a billion years controlling a single atomic particle, they do
not worry about getting old. They do not live or die in our sense of
death. This all is not because they don’t have a mental existence as we
unit I beings do. Time is a tripartite element of relativity. Time is a
function of mental frequency (See Variable mental speed), a mental
relativity; not a function of distance and speed.
In the mental evolution of microvita, they must initially
decrease in relative speed in Saincara, directly into their material
214

Each structure of carbonic origin in this universe, whether animate or inanimate, has a mind.
That is, a mind is associated with every structure either in manifested form or in dormant form.
[English] The_NeoEthics_of_MultiLateral_Salvation.html
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atomic usage in creating matter. They maintain their mental
proportional/relative aspect until the atom decays or disintegrates. But
here we must not forget microvita consist of two mental mind portions.
One portion as the controlling frequency/wavelength and the second is
the almost inert/dully controlling portion for the relative energies.
Eventually microvita spiritually moves up the psychospiritual ladder of
evolution. In complex unit I developed organs microvita eventually
take on the endoplasmic functions of coordinated control. Eventually
microvita progress spiritually to the mental aspects of devayoniis and
they progress spiritually as do humans upward on the cosmic cycle.
Ask ourselves – Why does microvita start out in Saincara and
are directly made to matter. And with that thought in mind we must
realize that they also evolve as living structures spiritually. It seems a
paradoxical mass of conflicting ideas. Unless, they start their lives as
collective minds directly involved in/as controlling matter in Saincara
and as their quanta of physical energies are very slowly utilized in the
lower material planes they slowly work their way back to the
supramundane mental areas of Pratisaincara and eventually spiritually
evolve back to the Spiritual Godhead. This fits in with all that I have
learned about microvita.
The Interial Frames of Time
According to current fundamental measurements time is
currently defined as a function to quantify rates of change of
quantities in material reality or in the conscious experience 215. In other
words time is determined by a material quantification of sense
experiences based on our unit mind’s inertial references of time.
This differs considerably from Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti’s
definition of time as time is a mental measurement of the motivity of
action? 216 To Him time, place and person are variables, dependant one
on the other. Time to us appears as an absolute measured by material
standards but in effect it is a rate of change (variable) measured against
two other variables of space and person.
215

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Time
Time is the mental measurement of the motivity of action. Where there is no action or
where there is no mind to measure, there cannot be any time either.
Relativity_and_the_Supreme_Entity.html 1971
216
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In the discussion on Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti’s description of
time, we must define where time is applicable. In both aspects of
person (unit and collective microvita) time is mathematically formative
only in the supramundane and mundane areas. Although theoretically it
exists in the cosmic mind area of Mahattattva and ham’tattva it does
not exist to our sense of relativity. The extension of energy and
consciousness into these areas from causal matrix does not apply itself
for meaningful formulation because the three factors of relativity do not
yet exist until the cosmic minds citta (ectoplasmic) area.
Time is functional only when all tripartite relativities come
together.
Although the relativity of the overall macrocosm depends of the
functioning of all three individual relativities, it does not mean that they
are independent of each other. There is a hierarchy of dependence one
on each other. See Summary The Elements of Tripartite Relativities.
Because:
1. If space and person; then time. Space and person does not
require time.
2. Therefore time is a supramundane variable derivative of
person and a mundane derivative of space.
Apparent Inertial Frames of Time
Time flows not as an arrow but as difference in the action
between interial (not inertial) frames of references.
Inertial refers to mundane space or place. Interial refers to
person. Time is function of person; not of space
The aspect of person is a variable generally having three interial
references of variable time. (See Time as a Variable in Person)
1. Interial reference of unit person as a supramundane function
within mundane space.
2. Interial references of microvita as a supramundane function
within Saincara (as in atoms).
3. Interial references of microvita as a supramundane function
within Pratisaincara (as devayoniis).
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The inertial references person in the persona of unit constructed
beings (like us) is a supramundane function within mundane space and
measures time as an apparent absolute function using the limitations of
the speed of light in relative Machiavellian space. The speed of light is
in actuality a variable depending on the solidarity (or mass of energy) it
encounters.
In Pratisaincara microvita appears to work at an inertial frame
of mundane relativity as do we, from our mundane inertial frame of
reference. From their inertial frame they appear to work/move at the
same mundane relative speed. But in actuality, microvita work from a
interial reference as a supramundane function within Pratisaincara (as
do we as unit beings).
We find this true from Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti’s explanation of
collective microvita as devayoniis. Even in His demonstrations with
devayoniis as bodiless minds, they appeared and did work within our
time frame. Collective microvita as devayoniis, were in Pratisaincara
because Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti tells that they are living entities on the
spiritual path. That path is only in Pratisaincara.
What we know is from Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti’s
demonstrations with microvita as collective devayoniis217 that they can
experience a type of reality/relativity at nearly the same time frame as
we do. We see this when He used devayoniis to perform duties
(watching, guarding and other duties) in real time. Here they are living
entities existing in Pratisaincara and evolving on a spiritual path (but
with collective type mind).
About this Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti noted:
[About devayoniis] “difficult for me to say that they are living
beings,…” [In the sense they are not solid factorial constructed, like us]
Ghosts_and_Evil_Spirits.html

But in other passages He states they are living entities 218.
Naturally their frequency of mind would be parallel with or our
time and frequency; except they are attached to the higher three

217

Note: A special type of collective microvita utilizing the higher three factorials as a base.
considering that microvita are living entities they have bodies though their bodies are as
subtle as idea. Some_Guidelines_for_Commencing_Microvita_Research.html 1989
218
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factorials with their mind. We are attached to (and utilize) all five
factorials.
We as a person (unit mind’s) aspect and devayoniis aspect of
microvita, determine time in accordance with our mental frequency;
just as plants with a lower mental wavelength and atoms (utilizing
microvita) with the lowest mental wavelength utilize a different relative
aspect of time.
Here we have two facts:



Microvita definitely have macrocosmic cosmic citta in their
mental makeup because they are created in cosmic cittic part of
Saincara in the Cosmic Mind.219
Their cosmic created cittic mind is not created the same as our
mind stuff; because we (our minds) are created out of matter
and they are created out of macrocosmic ectoplasm (citta).220

The conclusion is that they do not have/feel/sense time as we do,
for many reasons.




They have collective macrocosmic created minds. (we have
unit type minds created from matter)
They do not have unit sensing organs to sense time as we do.
Microvita we learned about in other works has two types of
mind. A physical controlling type of mind used in the physical
controlling aspects of matter (atoms) in creation and a more
spiritual evolved mind. In addition they utilize their mind in
two completely different areas of creation. (Saincara and
Pratisaincara)

219

Microvita are taking place within Cosmic Mind before the etherial level. Cosmic citta is
needed first before it can conceptualize microvita. From private notes of Acarya Vimalananda
Avt., given to him in late August 1988, from Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti
220
The unit mind ... is not the direct creation of Macrocosm, i.e., it has not been created directly
by the Macrocosmic mind. It is the creation of the quinquelemental universe, the creation of
matter, and matter is the creation of the Supreme Mind.
Triangle_of_Forces_and_the_Supreme_Entity.html
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We have shown that the Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti’s person has
three basic Interial Frames of Time as ‘person’ within the Macrocosm.
Those are:




Unit mind’s aspect of person in Pratisaincara. (unit mind does
not exist in Saincara)
Microvita’s aspect of person in Saincara (creation of atoms)
Microvita’s aspect of person in Pratisaincara (collective in both
ectoplasmic & endoplasmic evolutionary functions)
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Macro-micro cosmic mind as a function of Wavelength
(Not to scale)
Look at frequency (from our unit I aspect first), in order for us
to realize the personal aspect of relativity (and we must have all three
aspects), in order to realize time. That seems simple, but in sleep or
death do we have time? A certain frequency of mind has departed the
physical body (about .2 Hz) in both cases(sleep and death). Of course
in sleep, the subconscious frequencies of mind are retained in the
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unconscious sleeping body. In death the higher mind (the longer
wavelengths) are still available and upon reincarnation they obtain a
physical body.
Everything in our created universe both material and nonmaterial has a corresponding wavelength/frequency. Here is a
composite drawing comparing ordinary physical objects to
wavelength/frequency. Length of the electronic spectrum in the center
of the drawing has been adjusted in perspective to fit on the page. (See
Macro-micro cosmic mind as a function of Wavelength)
The areas of both Macrocosmic mind and microcosmic mind
have been placed within the drawing showing their corresponding
portions. Their wavelength/frequencies are not in the corresponding
place on the physical electronic spectrum in this drawing. Therein is
also a limited discussion showing for example that the frequency
emitted from the human brain varies from 1-80 Hz while the frequency
associated with a typical molecule within the body is about 1017 Hz.
We cannot currently measure the non-material supramundane
(psychic) and longer frequencies but we can see from what frequencies
we can measure that there is huge difference in the spread between
physical material frequencies and apparent psychic/spiritual controlling
frequencies.
Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti tells us here about the controlling
wavelength/frequencies; specifically those of the human mind. Since
we know that every material object has an associated mind controlling
it, we can only make a guess at those ranges. The point here is to show
that longer mental waves have the capacity to control shorter waves.
The controlling capacity of microcosms is very limited. The microcosms
can only temporarily control objects whose physical waves are shorter than their
own psychic waves. When the physical waves of objects are longer, they can at
most be brought within sense-perception, but controlled.
The_Macrocosm_and_the_Microcosm_1.html 1959

Now look at microvita’s mental frequency in their other aspect
and usage within Saincara of creating and existing, within atoms etc.
We don’t have to know even an approximate frequency to guess where
the range would lay. The known half-life of the neutrons and some
particles within an atom are well known to be in the area of billions of
years using frequencies of 10-23 m. In one aspect of microvita (they
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have two minds) they must be using a much cruder short frequency
mind to control the atom. We can clearly see that the relativity of the
time aspect of person, in microvita, is directly proportional to the
frequency of the controlling mind stuff.
The above drawing places the mental functions of the cosmic
cycle of creation against the function of wavelength. Everything in our
created/manifested universe has a wavelength and concerning
frequency. Here the comparison is graphically made, but not to scale.
From microvita (near the smallest Planck length) to the infinitely long
wavelength of the Cosmic Mind, all can be compared. It is well known
that the longer wavelength mind controls the shorter wavelength (more
material) wavelength.221
So we see it’s the frequency of the mind in Pratisaincara within
the physical being that controls how and whether or not we observe the
relativity of time. Plants and amoebas are within our microcosm. They
have mind. They have a different frequency of lower mind-stuff and
they observe time also, but in a different way. We have discussed
before in other works how plants (etc.) observe life through the four
basic necessities of life and plants don’t have cesium atomic clocks
attached to their stalks. So we can very briefly state that the frequency
of the attached mind controls the relativity of time within the interial
frame aspect of person in Pratisaincara. In other words; how the
frequency of the attached mind controls the view of time from any
personal frame of reference of person within space.
We have shown that the mental frequency of person, determines
the time aspect of relativity.
Time as a Variable in person
Materiality of existence is relative to person. Person is a
supramundane function. For example the material existence of our unit
being depends of our physical structure and our accompanying
supramundane mind. Our mind exists at certain
frequencies/wavelengths. This constructs the mental person.

221

The controlling capacity of microcosms is very limited. The microcosms can only
temporarily control objects whose physical waves are shorter than their own psychic waves.
The_Macrocosm_and_the_Microcosm_1.html 1959
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We find an apparent comparison of the variability if time in
mundane relativity in instein’s special relativity equation Energy =
Mc2. The theory is that as an object increases in speed to approach the
speed of light, then the mass of the object increases and that time slows.
This was showed experimentally when the cesium atomic clock showed
a small decrease in actual time when traveling in the direction of the
galactic center.222 The speed increase was only in the order if 378
meters/sec (plus other rotational considerations) which was sufficient to
show the change in time on the very accurate clocks. Person here was
simply a mechanical physical object of cesium clocks and inertial
frames of reference in so-called space-time. The variability if interial
personal frame of references was ignored.
What we must consider is that there are many mental structures,
all at different frequencies and all having the ability to witness time.
Time is not the same for all mental structures.223 Therefore time is an
interial supramundane variable derivative of person, a mental frame of
reference. Time is not a fixed mundane reference to inertial frames in
metric space-time.
A microvitic example of this is the microvita bodiless mind
structure, as exampled in Apparent Inertial Frames of Time above.
As microvita it exists in different times and places. It exists in
Pratisaincara as a collective microvitic being structure (devayoniis) and
then it does not have the solid and liquid factorial base. It is now
luminous factorial structure based. On the other hand, in Saincara
microvita existed in the process of creating atoms at mundane material
wavelengths utilizing all five factorials as the base of atoms. Microvita
(as person) exists both materially and time-wise differently because the
frequency/wavelengths have changed with the change to the structure.
As an example of variable time in unit person in Pratisaincara,
consider our mind. When you sleep, you exist but time exists
differently to you. When you die, mind changes from one structure to
another (bodiless mind).
At this point (beginning of bodiless mind structure) we will
divert temporarily because the immediate question arises, ‘How does
222

See Time as a Variable in person
Depending upon the different types of movement, the mental measurement is also not
uniform. And the sense of time is not the same in all spheres.
In_Adoration_of_the_Supreme.html 1957
223
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the frequency/wavelength of person’s function (consisting at death of
physical structure and our mind) change place and time? Mind is still
there. Place is still there. Only the energy structure of person has
changed. Bodiless mind occurs only at death of the physical structure.
Again we may ask ‘How?’. From previous studies224 of death
and váyus we see that 2 of the 5 energy váyus have departed at this
time, apa’na and sama’na. These are attached to the 1st and 2nd
psychophysical cakras concerned with the crudest 5th and 4th factorials
of solid and liquid factorial within the human corpora.
Death immediately allows the unit mind to attach to the
luminous (3rd) and higher factorial centers (2nd & 1st) to be used by the
mind (for reincarnation) at death. As the bodiless mind of the unit being
consists of these three higher psychophysical cakras225 centered around
the three higher vibrational factorials, it becomes obvious how the
energy loss (from the physical body) concerning the two lower
psychophysical cakras and departing váyus have changed the
frequency/wavelength of the newly emerged/changed bodiless mind.
Psychophysical energy loss/departure increases wavelength of mind.
Conservation of energy is a Macrocosmic rule. Whether it is
supramundane consciousness energies or mundane energies, it cannot
be destroyed. Energy will be conserved.
Now we know that energy is never lost or gained only changes
containers. Here from the psychophysical lower two energy centers
(where the physical body no longer available) to the remaining three
higher factorial energy centers. Yes, slow deterioration of the physical
body’s factorial centers has slowly driven the energies to seek the
nearest shelters. Those are the three higher factorial shelters for the
energy.
This is not unusual even in the mundane sphere. The same thing
happens in a supernova explosion or a particle accelerator destructor.
When the five factorial physical microvitic nuclei are destroyed, energy
is conserved. The solid and liquid factorial centers are broken.
Temporarily the third luminous (form) factorial may emit sub-particles
224

Biometaphysics, A theory of Biometaphysical Genetic Transference, Published Raymond
Bates, Revised E Book P.86
225
Incidentally, let me tell you that devayoniis are composed of three fundamental factors –
ethereal, aerial and luminous. The solid and liquid factors are left on the earth after the death of
the physical body. Disembodied_Souls_and_Microvita_Section_B.html
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of light etc as energy but its energy is conserved and the remaining
energies phase shifts to the higher factorial centers (not currently
scientifically observable). The process is the same in bodiless mind
where the frequency/wavelength shifts. The longer wavelength (higher
factorial nuclei in the remaining nucleus) absorbs the energies.
What is not obvious to current scientists at this writing is that
gravity waves (as they are currently called) are emitted in particle
accelerator collisions. Recently (2016) gravity waves have been
detected and verified226 from certain supernova and other resulting
occurrences. Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti said that these occurrences cause
‘straightening’ 227 (lengthening) of these waves (gravity waves). In the
same manner (as the above bodiless mind example) energies are not
lost but conserved. nergies are shifted to the longer (previously)
unobservable wavelengths. Only in particle accelerators, they (the
scientists) have not thought/learned to look for this previously
unobserved different shift/movement in energies and waves.
Time exists differently as a function of person and person (as a
mental vibration) is a function of frequency. Time is a function of two
variables, persons (either microvita or unit) measurement of the
motivity of action. 228 We said above Materiality of existence from this
point is relative to person. What we have is the measurement of time
is a function of wavelength and the motivity229 of action or the change
in space/place of an object230 in either the mundane or supramundane
sphere.
We have considered time as variable function of person. We
found frequency/wavelength to be the determining factor in person
sensing time as being a variable. What is the relationship between
226

http://www.nytimes.com/2016/02/12/science/ligo-gravitational-waves-black-holeseinstein.html?_r=0
227
This phenomenal event of jad'asphota is nothing but the recoiling of the cosmic waves.
These recoiling waves become straightened by the explosion.
The_Expansion_of_the_Microcosm.html
228
Hence the existence of time depends on two factors: the motivity of action and the
instrument to measure this motivity of action During the period of senselessness his mind
was not able to measure the motivity of action, and hence time ceased to exist.
Relativity_and_the_Supreme_Entity.html 1971
229
Motivity [[functions]] in both the psychic sphere and the physical sphere.
The_Goal_of_Human_Ideation.html 1979
230
: ction is the change of place of any ob ect. The_Goal_of_Human_Ideation.html
1979
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space with time and person? There are many aspects. Space is not a
void. It contains object and cosmic conation.231If the smallest object (for
purposes of this discussion) is atomic; then it fulfills the requirement
for motivity of action using energy, as required in the definition of time.
So we have motivity whenever there is movement. Movement with
energy is momentum.
Emergence of person in Saincara and Pratisaincara
Person is a supramundane mental function. Microvita is also an
entity (person) in the supramundane areas of relativity because
microvita is of a supramundane (non-material/physic/super-physic)
waveform or vibrational nature. That is because they are created
directly by cosmic mind232; not like our unit type mind evolving from
solid factor matter. We do know that microvita specifically can
function only up to and including the supramundane level of
relativity.233 We also know that microvita are created in Saincara and
that mentally they consist entirely of macrocosmic mind (not unit
constructed mind). We know that microvita must emerge in Saincara,
as new minds and not as evolved collective microvitic minds like they
exist as devayoniis in Pratisaincara. So we must place the point of
emergence of microvita in Saincara, early in the Cosmic Mind’s citta
area. As to the exact point in Saincara where time becomes a function
of person (as microvita), Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti never mentioned this
point in Saincara specifically. This point is important in the
development of mathematical formulas of person in relativity.
This is the start of functional relativistic time and therefore
person (as microvita), in Saincara. See point 2 on drawing
Brahmacakra with Microvita and Relativistic Time.
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it has been said, Sarvadyotan tmaka akha da cidaekarasah Supreme Consciousness exists
in the form of an unbroken flow of cognition, the supreme source of all kinds of emanative
vibrations . The_Cosmological_Order.html 1967
232
The spiritual level, the spiritual space, is not for microvita because they are something
created by the cosmic mind Questions_and_Answers_on_Microvita_Section_A.html
(Q5)1987
233
The spiritual level, the spiritual space, is not for microvita because they are something
created by the cosmic mind Questions_and_Answers_on_Microvita_Section_A.html
(Q5)1987
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This brings out some very interesting points. Although both
microvita and unit mind (us) appear in the macrocosmic cycle of
creation:





Microvita appears in both Saincara and Pratisaincara
Unit constructed mind (us) only appears in Pratisaincara.
Relativity is a function of both Saincara and Pratisaincara
Relativity only appears to be a material space-time function
limited to our unit I consciousness, simply because we (as Unit
I) do not witness/substantiate microvita in Saincara. We do
witness/substantiate microvita in Pratisaincara but only in a
cause/effect manner. In other words if we understand the cause
then we can view the effects/answers.
Quantum entanglement and the aspect of person

“If the responsibility of all the actions of this universe had been left to the
atoms, molecules, protons, electrons, positrons, etc. [Talking about without
consciousness], then there would be clash at every moment; and in that case
this vast, beautiful and harmonious universe where everything is moving
according to a particular system, would not have existed at all.”
Parama_Purusa_and_His_Creation.html

In quantum entanglements scientists are trying to talk/look in
simple terms of verifiable direct communicative relationships between
particles as being non-local in space-time.
The Einstein-Penrose (EPR) proposed experiments were
unproved thought experiments/games designed to be used in outer
space. They are based on a flawed conception that isolated particles in
space-time cause a slight theoretical gravity type distortion in
local/non-local space-time. This is completely flawed physical theory
based in the idea that gravity waves may or may not prove/disprove an
instantaneous communication (or entanglement) between non-local
particles. Microvita are not local/non-local particle per se.
The exact definition of whether a particle has a local or nonlocal relationship with every other particle is difficult to define since
the relationship cannot be verified or reproduced experimentally. In
one sense we can look at this relationship of quantum entanglement
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from a macrocosmic viewpoint and say that all such relationships are
reflective and non-local in nature.
To understand quantum entanglement and the aspect of person
we must understand where and how it works. This was described in
Macrogenesis P.134 and placed here.
How does every particle seems to know every other
particle/wavicles relative location or quantum entanglement?
To understand how microvita does this we must first understand
what are microvita, consciousness and conscious entity. We know from
studying the human unit structure, for example, that the unit – I or
ego-I must posit itself relative to the world around it (or it will
dissociate and die). We know that the unit-I of the developed conscious
human being consists of higher mind stuff (aham and mahat mind stuff)
evolved from matter. Therefore, in the evolved unit mind structure, we
need an I (reflected ego formation) and higher evolved mind stuff to
have what we realize as our consciousness substantiated in space
(place)-time.
The (sub) atomic unit structure has none of these. Therefore, in
the sense of evolved beings, the atom is not conscious. But, when we
look at the starting quote above, we realize that each and every (sub)
atomic particle has a connection with every other (sub) atomic particle
and contains an I feeling. How is this?
The Cosmic Nucleus has direct contact with each and every (in
this case) particle in our phenomenal expressed world. There is a subtle
Cosmic Nucleus relationship involving the reflecting plate of the unitmicrovita or particle to that Whole. Rather like a one-way relationship
that the say speaker has with each and every member of the audience.
The Cosmic Nucleus (speaker) knows where each and every member of
the audience is as he can communicate with them collectively. In the
atomic consciousness, cittic mind is undeveloped and unexpressed,
being inert in the physical structure. The aham and mahat are very
much in a minority and dormant. Still this practically inert mind has a
direct relationship with the Cosmic Nucleus. Just as the unit complex
human ego has a direct relationship with the unit knower-I
(Buddhitattva) to establish the unit "I know that I exist" feeling in the
more evolved human structure. Therefore, the Cosmic Nucleus has
direct coverage relationship with the particles reflecting plate (no
matter how small it appears to us). Of course, the particle has no feeling
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that "I exist" because it has not sufficient quantity or quality of evolved
mind stuff to develop or express that I –feeling.
We must point out two things here.
There is a type of non-local relationship where the atoms are
constructed in Saincara234; but is a protah relationship235 between the
Cosmic Mind and the individual atom structure. In the sense of the
speaker to the audience described above, the relation is indirect, not
direct. Cosmic Mind constructs the microvita as intelligently designed
sub-assembling algorithms with a crude undeveloped mind and a subtle
control mind (two levels), but they do the job on their own and in
collective coordination with other microvita. In Saincara microvitic
mind is not yet developed or collective, yet.
The saincara structure is protah yoga based in the atom forming
process. Atom has not a developed consciousness structure. Its two
minds are very crude dormant physical minds, atomic crude level
discussed in Macrogenesis236 and an atomic subtle level mind.
Microvita even in the atom forming process are not directly taking the
orders of any Cosmic Mind to form atoms. It is simply following its
inherent intelligently designed sub-assembling algorithms. These are
sufficient to form the atom’s structure and to balance the energies
within. There is no need for the terminology of local and non-local.
Cosmic Mind witnesses all its creations (as it does with us as living
entities). Can we call the platform that Cosmic Mind witness’s nonlocal? Certainly not to us. In the same content, can we call the
completely undeveloped subtle mind of the microvita ‘local’ ust
because it has a minute mind?
Created particles and baryons etc fall in a different category.
Cosmic Mind does not use or need direct non-local protah control.
Here Microvita are relegated to interactive local control structure using
the subtle mind of the controlling nucleus within microvita swarm in
the atoms. In other words, they have local control in accordance with
their pre-programming and intra-microvita collective minds through the
particles subtle collective microvita mind.
234 Where the mind is not yet created, He gets Himself reflected in the atomic structure. He always gets
Himself reflected in atoms, neutrons, positrons, etc. Ideation_on_Brahma.html
235

Thus in Saincara there is only protah yoga but in Pratisaincara both protah yoga and ota
yoga are there. Atman.I&I
236
P. 129
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If that seems hard to conceptualize; then simply think of the
sixth pramatrikonic subtle nucleus within the atom as being a preprogrammed (within each of the basic five types of factorials) structure
like a harmonic established structure. If the vibration of one factorial
(in the atom) changes, then the structure (form) will change. Basic
protium must all have the same form (energy structures). Each
preprogrammed microvita factorial type must maintain its own
vibration and therefore the entire atomic form will depend on that
harmonic balance of all five factorials.
Within Saincara the nuclear stellar synthesis as described in
Macrogenesis are the same protium atoms being subjected to outside
pressures and temperatures to modify their structure into basic
elements.
Therefore when microvita particles are traveling at greater than
the speed of light, in atomic/sub-atomic atom created formations; they
have a type of local intra-microvita subtle collective coordination using
microvita limited programming. Current physicists using their giant
particle colliders are only blasting the energies within the microvita
with energy from other microvita formations. Point-like microvita do
not die (only their energy structures are dispersed).
What was once a (maybe proton, before the collision) microvita
collective structure and quasi controlled locally by collective subtle
microvitic mind structure; is now scattered to the 4 winds . nergy
seeks the nearest structure. Point-like microvita (without most energy at
this point) dissipates (as they have longer controlling wavelength) and
recycles to other similar control functions.
What actually happens with the microvita and energies varies in
accordance with the particle/atoms and forces involved. Some energy
goes off as photons or other cosmic particles; other times (like during
supernovas) microvita control formations result in different atoms.
Energy is conserved locally. Microvita are not destroyed.
In some rare cases where the small particle is completely
destroyed into 2 different sub-particles (with different characteristics,
say spin). Scientists use the word quantum entanglement for this case.
Here local Microvita subtle local control is broken. Control reverts to
Cosmic Mind overall protah direct non-local control.
Do we have to call any of this spooky action at a distance ?
The point being that scientists use that terminology because they take
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those same basic structures and blast them apart. Then the balances in
the preprogrammed structure is destroyed. Microvita do not die. They
recycle. But the energies within the structure must seek rapidly new
shelters and structures. Like lighting they will do it any way they can
because their controlling harmonics are destroyed and the structure is
lost.
The distribution of particles (or clustering) throughout
macrocosmic space certainly may be due to gravity (although Ba’Ba’
didn’t call it gravity, He called it attractive force and Bala); but to
attempt to use space-time/gravity to prove/disprove spooky action at a
distance is not logical. That is entirely based on scientific physical
misnomers of the words local/non-local. They are trying to completely
avoid the facts that everything has mind even particles in space.
There can be some positive concepts taken from current
scientist views of quantum entanglement:




Space-time must have a background of waves. (Which we can
agree and we call ethereal factorial waves.)
Those waves must travel FTL (to have instantaneous
communication)
nd to have spooky action at a distance implies movement and
vibration of movement. We know the frequency of particles.
Therefore the cause of that vibratory frequency must be those very
background waves. Does this further imply FTL speeds (in the
background ethereal waves) cause hi frequency vibrations in
matter (or material particles)?

What these scientists really are trying to say and what they
realize without saying is that quantum entanglement involves not just a
mechanical relationship of one particle with every particle in the
universe but a control relationship:
Matter is not just a mechanistic combination of smaller and smaller
particles/wavicles; it contains a substantiated, posited relationship that allows a
controlled cognizant combination of what we see as particles/wavicles into
atomic matter. Control means more than physical energy control. It means
control on a level of quantum entanglement, or the ability of every
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particle/wavicle to understand the position of every other particle/wavicle in the
universe.237

And that involves other things like mind, substantiation and
reflection problems; which they do not want to recognize.
This is why spooky action at a distance or entanglement is a function
of Cosmic Mind through protah yoga in Saincara and not an individual unit I
function with its dependence on the relativity of time, place and person.
Spooky action at a distance or entanglement only appears to be dependent
within time, place and person to us as unit structures and unit mind types
viewing from our limited perspective. 238

The second thing is that the above is within Saincara but the
atom is also used in living structures within Pratisaincara.
Scientists are always looking for direct, clear relationships that
can be easily defined, verified and replicated. Unfortunately that is not
ature’s way. ook at the nested and complicated relationships that
microvita has in developed structures with all the different systems,
organs molecules and even the individual’s guiding psychic mind.


Microvita in pratisaincara are used in molecular structures as local
endoplasmic coverage except when the coverage is considered as
non-developed structures. This means microvitic collective
endoplasmic mind locally controls the evolutionary development
of the unit structures.
 Microvita in non-developed structures (even atoms/particles) are
under indirect protah non-local Cosmic mind control for
evolutionary purposes. Including creation of particles.
 Microvita in pratisaincara ectoplasmic structures (like physicial
waves carrying tanm tras) are strictly local control. Using the
guiding psychic wave for control and local entitative waves. (Shrii
Shrii Ánandamúrti’s word: meaning pure/individual controlling
waves of the entity)
What this means is that in animated structures the physical and
mental usages of microvita actually control and progress (evolutionary)
by different microvita methods. This depends on if it is a developed or
non-developed evolutionary structure.
237
238

Microvitology P.22
The Microvitic Atom P.33
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Person in Mundane & Supramundane Relativity
What is the difference in our mundane relativity and
supramundane relativity?
Relativity of our ordinary understanding is normally limited to
our senses. When Einstein formulated relativity he limited relativity to
the speed of light and limited space-time metrics to inertial frame
viewpoints of the individual observer (mechanical or otherwise).
ccording to instein’s Special Theory of Relativity of flat
space-time, time appears differently from different special inertial
frames. This is a relativistic view of time and applies in the mundane
world where the speed of light is a constant. In viewing his Special
Theory of mundane Relativity, speed of light is a constant and time
appears as a one-way arrow. What Einstein had no knowledge of (or
didn’t apply it to his theories) was the person aspect of relativity.
To understand the overall macrocosmic viewpoint of relativity
we must look at the personal aspect of relativity because it has a major
effect on instein’s view of time. If we take a very ordinary mundane
view towards time we will simply see time as an arrow in the big clock
in the sky. This personal humanized mundane viewpoint completely
ignores the supramundane world.
To see how the supramundane world is ignored, try a simple
mind game looking at time through you own personal aspect of time.
Try thinking of time when you are sleeping and not aware of time.
Then try thinking of time when you are dead. From a reincarnative
viewpoint the difference is great. In sleep, the same you (person aspect)
awakens and time appears to go on as a one-way arrow of time. This is
the ordinary mundane relativity view.
From a reincarnative death viewpoint of time, your time does
not go on; it stops and waits for a new birth. But in reality it is really
the same mind, the same kernelized vibrations of your same higher
mind. The same portion of mind attached to a different material
matter/brain etc. Now ask Where does this happen? from a mental
supramundane viewpoint of time. We see from this supramundane
viewpoint that time is not just a one way arrow that stops. It is more
complicated. These viewpoints happen from out unit mind’s (personal)
viewpoint, in what we call Pratisaincara. We are not saying that you
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have to believe in reincarnation to understand that there is a
supramundane psychic higher vibrational aspect to time.
Supramundanely and psychically we mentally live in
Pratisaincara and can view time different ways. This is because our
normal viewpoint is viewing the mundane world. Atoms are within us
and they are mundane; but our supramundane mind views atoms (and
the mundane world) through a physical-psycho connection of our
senses. They have no relation to Saincara because our mental aspect of
person is not created or exists in Saincara, only microvita has a
mundane person aspect in Saincara.239 Living collective microvita as
person has a different viewpoint of time in Saincara.
What we realize is that these living entities (us and microvita)
are viewing time from different interial reference frames of the same
relative mundane space. Mundane space is the same for atoms, for us
and microvita. We both (us and microvita) just view relative interial
time differently.
In our mundane and special relativistic world, time is a frame
that moves in accordance with speed and wavelength. Matter is the
object that warps time. Person (us and microvita) are the observers
within the special relative time frames.
Summary Elements of Tripartite Relativities
Person



Person is supramundane; person does not require space or
time for existence.
Therefore time is a supramundane derivative of person.



Therefore space is a mundane derivative of person.

Space


Space is mundane. It does not require supramundane time
or unit person.

239

microvita are a creation in the internal phase Saincara
Microvitum_the_Mysterious_Emanation_of_Cosmic_Factor.html 1986
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Space is a mundane derivative (creation) of person (as
microvita) in Saincara.

Time



If space and person; then time. Space and person does not
require time.
Therefore time is a supramundane variable derivative of
person and a mundane derivative of space.

The Unifying Factor of Relativity
We have seen above that there is in effect two different
relativities of space and time, or type of duel relativity; our unit I (or
our) relative views of space and time, and microvita’s relativity of
space and time. Whereas microvita’s relativity transcends into both
Saincara and Pratisaincara; the unit I construct of relativity only begins
at Pratisaincara. Of course they are both relativities within the same
Macrocosmic areas; they just appear differently from different relative
interial frames. Look at the above drawing (Drawing Brahmacakra
with Microvita and Relativistic Time) for a visual representation of the
areas of relativities.
Einstein promulgated (and other scientists amplified it) a
relative inertial frame or platform in space-time observations
specifically for developed mind (and mechanical observations). The
new findings showed that the geometrical properties of space were
relative to the human or mechanical observer.
Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti describes the three interial references
of variable time that depend of person, not space-time only. He
suggested that the properties of space are actually dependant of the
consciousness that observes space. See The Interial Frames of Time.
We said before that with the Macrocosm there can be no
relativity simply because Cosmic Mind is not relative to any other
philosophical thing. But in the same respect, we see that within the
supramundane/mundane area of the Macrocosm there is an apparent
duality of relativity. We have dissected those two areas of microvitic
and unit beings as seeing relativity differently, but in the end we will
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see one unifying factor, wavelength (frequency). Frequency may be the
unifying factor in defining the new duel relativity with mathematical
and other concepts; but understanding the concepts of the person of
microvita is the key to the new duel relativity of the Macrocosm.

Addendum 1 Q & A on containers of Energy
From Intuition List forum
Excerpted from the Intuition List-2016-09-19 & Intuition List-2016-0813 a closed forum moderated by Turiiya.

Rudresha wrote>
I am particularly interested in Baba’s statement in Microvita
and Cosmology that seems to imply that microvita form containers for
energy, and that the mass of matter is due to the container of energy
and not to the energy that is contained in the container. I think that
some open-minded physicists might be interested in this idea, which
Baba said (not quoting directly) is a logical alternative to energy being
produced from the destruction of matter.
Turiiya> Matter is not destroyed. Energy is not produced. In the
destruction of matter the container is broken and energy is released
from one container to another. Energy remains the same. It is only an
illusionary assumption by modern day physicists that energy is actually
produced from matter.
The real question we have to understand from B b ’s writings
is What are the containers? Or What do the containers consist
of? If they are condensed microvita (as I believe Rudresha would
have us believe), then how does microvita form a container (as they are
point-like and take no space or form)? As form is different from
forming ability.
nergy is only the ability to change structures but it is bound
by Prakrti. Prakrti is not energy it is the controller of the gun’as or
force/shape changing attributes used in the gun’atrikonic ability of
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energy to change from one form or state or structure to another. P.29
The Microvitic Atom
Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti says>
The energy remains and maintains the structural solidarity of
each and every entity of this universe by taking the form of its
container according to the structural solidarity of the different entities.
Energy_and_Cognition.html

When Rudresha says>
form containers for energy

that seems to imply that microvita

Turiiya> Not at all. Microvita does not form the container,
Ba’Ba’ clearly says energy takes the form of the container. The
container is there. Energy takes the pre-existing form of its container .
What does it mean according to the structural solidarity of the
different entities.” ssume here that entities can also mean atom. I
feel that structural solidarity refers to factorials. Factorials certainly
come in a range from solid to ethereal factorial.
Then I go on to explain in terms of ordinary physics how these
factorials can be the container.
n example is that of the static energy (tamogun’a) in the form
of stripped down protons as plasma contained in a neutron star, which
changes to sentient (sattvagun’a) energy when the neutron star goes
supernova. It is the same energy, just changing forms or structures.
In the supernova the compressed gravity energy in the atoms
now becomes gravity straightened waves of sentient energy. The same
gravity energy now expressed as straightened gravity (or anti-gravity)
waves. Energy is always the same, only the container changes from
neutron star plasma atoms with five factorial nuclei to gravity wave
forms with two factorial nuclei to maintain the wave structure. The
Microvitic Atom P.29
Therefore what I proposed was:
1. The actual container consists of factorials. In fact I see
five factorial containers in every atom.
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2.
nergy remains and maintains in every atom as
Rudresha uses the term mass of matter or simply mass.
3.
In matter – microvita is simply the donator of the energy
that remains and maintains the mass.
4. The collective microvitic mind (of the 4 parts of the atom)
is the collective controller of atomic energies.240
Rudresha>But what are 5FF’s composed of? Energy or
what? If the container of energy (i.e. matter) is also composed of
energy (5FF’s) there’s no big difference between the container (matter)
and the contained (energy). But we know that the two are completely
different. How do you resolve this?
Turiiya>If I may offer Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti’s quote>
Energy always requires a material shelter -- a container. After the
destruction of the container, the immense released energy moves very fast with
tremendous speed in all directions in search of some or other material
shelter. Microvita_and_Cosmology.html

Of course the real question is What is that container? as
energy/matter is what is inside the atom.
Is the container made of microvita? Not precisely. Microvita
has 4 parts. unless energy is controlled it is explosion. Control is
intelligent control. Microvita has a subtle part that has collective
intelligence. That subtle part controls the energy in the atom.
That doesn’t answer What is the container? only what
controls the container. Maybe we should ask ourselves What is a
container? I believe the container of energy within the atom is
different than what we think of as containers like i.e. box container.
Look at air- what is its container? Earth. Look at ocean – what is its
container. Earth. If air or water was analogous to say energy, then what
would be analogous to in the atom to earth? The 5 rudimental factors—
Yes all 5. Why all five? Because atoms, the atoms in us and around us,
are considered solid and Ba’Ba’ tells us almost everything we see and
feel are solid factor. Solid factor contains all 5 rudimental factors.
Ba’Ba’ uses tanm tras as the proof.
Physics says (subtly) that all energy is the same because it can
all be mathematically measured and converted back and forth. It’s not
all the same. The highest spiritual energy is coming from Cosmic
240

Excerpted from: Intuition List-2016-09-19
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Mind. It is not the same (in quality) as the energy released as heat from
an electric light bulb. Where’s the math for that? Ba’Ba’ groups
energies roughly in the five groups that they group around, the 5
Rudimental Factors. The rudimental factors (and Ba’Ba’ asked us to
call them that RF’s – not FF fundamental factors) hold the varying
groups of energies – that is the container. Just as Earth is the container
for our air.
You can’t put Humpty Dumpty together again. Just like no one
can put the atom together again. You can combine them – that’s a
different story... but U can’t make a new one.241

Addendum 2- Differences between Microvita mind and Unit
mind
From Intuition List forum
Excerpted from the Intuition List-2016-09-05 a closed forum
moderated by Turiiya.

We as Unit I constructed minds do not see the difference
because we have many false assumptions. We rely upon some basic
assumptions that may have no basis in reality.
1. Microvita are not constructed from same mind stuff
We assume that microvitic mind is constructed like our mind
but smaller. False.
Our mind is constructed from physical matter that has been
pulverized until it becomes ectoplasmic matter or finely pulverized
matter. This pulverized matter type mind (Unit I) is used in
microcosmic areas (and not with Cosmic Mind in Macrocosmic
Sancaira areas) it is called microcosmic citta. As this mind evolves it
becomes finer microcosmic mind stuff and is further known as
microcosmic aham and mahat. In other words, our mind (stuff) evolves
mentally in an area called Pratisaincara from matter and it evolves
independently as unit minds.
The difference here is that microvita is constructed not
from matter; but directly by the Cosmic Mind in Saincara. 242 Since
241

Excerpted from : Intuition List-2016-08-13
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matter has not fully evolved (at this point in Saincara) therefore it must
be constructed from Cosmic Mind stuff (vs. microcosmic mind stuff).
2. Microvita is directly controlled by Cosmic Mind. (Should
be noted this is only in effect until a certain point in physical/mental
evolution of the unit I).
We assume that since we have an indirect relationship with the
Cosmic Mind (through our senses and sense of existential unit I) that
microvita has the same relationship with Cosmic Mind. False.
Microvita is made from Cosmic Mind stuff directly. Then
Cosmic Mind has an intimate and direct control and sense of all its
parts. This is known as protah yoga. We have an indirect relationship
known as ota yoga relationship. The inference here is that microvita
can be directly controlled by the Cosmic Mind (and it is by intelligent
designed algorithms). The relationship we have with microvita (as
microvita affects our mind and body) is an indirect one.
3. Microvita has no form/shape (even in atom).
We assume because everything we sense has form of some type
(even dormant like atom has form/shape) that microvita must have
some sort of form (just very small form). False.
Microvita cannot have form for many reasons. They
consist of energy with mental control (microvitic mind). Their energy is
2nd factorial energy [formless] (not 3rd or 4thetc.). [This is probably true
only at superluminal speeds.] The form tanmatra is only identifiable
when the object consists of 3rd factorial (and therefore contains the
higher factorials). And:
As a microvitum is a singular entity, it has no structure. By
nature it is more energy than matter
Questions and Answers on
Microvita – Excerpt B
The real question we should be asking ourselves is How can
something existing in our reality as atom, have NO structure and yet
consist of energy?
Because we know Ba’Ba’ said energy follows
structure/container.243
To understand this, we have to first of all accept the
statement244 above that microvita has no structure. Structure and
242

microvita are a creation in the internal phase [Saincara].
Microvitum_the_Mysterious_Emanation_of_Cosmic_Factor.html ( English 1986)
243
Excerpted from : Intuition List-2016-09-05
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therefore form is all about concentration of particles. When the
container is so small as to be point-like, it cannot be seen to be
identified as a container as we know it. Why because of the second part
of the statement. The definition of matter is that it contains ALL the
factorials (including solid). Therefore the concentration of energy (in
the microvitic atom) is insufficient for us to identify it as a solid
objectively.
Normally you cannot see structure-less/formless objects like air
and electronic waves, but they are there. They energy riding on a
microwave and coming from a microwave antenna is there. Seeing and
believing all has to do with concentration of sense like-waves
(tanmátras) coming from the dispersed objects. Only if the tanmatric
waves coming from an ant at 10 meters comes, within one foot can we
identify the ant to our senses.
Microvita has energy (in different places, different types) and
that energy is contained and that container is widely dispersed. Not
only that, but the energy contained within the different factorials is
different. The difference is in two very basic ways. Each factorial
attracts different (basically we can say) classes of energies (when it was
created). This allows 1st factorial to use certain energies and 2nd
factorial to use a different level of energies. About this I can say that I
believe that Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti classifies factorial and energies
only to allow us to try and have a concept of them in our minds. In
reality I believe they are each blended separately as in one great spread
of vibrational levels.
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I should like to make a rather long comment as to why I accept these statements at face
value. Accepting anything is a matter of understanding, knowledge, believing, logic and so
many factors. As we know from studying The Internal Being and other sources, senses are the
lowest form of accepting the truth of any concept. Intuition and direct knowledge are higher
sources of understanding and acceptance.
When the 1st man walked on the moon, there were so many conspiracy theorists that said it
didn’t happen because they did not directly sense it. It was all a fake lie put on TV. I’m sure
when the 1st heavier than airplane flew many said the same thing; but when you fly in an
airplane your senses verity the truth to you.
With Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti’s writings and spoken words, I always have accepted them at
their face value as direct knowledge, as truth to me. I do this because I have known the master
directly and I know from direct knowledge/experience that what He said is the absolute truth.
This allows me a great advantage, to see the logical truth in His works. When I first accept it as
truth (and mind does not revolt); then the answers become more readily apparent and logical.
Now back to microvita.
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The second difference (other than attraction to factorial) is that
the force of energy varies in accordance with the speed of the carrier
wave.245 Therefore the force of the energies of microvita created in
portions of Saincara is very great because of the tremendous speeds
involved. By the time microvita is used in creation of the very atomic
particles we call matter, the speed has dropped below superluminal.
The apparent energy has now become slow, solid and coagulates easier
with other microvitum to become what we see and call matter.
Remember that microvita are not only energy; they also have intelligent
programming and vibration. They have a life in collectivity.
Addendum 3- Recent Notes on Microvita
The following is copied from "Microvita: Cosmic Seeds of Life" from
Chapter 5 “Starting Microvita Research” in the sections “Recent Notes on
Microvita” and “Suggestions for Microvita Research"
From: Richard Gauthier richgauthier@gmail.com

Recent Notes on Microvita
The following notes and ideas are from Acarya Vimalananda
Avt., a global coordinator of microvita research. They are based on
recent comments Sarkar made to him in late August 1988 about
microvita. They are included to bring this book up to date, but have not
yet been integrated into the following chapters. The reader should keep
them in mind while reading the remainder of the book.
Do more sádhaná (meditation).
Scientists should learn meditation to increase their observational
capability. Observers must raise their level of consciousness.
When solid matter explodes at the atomic level billions of
microvita that have solidified to form the atom may awaken. Microvita
are dormant in the atom and very small. When jadasphota (a type of
explosion that may be violent or cause normal wear and tear in a
structure) occurs microvita awaken and take on a different structure. If
the environment is changed, microvita change to suit the environment.
That is how a tiny microvitum can change and become so large that it
can be seen through a microscope.
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This is not a normal concept in physics today. Electronic waves normally propagate at the
speed of light.
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Microvita when awakened develop a personality that depends
upon the environment. If jadasphota takes place in a solution of Fe2O3
you will get one structure. The structure will be different in different
environments. If it is in another structure such as Fe3O4 it will be
different. As the environment will affect the structure of microvita, that
structure will keep changing as microvita move through different
environments.
When a microvitum has been awakened and enters a cell, a
virus adapts to the environment of the cell. You get a virus when a
microvitum has entered a cell and developed.
The RNA and DNA of a particular virus is unique to that virus.
Particles of Cosmic Citta (Objective Cosmic Mind), when microvita are
emanated from Cosmic Mind, already contain the information for RNA
or DNA. This information is there but not seen until microvitum is
awakened, and when it is in virus form then we can detect it.
Ectoplasm will affect what is going to happen to microvita in
the area. s microvita enter the space of another person’s ectoplasm
(thought waves) then microvita can be changed. A microvitum can be
changed when it is affected by a person’s thought waves.
The Western scientific mind is asking what and how. Science is
not asking WHY. The place to look for microvita is in WHY.
Microvita are taking place within Cosmic Mind before the
etherial level. Cosmic citta is needed first before it can conceptualize
microvita.
What happened to microvita between Cosmic Mind and
becoming a virus...did it go through Saincara (the extroversive phase of
the cycle of creation) or did it skip this? What happened between the
point it came from cosmic citta and became a virus...did it go through
all the stages of saincara to get there?
Suggestions for Microvita Research
Sarkar recently suggested several areas where experimental
research can demonstrate the effect of microvita and thus convince
scientists of their existence.
1. In a chemistry experiment, if two test tubes with the same
contents are heated using two different gases (one heated with coal gas
and the other with butane gas) the results of the experiment will be
different due to the different fuels being used.
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2. Find out why there is a difference in the temperature and
salinity of different oceans, although they have been connected for
millions of years? If you mix two glasses of sea water, they eventually
blend. Why haven't the oceans blended?
3. If two cells come from the same area of one living creature
are put into identical cultures at the same temperature, with the same
nutrients and all other conditions are the same, still after some time the
quantity of cell culture will be different.
4. Find out why unusual things happen in the Bermuda
Triangle.
5. If two Guinea pigs of identical weight, living in the same
environment, etc., were administered the same quantity of poison, they
would not die at the same time. Why?
6. Radioactive elements that decay to lead, such as radium and
uranium, etc., release radiation in the process. a) Why is radiation
released? b) By reversing the process many problems may be solved,
i.e. cleaning up radioactive waste. Learn how to reverse this process.
7. Halogen elements such as fluorine, bromine, iodine, etc. are
powerful non-metals. Fluorine is very strong. Find out why there is
such a difference between them. (Note - there is a reference to negative
charge.)
8. If the highly conductive liquid mercury can be changed from
liquid to solid it becomes a great superconductor.
9. What makes the different blood groups and types? Explore
the reasoning behind it. The answers will lead to solving many medical
problems.
10. Collective human psychic force brings changes in different
experiments. Collective human psychic strength controls certain
microvita. I.e. one state may be psychically different from another,
leading to different results from a particular experiment conducted in
two different states.
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Master Sa skrta Glossary
abhim na
inflated ego
c rya m. or c ry f. spiritual teacher qualified to teach all
lessons of meditation
adharma
that which goes against dharma
adhruva
changing, transitory
advaeta
non-duality
aeshvaryas
eight occult powers: a im to become small
(small enough to enter any physical particle or any crevice of another’s
mind); mahim to become large (an expanded mind is omniscient and
feels love for the universe); laghim , to become light (a light body can
fly through air a light mind can study the minds of others); pr pti to
obtain any desired ob ect; iishitva to control (this supreme control may
be used to guide others’ minds); vashitva to psychically dominate
others; prak mya, to materialize the desired outcome of events; and
antary mitva to know the inner thought-wave and the inner need of
any entity. these powers are also called vibhúti . (note that though
some of the powers may be used for similar ends, the ends are achieved
by different methods)
gama and nigama
nigama means questions on spiritual
topics; or the theoretical side of Tantra. gama means answers to the
questions; or the practical, applied side of Tantra
agry buddhi
pointed intellect
aham aha tattva doer I ego second mental subjectivity
aha k ra
false ego, pride
i cakra
see cakra
akha da kiirtana continuous kiirtana
am vasy
new moon
an hata cakra fourth psychic-nerve plexus, located at the midpoint of the chest; the yogic heart .
nanda
divine bliss
Ananda Marga path of divine bliss; Ánanda M rga Prac raka
Sa gha (Ananda Marga organization)
anitya transient
annamaya ko a the physical body, composed of the five
rudimental factors
anucchúny
unmanifested
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anuloma and pratiloma
the circumstance of a man
marrying below or above his station, respectively, according to caste
hierarchy
apara objective; controlled. see also para
apar bhakti
attraction to para Brahma the expressed aspect
of Brahma. see also par bhakti
apar i na
mundane, or worldly, knowledge
apar vidy
knowledge of the mundane
aparok a nubhúti
direct experience
r dhan
irresistible urge for the Lord; forgetting oneself
in the pursuit of the Lord
artha anything (especially wealth) that gives temporary relief
from suffering
sana the third limb of a t ga (eight-limbed) yoga. sanas:
postures for curing physical problems especially those that interfere
with s dhan
sana shuddhi meditation process to withdraw the mind from
body awareness and concentrate it at one point
asat
untruth, opposite of Sat
a tap sha
eight fetters of the mind
Asura an Assyrian tribe. among the Indo-Aryans, the term
took on in addition the derogatory meaning monsters and came to be
applied by them in this sense to certain non-Aryan peoples
tm tman
soul consciousness Puru a pure cognition.
the tman of the Cosmos is Param tman and that of the unit is the
iiv tman
tma i na
self-knowledge
tma-sukha tattva the principle of selfish pleasure
attractive force
is the amplification of the gun’as within the
wave by chromatics.
attribute
an attributional expression that can be
recognized or expressed to our senses or extension thereof (usually
through tanmátras). Attributional peculiarities are shown by colour and
sound
avadhúta m. or avadhútik f. literally one who is thoroughly
cleansed mentally and spiritually ; a monk or nun of an order close to
the tradition of Shaeva Tantra
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vidy m y centrifugal, or extroversal force; aspect of the
Cosmic Operative Principle which guides movements from the subtle
to the crude. see also Vidy m y
ayurveda
the Vedic system of medicine
bhaga is a collection of six attributes: aeshvarya; viirya -valour, command; yasha -- fame reputation; shrii charm; i na -knowledge especially self-knowledge; and vaer gya -- renunciation
Bhagav n
the owner of bhaga, one who has fully imbibed
the six qualities; Lord
Bh gavata dharma
the dharma to attain the Supreme
bala
a non local external binding force that causes friction
within the factorial, common usage gravity sometimes used as energy
bhajana
devotional song
bhakta devotee
bhakti devotion
bhakti yoga
devotional form of spiritual practice
bhaktitattva
the cult of devotion. see also Indian
philosophies
bhava the expressed universe
bh va idea, ideation, mental flow
bh va s dhan spiritual practice of auto-suggestion
bhúta bhútatattva mah bhúta
rudimental, or rudimental,
factor of matter. the five bhútas are the ethereal the aerial the
luminous the liquid and the solid; and they carry respectively the
tanm tras of sound, touch, form, taste and smell
biija mantra
acoustic root; particular sound vibration from
which a particular type of action stems
Brahma
Supreme ntity comprising both Puru a, or
Shiva, and Prakrti, or Shakti
Brahma Cakra The Cosmic Cycle -- the cycle of creation out
of Consciousness, and dissolution back into Consciousness, through
saincara and pratisaincara
Br hma a (Brahman) The uppermost social group in India,
who traditionally perform priestly functions or live by intellectual
labour
Brahmatva
Brahma-hood, supreme stance
Brahmav da philosophical system of which Brahma is the
essence
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bodhi intuition
buddhi, buddhitattva intellect
cakra cycle or circle; psycho-spiritual centre or plexus. the
cakras in the human body are all located along the susumn canal
which passes through the length of the spinal column and extends up to
the crown of the head. some cakras however are associated with
external concentration points. the concentration points: (1) for the
múl dh ra cakra the base of the spine above the perineum; (2) for the
sv dhi th na the genital organ; ( ) for the ma ipura, the navel; (4) for
the an hata the midpoint of the chest; (5) for the vishuddha the throat;
( ) for the i between the eyebrows; and ( ) for the sahasr ra, the
crown of the head
Citishakti
Cognitive Principle Puru a, Pure Consciousness
citta
done I ob ective I ob ective mind mind-stuff
chromatics what Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti calls raga or rhythm
colour charge
in (QCD) is strong force. Shrii Shrii calls it
attractive harmonic force, colouring (raga).
cohesion
the adherence of energy to its container is called
cohesion
d d
literally elder brother ; may refer to an c rya of
Ananda Marga
Dak i c ra Tantra
school of Tantra that attempts to
control M y through propitiation or appeasement
d sya bh va the devotional attitude of looking upon oneself as
the servant of the Lord
deva mythologically, a god, a deity; philosophically, any
vibration, or expression, emanating from the Cosmic Nucleus
devat mythologically, a god or goddess; philosophically, a
minor expression of a deva controlled and supervised by the deva
(deva and devat are sometimes used interchangeably)
devii a goddess, a female deity
dh ra
the sixth limb of a t ga (eight-limbed) yoga:
restricting the flow of mind to particular points in the body; conception.
(Tattva dh ra means restricting the flow of mind to, or conception of,
the rudimental factors.)
dharmacharacteristic property; spirituality; the path of
righteousness in social affairs
dharma r ya literally reign of dharma ; rule of moralism
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dharmacakra collective meditation; Buddha’s wheel of
dharma
dharmak etra the battlefield of the Mah bh rata war; the
physical body (as the only venue in which dharma s dhan can be
performed)
dh rmika
adjective of dharma
dhy na
the seventh limb of a t ga (eight-limbed) yoga:
meditation in which the psyche is directed towards Consciousness
dhy na mantra Sanskrit verse listing the attributes of a deity, to
be used for visualizing that deity in meditation
didi literally elder sister ; may refer to an c ry of nanda
Marga
dvaeta duality
dvaet dvaeta dualistic non-duality
Dv para Yuga see yugas
ek dashii
eleventh day after the new moon or full moon
days on which fasting is especially advantageous
entitative waves. pure/individual controlling waves of the
entity
flavour charges
define different masses, electric charges, and
decay modes in (QCD).
form is the summation of chromatics wave (gun’as) vibration
sound and colour (colouring) within the particulated Brahma area
(Cosmic Citta) of Saincara. In pratisaincara it appears as the 3rd
factorial luminous area.
frequency changes
cause change in object.
gati
mobility, movement
giita song
gopa m. or gopii f. village cowherd boy or girl; devotees of the
Lord
gun’as binding factor or principle; attribute; quality. Prakrti
the Cosmic Operative Principle is composed of: sattvagu a the
sentient principle; ra ogu a the mutative principle; and tamogu a, the
static principle. Inherent binding forces of waves, expressed
macrocosmically as gravity and microcosmically as the strong force
(QCD)
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guru mantra
important mantra learned as a lesson of
nanda Marga s dhan
hira maya ko a
the subtlest of the ko as
hl dinii shakti R dhik shakti
an expression of vidy
shakti or Vidy m y , which one experiences as a desire to do
something practical towards spiritual attainment
Iishvara
the Cosmic Controller; literally the Controller
of all controllers
Inertial vs. interial frames
Inertial refers to mundane space or
place. Interial refers to person. Time is function of person; not of space
jagat world, universe
Janya Iishvara S khya concept of a Cosmic entity
instrumental for creation
jiiva an individual being
iivabh va
finite subjectivity, feeling of the unit state, sense
of the unit identity, microcosmic bearing
iiv tm iiv tman see tm
i na knowledge; understanding
i na yoga
a form of spiritual practice which emphasizes
discrimination or intellectual understanding
i nii a s dhaka who follows the path of knowledge or
discrimination
kal
flow with curvature, in a stage of the Cosmic Cycle
dominated by the mutative principle
kaola one who practises kula s dhan and is adept at raising
one’s own ku dalinii
Kaoravas
sons of king Dhritarastra the adharmik forces in
the Mah bh rata war
kap lika s dhan
a form of spiritual practice which causes
the aspirant to confront and overcome all the inherent fetters and
enemies of the human mind
kapha see v yu, pitta, kapha and rakta
karma action; sometimes positive or negative action which
produces sa sk ras
karma yoga
a form of spiritual practice which emphasizes
selfless action
karmii a s dhaka who follows the path of action or work
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kiirtana
collective singing of the name of the Lord,
sometimes combined with a dance that expresses the spirit of surrender
ko a
level or layer of the mind (either Macrocosmic
Mind or microcosmic mind) in terms of its degree of subtlety or
crudeness
krp
spiritual grace
r asundaram
r a the Beautiful
k attriya
a person whose mentality is to dominate over
matter; written as
attriya , a member of the second-highest caste in
India
ku dalinii kulaku dalinii
literally coiled serpentine ;
sleeping divinity; the force dormant in the kula (lowest vertebra) of the
body, which, when awakened, rises up the spinal column to develop all
one’s spiritual potentialities
uruk etra
the battlefield of the Mah bh rata war; the
world (since it is as if the world is always saying,
liil
divine sport
loka
a level or layer or sphere of the Macrocosmic
Mind
Mah bh rata Great India ; the name of a military campaign
guided by ord r a around 1500 BCE to unify India; the epic poem
written by Maharshi Vyasa about this campaign
Mah kaola
a Tantric guru who can raise not only his own
ku dalinii but those of others also; in Buddhist Tantra Mah kaola is
sometimes symbolic of Parama Puru a
Mah puru a a person highly evolved psychically and
spiritually, especially one who has consequently developed a charisma
felt by other people
Mah sambhúti when T raka Brahma utilizes the five
rudimental factors to express Himself through a body, this is known as
His Mah sambhúti
mahat, mahattattva
I ( I am I exist ) feeling existential
I
mantra a sound or collection of sounds which, when meditated
upon, will lead to spiritual liberation. a mantra is incantative, pulsative,
and ideative
mantra caetanya
the awakening of a mantra; conceptual
understanding of and psychic association with a mantra
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m rga path
Margi a member of Ananda Marga
M y Creative Principle, Prakrti in Her phase of creation.
also, the power of the Creative Principle to cause the illusion that the
finite created objects are the ultimate truth
M y v da
doctrine of illusion. see also Indian philosophies
metazoic mind complex type mind using acquaintance,
experience and microvitic endoplasmic coverage
mithy false, unreal
mok a spiritual emancipation, non-qualified liberation
mudr meaningful gesture; a yogic exercise similar to an sana
but incorporating more ideation
mukti spiritual liberation
múl dh ra cakra lowest, or basal, psychic-spiritual centre, or
plexus, located just above the base of the spine. see also cakra
muni a saintly person devoted to intellectual pursuits
n da flow without curvature in a stage of Brahma Cakra
dominated by the sentient principle
n dii psychic-energy channel; nerve
namah salutations
r ya a
the Supreme ntity; literally the ord of ra
(Prakrti)
niiti morality
irgu a Brahma
Brahma unaffected by the gu as; nonqualified Brahma
onm o k ra the sound of the first vibration of creation; the
biija mantra (acoustic root) of the expressed universe. o k ra literally
means the sound onm
ota yoga
the association of Puru ottama with each unit
creation individually in pratisaincara
painca bhútas five rudimental or rudimental factors -- ethereal,
aerial, luminous, liquid and solid
Pandavas
the sons of king Pandu the dharmic forces in the
Mah bh rata war
p pa sin
p pii sinner
para subjective; controlling. see also apara
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par bhakti
highest devotion to the Supreme; devotion to
Para Brahma, the unexpressed aspect of Brahma. see also apar bhakti
par i na
spiritual knowledge
Param Prakrti
Supreme Operative Principle
Parama Puru a
Supreme Consciousness
Paramashiva
see Puru ottama
Param tm Param tman
Supreme Consciousness in the
role of witness of His own macropsychic conation. Param tman
comprises: (1) Puru ottama the Macrocosmic ucleus; (2)
Puru ottam ’s association with all creation in His extroversal
movement (prota yoga); and ( ) Puru ottam ’s association with each
unit creation individually (ota yoga) and (4) with all collectively (prota
yoga) in His introversal movement
par shakti
introversive pervasive force
par vidy
spiritual knowledge, knowledge of the Great
parok a nubhúti
indirect knowledge or experience
P rthas rathi literally
r una’s charioteer ; r a in the
role of a king
p taka sin. there are two kinds: p pa sin of commission and
pratyav ya, sin of omission
pitta
see v yu, pitta, kapha and rakta
Prabh ta Sa giita
a collection of 501 spiritual and
psycho-spiritual songs composed by Prabhat Ran an Sarkar (Shrii Shrii
Ánandamúrti)
Prakrti Param Prakrti
Cosmic Operative Principle
Prakrtitattva essence of Prakrti
pr a
energy; vital energy
pr h
vital energy
pra sha
dissolution, total annihilation
pr y ma
the fourth limb of a t ga (eight-limbed) yoga:
process of controlling vital energy by controlling the breath. a lesson of
nanda Marga s dhan
prapatti
whatever is taking place in the universe is all due
to the cosmic will .
pratisaincara in the Cosmic Cycle, the step-by-step
introversion and subtilization of consciousness from the state of solid
matter to the ucleus Consciousness. ( prati means counter and
saincara means movement )
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praty h ra
the fifth limb of a t ga (eight-limbed) yoga:
withdrawing the mind from absorption in the physical senses
prota yoga
the association of Puru ottama with all creation
in His extroversive movement and with all the unit creations
collectively in His introversive movement
pur a
mythological story with a moral import;
educative fiction
purashcara a upward movement of the kulaku dalinii from
múl dh ra cakra to sahasr ra cakra including the phases of
mantr gh ta and mantra caetanya
Puru a Consciousness. Supreme Consciousness the
consciousness of the Cosmos is Parama Puru a and a unit
consciousness is an a u puru a
Puru adeha
the entire created substance, causal, subtle and
crude, of the Macrocosm; Cosmic I + Cosmic doer I + Cosmic
done I
protozoic mind
cittic type physical mind guided by
instinct only and unit existential I
Puru ottama Paramashiva the Nucleus Consciousness, the
witness of saincara (extroversion from the Nucleus) and pratisaincara
(introversion to the Nucleus)
quinquelemental
composed of the ethereal, aerial,
luminous, liquid and solid factors, or elements
R dha bh va madhura bh va R dha bh va means literally
the devotional attitude which R dh held as the beloved of r a.
madhura bh va means literally the sweet or honey devotional
attitude
raga attractive harmonic force, sound or colour (colouring)
ra ogu a
see gu as
rakta
see v yu, pitta, kapha and rakta
R m ya a
an epic poem of India. it is the story of king
Rama, or Ramchandra
R h
the territory, mostly in Bengal, stretching from
the west bank of the Bhagirathi River to the Parasnath Hills
rasa
cosmic flow; taste
r saliil
Parama Puru a has created an endless network
of waves from the Cosmic ucleus according to his own sweet will . . .
each of these waves is a deva but the fundament upon which these
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waves have been created is called rasa . . . the divine sport of these
innumerable waves is called the r saliil
ri
sage; one who, by inventing new things,
broadens the path of progress of human society
rúpa tanm tra inferential waves conveying vision i.e. the
sense of form. see also tanm tra
Sad shiva
Shiva (literally eternal Shiva )
s dhaka
spiritual practitioner
s dhan
literally sustained effort ; spiritual practice;
meditation
s dhu
virtuous person spiritual aspirant. see also
s dhaka
sadrsha pari ma
homogenesis, a sequence of similarity of
curvatures in the phase of creation dominated by rajogu a
sadvipra
spiritual revolutionary
Sagu a Brahma
Brahma affected by the gu as ; qualified
Brahma
sahasr ra cakra
highest, or pineal, psychic nerve plexus,
located at the crown of the head
saincara
in the Cosmic Cycle, the step-by-step
extroversion and crudification of consciousness from the Nucleus
Consciousness to the state of solid matter. (saincara literally means
movement )
sam dhi
absorption of the unit mind into the Cosmic
Mind (savikalpa sam dhi) or into the tman (nirvikalpa sam dhi); there
are also various kinds of sam dhi that involve only partial absorption
and have their own distinguishing characteristics, according to the
technique of spiritual practice followed
sam a
society
sam a cakra social cycle
sama-sam a tattva
the principle of social equality
sa s ra
the world as a dimension of relentless,
unceasing movement
sa sk ra
mental reactive momentum, potential mental
reaction
samvit shakti an expression of vidy shakti or Vidy m y ,
which one experiences as the realization that life has a higher purpose
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sanny sii m. or sanny sinii f. literally one who has
surrendered one’s everything to the Cosmic will or one who
ensconces oneself in Sat the unchangeable entity ; a renunciant
s rathi
charioteer
Sat, Satya, Satyam
that which undergoes no change ;
Absolute Reality
satsaunga
good company
sattvagu a
see gu as
shabda
sound
Shaeva Dharma
Shaivism; the theoretical or
philosophical side of spirituality as taught by Shiva
Shaeva Tantra Shiva Tantra; the applied, or practical side of
spirituality as taught by Shiva
sh kta
a follower of Sh kt c ra the Shakti Cult; hence
any aspirant who embodies the characteristics of Sh kt c ra,
especially the judicious application of power
Shakti
Prakrti; energy; a deification of Prakrti
Shambhúliunga
fundamental positivity
sh stra
scripture
Shiva
a great Tantric guru of 5000 BC who guided
society while His mind was absorbed in Consciousness; hence Infinite
Consciousness Puru a
Shivabh va the stance, or bearing, of Infinite Consciousness
Shiva-liunga originally a phallic symbol, later given
philosophical significance as the entity from which all things
originate
shloka
a Sanskrit couplet expressing one idea
shúdra
Written as shúdra a person with a mentality of
physical en oyment only a member of the labourer social class; written
as Shúdra , a member of the lowest caste in India.
siddha mantra a mantra perfected by the guru
siddhi
Self-realization; spiritual attainment
sthirabhúmi
of the citta (the apperceptive plate), the site of
the mind’s sam'ska'ras (reactive momenta of deeds).
svarúpa pari ma
a process of homomorphic evolution from
a state before creation in which all the gu as are in equipoise
Svayambhúliunga ultimate point of negativity, or crudity, in
the human body
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tamogu a
see gu as
t dava
a vigorous dance for male spiritual aspirants,
originally formulated by Shiva. it develops the glands in a way that
enhances courage and fearlessness. when Shiva Himself does this
dance (Shiva atar a), the dance becomes a metaphor in which
Supreme Consciousness sends vibrations throughout the universe and
causes all objects of the universe in turn to radiate vibrations
tanm tra
literally minutest fraction of that i.e. of a
given rudimental factor of matter. also translated generic essence or
inferential wave . the various types of tanm tras convey the senses of
hearing, touch, form (vision), taste and smell
Tantra
a spiritual tradition which originated in India in
prehistoric times and was first systematized by Shiva. it emphasizes the
development of human vigour, both through meditation and through
confrontation of difficult external situations, to overcome all fears and
weaknesses. also, a scripture expounding that tradition
T raka Brahma
Supreme Consciousness in Its liberating
aspect
upadharmas secondary dharmas
up dhi and padavii
the special and ordinary quality or
characteristic of anything
-v da and -v diis
suffixes meaning respectively doctrine
of or ism ; and followers (of a doctrine)
vaeshya
a person of acquisitive mentality, a member of
the capitalist social class; written as Vaeshya a member of the
second-lowest caste in India
Vae ava
Vaishnavite; pertaining to the Vi u Cult or
Religion
v tsalya bh va the devotional attitude of looking upon the Lord
as one’s child
v yu pitta kapha and rakta v yu
comprises (1) the ten
basic energy flows in the body, performing specific functions; (2) the
gas that is created in the digestive tract when the energy flows become
distorted. pitta is the expression of the luminous (fire) factor in the
human body, responsible for digestion and preservation of body heat.
Examples of pitta are the liver bile and pancreatic juice. kapha denotes
mucus, phlegm, and all physical factors (such as some factors of the
blood) which tend to create mucus. rakta is blood
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v yus
the ten basic energy flows in the human body
veda
literally knowledge ; hence a composition
imparting spiritual knowledge. also, a religious or philosophical school
which originated among the Aryans and was brought by them to India.
it is based on the Vedas and emphasizes the use of ritual to gain the
intervention of the gods
vibration when defined in relativity is measured as f (in
Hz)=1/T(sec)
Vidy m y
centripetal, or introversal force; force of
attraction to the Nucleus Consciousness; aspect of the Cosmic
Operative Principle which guides movements from the crude to the
subtle. see also vidy m y
viir c rii
a follower of Viir c ra Tantra; a Tantric who
adopts a particularly heroic ideation while seeking to confront and
overcome all mental weaknesses
vik epa shakti an expression of avidy shakti or vidy m y ,
which one experiences as the delusion that if one remains aloof from
the Supreme, the Supreme will not be in a position to control his or her
destiny
vimukha
anger, permanent displeasure
vin sha
transformation through destruction
vipra
a person who controls others by his wits, a
member of the intellectual social class; written as Vipra a member of
the highest caste in India.
viveka
conscience, power of discrimination between
good and evil
vraja
the spirit of joyful movement
Vra agop la Vra a r a as that entity who takes people
forward through oy amidst various expressions of bliss
vrtti
mental propensity
yama and niyama
moral codes
yoga
spiritual practice leading to unification of the
unit tman with Param tman
yugas
the mythological four ages (Satya Yuga or
Golden ge Treta Yuga or Silver ge Dv para Yuga, or Copper Age,
and Kali Yuga, or Iron Age), representing the step-by-step decline of
morality and spirituality
wavelength
is λ the Greek letter lambda in meters
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